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1 Abstract 
 

Abstract 

 
The world population growth and its derived demands encourage the search and commissioning 

of eco-friendly, sustainable and long-lasting resources. In this regard, the field of Materials 

Science and Engineering is committed to the investigation and production of materials able to 

withstand harsh operating conditions without compromising the environment or their nominal 

properties. These severe working scenarios – such as high temperature, wear or corrosive 

applications – fit in different sectors, like power generation (fusion nuclear reactors), mining or 

aeronautics. A broad branch of this type of materials correspond to hardmetals or cemented 

carbides, metal-ceramic composites comprised by a predominant net of tungsten carbide (WC) 

particles embedded in a cobalt (Co) binder. This combination has been strongly rooted to the 

industry due to its outstanding properties, especially regarding hardness and toughness, two 

valuable properties in the niche of cutting tools. However, the relatively recent inclusion of W 

and Co in European and American critical raw materials and toxicity lists – REACH and NTP – have 

driven the study of alternative materials. In this sense, there exist two approaches: the partial or 

total substitution of Co, and seeking for a WC competitor as ceramic phase. 

With respect to the binder phase, iron (Fe) based alloys have proven to be excellent candidates 

as Co substitutes. Moreover, the addition of alloys such as chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni) or aluminium 

(Al) has demonstrated to improve oxidation and corrosion resistance of these materials, among 

other properties. Concerning the substitution of the ceramic phase, materials based in titanium 

carbonitride – Ti(C,N) –, also referred to as cermets, have arisen as very promising options, on the 

basis of providing advantages like high wear resistance or chemical stability. The combination of 

both strategies implies a challenge, but also the most sustainable option. In this regard, Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni cermets have attained dense samples with a homogeneous microstructure, evidencing 

excellent metal-ceramic wettability. Moreover, the development of a core-rim structure in the 

carbide has been avoided, thus approaching the biphasic configuration of hardmetals. 

The present thesis has continued with this investigation line, proposing a flexible and systematic 

methodology with which to ease the task of designing and producing alternative hard materials. 

This method integrates the tools for thermodynamic simulation, validation and experimental 

processing. The inclusion of new alloying elements – Cr and Al – and different compositions have 

been evaluated, comparing the roles of WC and Ti(C,N). Furthermore, the effects exerted by the 

processing route have been carefully assessed, as the final properties of the material greatly 

depend on this decisive parameter. These attributes are also influenced by the final 

microstructure which, at the same time, is affected by the processing step or material 

composition, as well as other factors. This synergy among parameters and the characterisation 

of their effects on the material have enabled to attain an optimum combination of composition, 

microstructure and mechanical properties. Materials have been characterised in terms of their 

density, final composition – X-ray spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction at room/high temperature – 

microstructure, magnetic properties, corrosion resistance or mechanical properties, among other 

techniques. With respect to their mechanical evaluation, it is worth highlighting the performance 

of massive nanoindentation analyses, with which the intrinsic hardness of each constituent phase 

could be extracted. 
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Resumen 

 
El incremento de la población mundial y las demandas derivadas en consecuencia impulsan los 

esfuerzos en investigación hacia la búsqueda y puesta en servicio de recursos ecológicos, 

sostenibles y duraderos. En este sentido, el campo de la Ciencia e Ingeniería de Materiales tiene 

por compromiso el estudio y la producción de materiales que puedan brindar una prestación en 

condiciones extremas sin comprometer el medio ambiente, garantizando el mantenimiento de 

sus propiedades en todo momento. Estos escenarios de servicio severos – por ejemplo, alta 

temperatura, desgaste o trabajo en ambientes corrosivos – tienen aplicación en diversos campos, 

tales como la generación de energía (reactores nucleares de fusión), la minería o la aeronáutica. 

Una amplia rama de estos materiales corresponde a los metales duros o carburos cementados, 

unos materiales compuestos metal-cerámicos formados por una red predominante de partículas 

de carburo de wolframio (WC) embebidas en una matriz de cobalto (Co). Esta combinación ha 

estado fuertemente arraigada a la industria gracias a sus excelentes propiedades, sobre todo en 

cuanto a dureza y tenacidad, altamente valorables en el nicho de las herramientas de corte. Sin 

embargo, la inclusión en los últimos años del W y el Co en la lista europea de materias primas 

críticas y en programas toxicológicos tanto europeos como norteamericanos – REACH y NTP – 

han dirigido los estudios hacia la búsqueda de materiales alternativos. En este aspecto, existen 

dos estrategias: la sustitución parcial o total de la matriz metálica, y el cambio del WC por otra 

fase cerámica. 

Respecto a la matriz, las aleaciones base hierro (Fe) han demostrado ser claras opciones como 

competidoras del Co. Además, la adición de aleantes como el cromo (Cr), el níquel (Ni) o el 

aluminio (Al) ha manifestado una evidente mejora en cuanto a la resistencia a oxidación y 

corrosión de estos materiales, entre otras propiedades. En cuanto a la sustitución de la fase 

cerámica, los materiales basados en carbonitruro de titanio – Ti(C,N) –, también denominados 

cermets, se han establecido como excelentes candidatos, gracias a ventajas como su alta 

resistencia al desgaste o estabilidad química. La combinación de ambas estrategias supone un 

reto, pero también la opción más sostenible. En este sentido, los cermets Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni han 

demostrado alcanzar muestras densas con microestructuras homogéneas, evidenciando una 

excelente mojabilidad metal-cerámica. Además, se ha evitado la evolución de una estructura de 

tipo core-rim en el carburo, aproximándose así a la configuración bifásica de los carburos 

cementados. 

En esta tesis se ha continuado con dicha línea de investigación, proponiendo una metodología 

flexible y sistemática para el diseño y producción de materiales duros alternativos con la que 

facilitar esta tarea. Este método aúna las herramientas de simulación termodinámica, validación 

y procesamiento experimental. Se ha estudiado la adición de nuevos elementos – Cr y Al – y 

diferentes composiciones, comparando los roles del WC y el Ti(C,N). Además, se han enfocado 

los esfuerzos en la evaluación de los efectos provocados por la ruta de procesamiento, un 

importante parámetro del que dependen en gran medida las propiedades finales del material. Al 

mismo tiempo, éstas también están altamente influenciadas por la microestructura final, que a 

su vez se ve afectada por el procesado o la composición, además de otros factores. Esta sinergia 

entre parámetros y la caracterización de sus efectos en el material han permitido llegar a una 

óptima combinación de composición, microestructura y propiedades mecánicas. Los materiales 

se han caracterizado en base a su densidad, composición final – espectroscopía de rayos-X y 

difracción de rayos-X a temperatura ambiente/alta –, microestructura, propiedades magnéticas, 
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resistencia a corrosión o propiedades mecánicas, entre otras técnicas. Respecto a la evaluación 

mecánica, cabe destacar los análisis de nanoindentación masiva con los que se han extraído los 

valores intrínsecos de dureza de cada una de las fases constituyentes. 
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7 1. State of the art 

This introductory chapter collects a general overview of the science of hard materials, disclosing 

their general characteristics and addressing their state of the art. A special focus has been made 

on the theoretical concepts and research background of the topics that are involved in this thesis 

project. 
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9 1. State of the art 

1.1. Introduction 
 

Hard materials can be divided into three broad categories: super hard materials – resistant to 

deformation and with a hardness superior to 40 GPa –, hard ceramics and hardmetals [1]. The 

latter group is the focus of this thesis work and will be described hereinafter. 

Hardmetals or cemented carbides are composite materials comprised of a dominant ceramic 

phase and a metal matrix or binder. These two distinct constituents provide the final material 

with high hardness and toughness, respectively. Traditionally, ceramic particles have 

corresponded to tungsten carbide (WC), whereas cobalt (Co) has been the metallic element 

conforming the binder phase. This combination was discovered by Schröter in 1922, who 

patented the material one year later (DRP 420.689). In 1927, Friedrich Krupp AG company, from 

Germany, acquired its rights and commercialised the product under the name “WIDIA”, an 

acronym composed by the German words “wie” and “Diamant” (meaning “like diamond”). This 

name reflected the outstanding properties that WC-Co combination showed as wear resistant 

parts. Another advantage was their low price as compared to diamond-based instruments. Thus, 

since then, hardmetals have been the undeniable kings in the cutting tool industry for over a 

century [2–4]. 

 

1.1.1. WC-Co substitution: seeking for alternative materials 

Despite the excellent performance of hardmetals in service conditions, in the last years both 

industry and scientific community have been seeking for alternative materials that can substitute 

Co and, furthermore, WC, due to economic and health reasons [2,5,6]. 

On the one hand, ammonium paratungstate – the raw material from which this ceramic phase is 

obtained – and Co have reported high and fluctuating market prices in the last two decades [7,8]. 

Europe mainly depends on China and Congo D.R. as sourcing countries for the supply of W (69 %, 

worldwide) and Co (68 %, to EU) [6,9], with the threat of political instability responsible for their 

price oscillation. In 2011, the European Commission included Co and W in the list of critical raw 

materials, renewing their membership in 2014, 2017 and 2020 subsequent lists [9–12]. 

On the other hand, previous investigations have demonstrated the toxicity of Co and its 

hazardous combination with WC. Their powder mixtures have proven to endanger human health, 

as in vitro and in vivo studies have revealed short-term and long-term effects. Regarding the 

former, acute inhalation toxicity has been reported. In the long-term, they produce interstitial 

lung fibrosis – ‘hardmetal lung’ – and may increment cancer risk by DNA modification [6,13–17]. 

Thus, these substances have been included in the EU programme Registration, Evaluation, 

Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical substances (REACH) – with renewed membership in its 

second review (REACH REFIT evaluation) – and US National Toxicology Program (NTP) [7,18–21]. 

It is worth pointing out that, according to the International Tungsten Industry Association (ITIA), 

most of the W demand is requested by the hardmetal industry, with a greater share in Europe 

(72 %) and Japan (75 %) [7,22]. On top of that, approximately 35 % of that amount is recycled and 

re-used [7,23], which enlarges this W consumption. Thus, given this involvement and market 
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share, it is clear that changes in the hard material engineering may have a great impact on the 

use of substances at supply risk. 

 

1.1.2. The three-step methodology 

Many investigations are being carried out in this area regarding this substitution issue. 

Nevertheless, a perfect cemented-carbide competitor has not yet been found, and this process 

is tough and time-consuming. In this investigation, a flexible and systematic methodology aiming 

to find the optimum metal-ceramic combination is proposed. As depicted in Figure 1.1, it consists 

of three steps: 

• Step 1: Thermodynamic simulation of phase diagrams. Calculation of metal alloys phase 

diagrams and their combination with predominant ceramic phases by means of the 

CALculation of PHAse Diagrams (CALPHAD) method. Compositions that fulfilled certain 

prescribed criteria were selected for further study. 

• Step 2: Validation of thermodynamic simulation. Assessment of the effectiveness of the 

simulation step. 

• Step 3: Processing of hard materials. Finally, these various metal-ceramic combinations 

were prepared by conventional Powder Metallurgy (PM) following different routes, until 

achieving an optimum balance of microstructural and mechanical properties. 

 

Figure 1.1. Sketch of the three-step methodology proposed for hard material production that guided the 
course of this investigation. 

 

Attempting to collect the state of the art in these fields, literature information is organised 

hereinafter into these three topics or steps. 

 

  

DESIGN
Phase diagram simulation –
CALPHAD method

VALIDATION
Assessment of the 
effectiveness of the simulation

PROCESSING
Processing of the hard 
materials by PM
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1.2. Design 
 

The first step involves the design of new compositions and simulation of the hard material phase 

diagrams. In doing so, a selection of the most appealing elements to fulfil this purpose was 

previously conducted. 

 

1.2.1. Selection of elements 

As mentioned in Introduction section, two approaches have been followed regarding the search 

of alternative materials to traditional hardmetals: substitution of the metallic phase and 

replacement of the ceramic component. 

 

• Alternative metallic phase 

Concerning the substitution of the Co binder, three main strategies have been adopted 

throughout the years, as specified by Penrice [24]: addition of modifiers (𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝐶𝑜 +  𝐶𝑟, 𝑀𝑜 

– carbide formers), partial substitution (𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝐶𝑜 + 𝑀) and complete substitution 

(𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝑀). The last classification has been the ultimate goal in the last years. In this regard, 

iron alloys have arisen as excellent candidates [25], first reported by Agte in 1956 [26–28]. The 

figure and contribution of Dr. Leo Prakash† must be also acknowledged in this field, as he was a 

pioneer and promoter of Fe-based alternative binders for cemented carbides [29–32]. Iron (Fe) 

is a transition metal with similar molecular mass and number to Co. It is an abundant element on 

the Earth’s surface, which translates into a relatively low price: 171.50 USD/T against 50,000.00 

USD/T for Co (consulted on February 22, 2021) [33]. Moreover, Fe is non-toxic and can be heat-

treated to adjust the material final properties for the desired application [7,34,35]. Gries and 

Prakash’s study on contact corrosion of WC-Co in aireated water confirmed the high toxicity of 

WC-Co by in vitro and in vivo experiments, where rat mortality was substantially reduced as Fe 

was incorporated to the binder [16,17]. Concerning microstructural effects, Fe has been reported 

to inhibit WC grain growth as compared to Co, explained by modifications in the WC-binder 

interfacial energy [36,37]. Furthermore, its inclusion as a binder element in WC-based materials 

has resulted in enhanced mechanical properties and corrosion resistance [38]. 

Addition of alloying elements has proven to increase various decisive material properties. 

Elements such as nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr), aluminium (Al), molybdenum (Mo) or carbon (C) have 

drawn special attention. 

Ni is an element that shares a similar molecular mass and close atomic number to Fe and Co. In 

the hardmetal field, it is known to improve both metal-ceramic wettability [39,40] and corrosion 

resistance [38,41–43]. The former property is fundamental for Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) – the 

usual sintering method of these hard materials, furtherly explained in the Processing section – 

and densification during this stage. Inclusion of Ni has also proven to decrease the solidus-liquidus 

temperatures of the alloy [44], a desirable factor when seeking to enhance LPS behaviour. 

Moreover, its combination with WC and Fe has demonstrated to decrease the optimum C value 
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needed to avoid precipitation of eta-phase or graphite [41,45–47]. When Ni is used as the sole 

element of the metallic binder for WC, a slow carbide growth for low C contents was observed, 

which increased as C addition was raised [36,37]. This phenomenon suggested a more uniform 

precipitation at the particle interface, which led to more curved boundaries. Roulon et al. 

attributed this morphology to precipitation at rounder edges followed by fast surface diffusion 

on flat surfaces, leading to atomic redistribution [37]. This carbide coarsening as Ni quantity is 

increased had been previously reported by Ettmayer et al. for cermet materials [48,49]. A 

drawback of this element is that Ni is included in REACH and NTP programmes, as it has reported 

toxicity effects [19–21]. 

Cr is a capital element in stainless steels (SS), acknowledged to upgrade corrosion [43,50–57], 

erosion-corrosion [58] and oxidation [41] resistance, as well as metal-ceramic wettability [59] in 

hard materials. Furthermore, its inclusion has reported to decrease melting or solidus-liquidus 

temperatures [60,61]. Mechanical properties can be also enhanced by Cr addition, like hardness 

and work hardening rate [24]. Moreover, previous investigations have confirmed some solubility 

of this element in the WC structure, especially at the interfaces of carbide particles [7,62–64]. As 

stated by de Oro et al. [65], Cr addition must be carefully tailored. When its dissolution limit in 

the binder is exceeded, secondary carbides of the type MxCy may precipitate. These Cr-rich 

carbides are well known to act as carbide grain growth inhibitors [51,66]. Nevertheless, for high 

Cr additions and carbide precipitation, they could affect fracture toughness and decrease the 

effective binder volume [65,67,68]. It has been previously claimed that precipitation is influenced 

not only by the binder composition but also by the particle size of WC in hardmetals [69]. Thus, 

for fine grained materials, Cr precipitation concentrates at the WC-WC or WC-Co interfaces 

[62,70]. Meanwhile, for coarser WC particles, precipitation of M7C3 secondary carbides was 

observed [68]. Thus, the carbide size of the predominant ceramic phase – in these cases, WC – 

has a direct influence in the precipitation of Cr-rich secondary carbides. This is believed to be 

related to the increase in the relative ceramic volume with coarser grades, resulting in a greater 

source of C that saturates the binder sooner than for finer ones and giving raise to these 

secondary carbide phases. Regarding mechanical properties, addition of C in WC-SS systems – 

avoiding the precipitation of fragile eta-phase – has proven to achieve comparable Transverse 

Rupture Strength (TRS) values to certain WC-Co grades [71], overcoming one classical drawback 

in the use of alternative binders for WC [72]. 

Mo has been reported to be the only element with a complete dissolution in the WC crystal 

structure [7,73]. It has been traditionally employed in hard materials as a promotor of wettability, 

either in its elemental form (Mo) or by development of a secondary carbide (Mo2C). This 

enhanced behaviour resulted in densification improvement when added in a conservative 

amount [74–77]. It has also revealed inhibition of carbide grain growth and enhancement of TRS 

[42,74,75]. 

Al is a light element exhibiting excellent specific properties [78]. It can enhance oxidation [79–

81], corrosion [82,83] and wear resistance in hard materials. One main drawback of Al is its high 

affinity for oxygen, leading to the formation of oxide inclusions that can compromise mechanical 

properties [81]. Thus, its processing and introduction in the material – i.e. starting powder – are 

of vital importance [84,85], as it will be furtherly commented in the Processing section. 
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C has mainly been used in hardmetals to avoid the precipitation of the fragilising eta-phase, which 

appears at low C contents [86]. For Fe-based alternative binders, Agte first appointed the 

importance of C addition in WC-Fe-C systems [26–28]. In hard materials, it has been employed as 

an agent to decrease solidus and liquidus temperatures, improving densification during sintering 

[40,87–89]. Nevertheless, a conservative amount must be added – depending on the hard 

material composition – in order to avoid surpassing the limit of free-C or graphite precipitation 

for high additions, detrimental for the mechanical behaviour of the material [86,89]. 

Furthermore, C variation has shown to affect the dissolution of carbide elements during LPS of 

hardmetals and cermets [90–92]. Its addition has also proven to influence carbide growth 

phenomena in hardmetals [36,93–97] and other hard materials [98]. As stated in the investigation 

of Borgh et al. [96,97], high C activity resulted in particle coarsening and a more uniform 

distribution of their size. These features are attributed to the lowering of interfacial energy and 

the promotion of nucleation of new atomic layers when C content is increased. Moreover, it has 

also demonstrated to act as a catalyst in WC grain growth with a Ni alternative binder [37]. 

Influence of C content in density, grain size and binder solid solution also translates into modified 

mechanical properties. Addition of a moderate amount of extra C has verified to improve macro-

hardness and the intrinsic – small-scale – hardness of the binder phase [88,89,91,92,98–102]. 

It is worth noting that none of these elements has been included in the last European list of critical 

raw materials. The only exception corresponds to natural graphite [9], which is sometimes used 

as the source of extra C addition in the hardmetal industry. Nevertheless, this issue can be easily 

overcome by substituting graphite with carbon black. 

 

• Alternative ceramic phase 

In the search of possible substitutes for the WC phase, many candidates have been studied, as 

total substitutes or added to hardmetals as modifiers. The ones that stand out in this field are 

niobium carbide (NbC) [103–105], vanadium carbide (VC) [103,104,106–109], tantalum carbide 

(TaC) [103,104,110], chromium carbide (Cr3C2) [106–109,111], molybdenum carbide (Mo2C) 

[74,110,112], titanium carbide (TiC) [75,103,113,114], and titanium nitride (TiN) [115,116], 

among others. When added as secondary carbides, one of their main roles is acting as grain 

growth inhibitors [48], a field where VC has an outstanding performance [104,117]. Nb and Ta 

carbides are also added with the purpose of improving the thermal properties of the binder [118], 

leading to enhanced cutting performance in milling or interrupted cutting applications [49]. 

Hard materials where TiN, TiC or their combination – titanium carbonitride, Ti(C,N) – dominate 

as ceramic phase are nowadays referred to as “cermets”, as appointed by Ortner et al. [3]: 

“According to today's use of the term cermet the sintered hardmetals containing only face 

centered cubic (fcc) TiC, and TiN based solid solutions are understood under this word with 

exclusion of WC–Co hardmetals”. This term combines the syllables “cer” for ceramic, and “met” 

for metal, describing the nature of these composites [2,3]. They were born almost at the same 

time as hardmetals, being a TiC-based hard material the first one being produced in 1909 – Titanit, 

[119]) – and patented by Fuchs and Kopietz in 1917 and 1918 [2,120,121]. These tools have 

evolved throughout the years, attaining the properties summarised by Lengauer and Scagnetto 

[77] and listed in Table 1.1, as compared to hardmetals. As can be appreciated, cermets are eco-
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friendly and cost effective materials [72] that offer a superior cutting performance. Furthermore, 

combination of Ti(C,N) with a high speed steel (M2) has demonstrated a superior oxidation 

resistance over the steel on its own and hardmetals – which are both commercial tool materials 

[122,123]. However, it is worth noting that they have reported a more compromised fracture 

toughness than hardmetals [49,77]. Improvement of this property is one of their main study lines. 

Table 1.1. Cermet vs. hardmetal properties [77]. 

Characteristics Hardmetal Cermet 

Toughness + - 

Hardness - + 

Specific density - + 

Thermal conductivity + - 

Production chain + - 

Characterisation + - 

Cutting depth + - 

Feed rate + - 

Cutting speed - + 

Flank wear + - 

Crater wear - + 

Friction, tool-workpiece interaction - + 

Dimensional accuracy of manufactured parts - + 

Raw material supply risk - + 

 

Among these ceramic possibilities, titanium carbonitride – Ti(C,N) – has demonstrated to be one 

remarkable competitor for WC [77,124]. This material counts with high hardness, wear and 

corrosion resistance, and an excellent chemical stability, paramount properties for cutting tool 

applications [124]. As mentioned before, it arises as the solid solution of TiN and TiC, attaining 

the properties that result from combining the ones of both phases, as can be seen in Table 1.2. 

The only exception can be found for thermal conductivity, where Ti(C,N) value is 50 % that of TiC 

and TiN. Besides, a combination of the behaviour of TiC and TiN in Ti(C,N) was also found in the 

wettability of these phases with alternative binders [40], which will be furtherly commented in 

the Validation section. In this way, Ti(C,N) solid solution offers enhanced mechanical properties 

at high temperatures – as compared to TiC – and improved metal-ceramic relation – with respect 

to TiN –, both decisive properties in hard materials [40,125,126]. 

Although many Ti(C,N) grades exist in the market, in this investigation Ti(C0.5,N0.5) phase will be 

used. It entails the most balanced option, which has reported a more prolonged tool life at high 

temperature. Moreover, it offers the best level of mechanical properties – in terms of hardness, 

toughness and TRS – as compared to other existing Ti(C,N) grades [127–129]. Those where 

N/(C+N) ratio exceeded 0.6 have shown denitrification issues that lead to worse mechanical 

properties. Nevertheless, this problem has been found in all grades containing TiN, with 

increasing intensity in N2 degassing as N content is raised [128,130,131]. V. Schwarz et al. also 

confirmed that CO/N2 degassing depended not only on the Ti(C,N) grade but also on the cermet 

composition [132]. TiN has shown to destabilise in presence of a C source and register a higher 
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or more noticeable nitrogen degassing [133]. Regarding their chemical behaviour, C shortage may 

find a compromised dissolution with the binder and lack of TiN can imply a worse chemical 

stability [40]. Thus, a trade-off between both species has been found to be the most balanced 

solution [34,116,126–128,130,131,134–137]. 

Table 1.2. Properties of TiC, TiN and Ti(C,N) ceramic phases. 

Property 
TiC 

[138–140] 

TiN 

[138–140] 

Ti(C,N)* 

[141] 

Molecular weight 59.9 61.9 59.9 – 61.9 

Crystal structure FCC FCC FCC 

Density [g/cm3] 4.91 5.39 5.1 (6.0 – 6.8) ** 

Melting point [°C] 3067 2950 2950 

Hardness, Vickers 28-35 [GPa] 18-21 [GPa] 1400 – 1750 [HV30] 

Coefficient of thermal expansion [10-6/K] 7.4 9.3 9.0 

Thermal conductivity [W (m K-1)] 21 19.2 10 

* Properties vary depending on the Ti(C,N) grade. 
** For Ti(C0.5,N0.5) grade, the density value is approximately 5.1 g/cm3 [142,143]. 

 

Subsequently, given their inexistent supply risk and promising evolution, Ti(C,N)-based cermets 

combined with alternative binders stand as excellent candidates for hardmetal substitution. In 

this regard, one main drawback of this ceramic material is the lower wettability with the metal 

phase, especially with iron-based binders. The problem has been overcome applying two main 

strategies. One option entails the addition of secondary carbides, such as Mo2C [76,144–148] or 

WC [76,144,146–149]. Another approach is the inclusion of other alloying elements, like Ni 

[40,150]. Recent investigations have demonstrated that processing of Ti(C,N) with an FeNi alloy 

by powder metallurgy results in fully-dense cermets with final properties comparable to some 

cemented carbides [143,151]. Moreover, addition of a conservative amount of extra C has shown 

to play a dramatic role during the sintering stage of Ti(C,N)-based materials, resulting in enhanced 

mechanical properties [88,89,98,99]. Added up to a conservative amount – i.e. avoiding graphite 

precipitation – C addition leads to improved rearrangement of carbide particles and more 

homogeneous microstructures [98]. 

Overall, Ti(C,N)-alternative binder systems are promising materials that arise as suitable WC-Co 

competitors. Further investigation and standardisation of these cermet systems are still needed 

to reach this goal. 

 

1.2.2. The CALPHAD method 

Once the elements taking part in the alternative hard material have been selected, phase diagram 

simulation could be implemented. This approach has proven to be an extremely powerful and 

successful tool for the development of cemented carbides. Research groups of KTH Royal Institute 

of Technology were the pioneers that introduced this concept in the 80s and 90s [45,46,152–

154], becoming a mandatory instrument for such purpose in recent years [54,65,68,105,155–

159]. It has been extensively employed in the hardmetal sector [41,153], especially for the study 

of the optimum C window. This is the C range where precipitation of eta-phase – at low C contents 
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– and of graphite – for high C additions – is avoided. Moreover, the CALPHAD method has been 

very helpful in the investigation of alternative binders with WC-based materials 

[4,41,54,65,159,160]. 

Thermodynamic simulation of Ti(C,N)-based materials has also been conducted in the last years. 

This tool has been especially useful in the study of this type of cermets combined with alternative 

binders. In this regard, studying phase precipitation or prediction of solidus-liquidus 

temperatures have proven to be of great utility in the production of these novel materials 

[40,88,99,102,128,140]. It is worth pointing out that cermets are only limited by the precipitation 

of graphite at high C addition, so their workable range tends to be wider than for WC-based 

materials [44]. 

Development of simulation procedures for alternative hard materials have led to the raise of 

standardised methods and models. It is worth mentioning the one developed in 2018 by Murdoch 

and Darling [161]. They defined a powerful mathematical model for the configuration of 

alternative binder phases for hardmetals based on the simulation of their wettability with WC. 

Their proposed alloy design process attended to three main criteria: low melting temperatures, 

good wetting behaviour of the metal on the ceramic, and an optimum C range with no 

precipitation of undesirable secondary phases. Their study developed a map of binary/ternary Fe-

based alloys, where thermodynamic simulation led to 66 binary and 44 ternary feasible 

compositions – which met the cited criteria. It is worth commenting that their Fe-Ni-Cr 

configuration reported very few acceptable C ranges where, in order to avoid the precipitation of 

eta-phase (M6C), secondary Cr-rich carbides are predicted to precipitate. An acceptable 

processing window was observed when Cr addition to the alloy did not exceed 6 %. In this regard, 

it is worth advancing that an FeNiCr system containing a 10 weight % (wt. %) of Cr was designed 

and processed in this thesis, as it will be explained in following chapters. It was primarily combined 

with Ti(C,N), where thermodynamic simulation stated a dissolution limit of 8 wt. % of Cr in 

austenite at 1000 °C using 80 volume % (vol. %) of ceramic phase. Precipitation of secondary 

carbides depended on the processing route – as this stage influenced the final composition of the 

material – and, when present in the hard material – either WC or Ti(C,N)-based –, no detrimental 

effects were observed concerning its microstructure, mechanical properties or corrosion 

resistance. Nevertheless, variation of the Cr content in the alloy and its influence on these 

characteristics is suggested as future work in Chapter 5. 
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1.3. Validation 
 

Effectiveness of the simulation stage has been assessed by different techniques. The main 

purposes are to check the predicted-experimental validity of phases and transformation 

temperatures, as well as to evaluate the high-temperature wettability between metallic and 

ceramic phases. 

 

1.3.1. Phases and transformation temperatures 

There are some publications assessing the validity of phase-diagram simulation based on 

experimental findings in the hard materials field. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), 

dilatometry, and Differential Thermal Analysis-Thermogravimetric (DTA-TG) techniques have 

been used to check melting temperatures [28,44,68,88,156,162]. Other transformation 

phenomena, such as conversion of ferrite into austenite, and Curie temperature – at which 

ferromagnetic materials transform into paramagnetic –, have been investigated by DTA, 

Mechanical Spectroscopy (MS) and Thermomagnetometry (TMG) [99]. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

and Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS/EDX) have 

been employed to study the phases present at room temperature and their composition, 

respectively [28,54,65,88,99,156,163,164]. They evidenced the general good consistency 

between predictions and experimental findings, confirming the powerful role of simulation. 

 

1.3.2. High-temperature wettability tests 

Another way of validating the melting temperature and the metal-ceramic relation at high 

temperature is through the performance of high-temperature wettability tests. It is a cost-

effective technique – in terms of material use – that enables to assess the sinterability of a specific 

metallic binder-ceramic phase system and to study scenarios of different modifications that may 

be needed. In doing so, a liquid promoter – bulk of the metal binder – is placed on top of a solid 

– ceramic substrate. When temperature is raised and a droplet forms, the contact angle between 

the surface of the liquid and that of the solid can be measured, either by an adapted camera to 

the equipment or after cooling by transversal characterisation. The value of this contact angle is 

determined by the superficial tension of each phase taking part in the test – liquid, solid and 

vapour –, defined by Young in the 19th century: 𝛾𝑠𝑣 − 𝛾𝑠𝑙 = 𝛾𝑙𝑣 cos 𝜃. Here, γsv, γsl and γlv are the 

solid-vapour, solid-liquid and liquid-vapour surface tensions, respectively, and θ is the contact 

angle, as depicted in Figure 1.2 [140,165–167]. 

 

Figure 1.2. Sketch of the equilibrium in the surface tension among the three phases – liquid, solid and 
vapour – involved in a contact angle test [166]. 
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There are three possible scenarios that can develop once the liquid – the metal – and the solid – 

the ceramic – are in contact: inert, reactive or dissolutive. Inert or static systems describe no 

reaction between the liquid and the solid. They show the actual wettability between the two 

phases, i.e. the one that depends exclusively on their initial physicochemical characteristics. 

Reactive systems are dynamic and take place when the liquid reacts with the solid, resulting in 

the formation of a new phase. Dissolutive systems are also of dynamic type and entail dissolution 

of the solid by the liquid phase. Wettability will be strongly governed by the effect impinged 

dynamically, either by the formation of a new phase or by the modification of the metal 

composition by solution-reprecipitation of the ceramic, leading to the variation of the surface 

energy of the liquid. Both wettability and solubility are paramount for a good metal-ceramic 

bonding and microstructure [40,47,168,169]. In this regard, it is worth pointing out the 

differences among TiC and TiN, the constituents of Ti(C,N). Alvaredo et al. conducted a thorough 

investigation [40], assessing the wetting scenario of Fe-TiC and Fe-TiN by contact-angle testing. A 

summary of the experimental results is collected in Figure 1.3. As can be seen, Fe-TiN leads to an 

inert system, with a high angle value (𝜃 = 93°) that does not evolve throughout time. On the 

other hand, TiC-Fe wetting experiment shows a high initial contact angle (𝜃 > 90°) that decreases 

as a function of time. At the end of the test, an angle value of 3° could be measured. Moreover, 

SEM characterisation of its interface revealed dissolution of TiC particles and metal infiltration 

into the substrate, yielding a composite structure. 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Fe-TiN and Fe-TiC contact-angle assemblies: a) evolution of each contact angle as a function of 
time; b) micrograph of Fe-TiC interface; c) micrograph of Fe-TiN interface; d) detail of Fe-TiC interface 

[40]. 

Testing of Fe-Ti(C,N) unveiled a combined TiN-TiC behaviour, as Figure 1.4 shows. Thus, a final 

contact angle of 60° was measured, and interfacial characterisation discovered a narrow 

composite region – 10 µm – where Ti(C,N) and Fe coexisted. As mentioned in the Alternative 

ceramic phase section, Fe-Ti(C,N) wettability can be improved by the addition of alloys, a field 

where Ni stands out as an excellent choice. The reason can be also appreciated in Figure 1.4, 

where Ni-Ti(C,N) derived in a final contact angle of 10° and penetration into the ceramic 

substrate, giving sign of excellent wettability and binder-ceramic relation. In consequence, 

inclusion of a 15 wt. % of this element in the Fe-based bulk resulted in a synergy between both 

Fe/Ni-Ti(C,N) scenarios. An angle value 𝜃 = 24° was measured and combined dissolution-

infiltration of the alloy in the substrate was discerned in a region of more than 100 µm wide. 
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Figure 1.4. Results of high-temperature wetting test for Fe/Ni/Fe15Ni-Ti(C,N) systems: a) contact angle 
evolution in time; b) images of the metal-substrate assemblies, as captured by the camera adapted to the 

equipment; c) SEM micrographs of each studied interface [40]. 

 

Another way of upgrading Fe-Ti(C,N) wettability is by the addition of secondary carbides, such as 

Mo2C and WC. This enhancement was also evaluated by Alvaredo et al. with the performance of 

contact angle studies, where wettability improvement was evidenced by a decrease in the angle 

value. Carbide addition may either modify γsl or increase binder-carbide solubility [76,146,147]. 

Other relevant high-temperature wettability studies in the hardmetal field are the ones carried 

out by Konyashin and co-workers [160], where contact angles of Co on a WC substrate were 

assessed, corresponding to different C contents. Interestingly, wettability was impaired by C 

addition. Although melting of the metal occurred sooner with increasing C content, a slower 

spreading of liquid Co on the WC surface was observed. Hence, a higher angle value was 

measured after cooling. Moreover, these findings were related to carbide coarsening and sharp-

edged morphology for sintered composite materials with high C inclusion. It is worth commenting 

that in this thesis, the influence of C on metal-ceramic wettability has been assessed in Ti(C,N)-

based systems – i.e., using Ti(C,N) substrates. This particular study has not been found in 

literature to date. 

It is also remarkable the work by Silva et al. [170], where contact angles of Cu on WC and WC-Co 

surfaces were evaluated, evidencing the improved wettability of the second combination. 

Furthermore, effectiveness of WC-Co sputtered with WC as a recreation model of WC substrates 

was also assessed. 
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1.4. Processing 
 

Finally, after design and validation of the simulation step, hard materials can be processed. This 

section will be divided into two ones, regarding the influence of the processing route and the 

microstructure in the experimental composition and properties of the final hard materials. 

 

1.4.1. Influence of the processing route 

Hardmetals – and, by extension, alternative hard materials – are mainly produced following a PM 

route, whose steps are summarised in Figure 1.5 [171]. 

 

Figure 1.5. Sketch of a typical powder metallurgy route for producing hard materials (inspired by Ref. 
[171]). 

Regarding the sintering stage, these composite materials are commonly and commercially 

produced by LPS, a process during which the binder transforms into a liquid and the phenomenon 

of wettability takes place. Porosity removal, solution-reprecipitation and final densification also 

occur during LPS. A sketch of LPS’s steps and the corresponding microstructural scenario in each 

one is depicted in Figure 1.6. First, the pressed mixture powders experience solid state sintering 

as temperature is increased. As the heating continues, the liquid state of the metallic phase is 

achieved and, ideally, the liquid wets the solid hard particles, dissolving and rearranging them. 

Then, solution-reprecipitation phenomena lead to grain coarsening and densification. Pore 

clusters are eventually eliminated, and further coarsening and rigidity yields to full densification 

[172]. Coarsening of hard particles is attributed to the dissolution of the ceramic phase and its 
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reprecipitation back on carbide grains. Preferably, and in order to minimise the surface energy of 

the ceramic particles, smaller grains are the ones that tend to dissolve and reprecipitate in large 

particles, inducing their growth. This phenomenon is known as the Ostwald ripening process. 

 

Figure 1.6. Sketch of the steps and microstructural evolution during LPS of hard materials [172]. 

 

LPS process, and Liquid Phase Migration (LPM), are strongly influenced by three factors: grain size 

of the hard phase, liquid volume fraction and liquid phase composition. Fan et al. could determine 

that cobalt in hardmetals had a tendency to migrate from zones of larger WC grain to finer 

particles, from areas of higher to lower liquid-volume fraction, and from high-C to low-C regions 

[173]. 
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The processing route influences both composition and microstructure of these hard materials 

[44,84,174], as they are very sensitive to it. First, raw material selection has demonstrated to be 

a great influence, a field where Findenig and co-workers have carried out a profound research 

[131], among other investigators. For example, finer powders – with a smaller particle size – 

proved to be more prone to carbide coarsening [96], and those attained by prolonged milling 

times led to a decrease in the intensity of N2 release [131]. The use of pre-alloys also resulted in 

lower nitrogen outgassing, as well as Ti(C,N) grades with a higher C/(C+N) ratio and mixture of 

dissimilar grades [77,131]. 

Regarding processing, an effective milling step is necessary for an optimum sintering [175]. This 

stage can become even more challenging when certain elements are added to the equation. For 

example, Cr content in the alloy may be compromised by its affinity for C – leading to formation 

of secondary carbides – or its evaporation when vacuum-sintered [176]. Another well-known 

problem to be overcome is the oxidation tendency of Fe when used as alternative binder in WC-

based and cermet systems [28,177,178]. This is also the case of Al, as stated before, which is 

prone to form Al-oxides because of its high affinity for O [44,84,85,179]. Soria Biurrun et al. 

[85,179] demonstrated the vital importance of the milling parameters and the way in which Al is 

introduced in the hard material – i.e. the starting powders. As their study revealed, by reducing 

the milling velocity and employing a TiAl3 as starting powder – also employed in Ref. [84] –, a 

higher quantity of Al could effectively alloy with the binder. This translated into lower oxide 

formation (alumina) and improved wettability. 

Final features of hard materials are also determined by the sintering stage. Gas nature, pressure, 

heating rate or sintering regimes have demonstrated to influence their microstructure, 

composition and mechanical properties [143,180–182]. As mentioned previously, TiN-based hard 

materials – such as Ti(C,N) – may experiment denitrification phenomena during sintering. This 

issue may be more evident when certain sintering techniques are used, such as the low-pressure 

high-vacuum furnace. This outgassing can be controlled in several ways – e.g., powder grade, 

selection of a pre-alloy or milling stage –, where introduction of gases of different nature (N2, H2 

or Ar) during sintering have proved to be highly beneficial in this regard [77,183]. Another issue 

that hard materials may experience during sintering is decarburisation, which can be solved by 

tailoring the C content of the starting powders [87,184]. Moreover, post-processing of 

hardmetals by Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) has proven to reduce residual porosity, which resulted 

in improved fracture toughness. Hardness was improved in those cemented carbides containing 

Grain Growth Inhibitors (GGIs). Additionally, this technique also leads to the modification of their 

microstructure, where coalescence of carbide particles and migration of thin Co-film was 

observed [106]. 

Finally, it is of vital importance to know the effects of the whole manufacturing process – milling 

+ sintering – regarding the sample composition, especially with respect to C content [184]. 

Presence of this element must be carefully tailored in hard materials, as it strongly influences the 

final properties of both HM and cermets. As mentioned before, there exists a workable range 

known as “optimum C window” where precipitation of undesirable phases – i.e. eta-phase and 

graphite – is avoided, obtaining optimised microstructures and mechanical properties. 
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1.4.2. Influence of the microstructure 

Following these ideas, microstructural features – addressed by composition, selection of raw 

materials or processing route – have a direct effect in the mechanical response of the hard 

materials. In this sense, it is important to mention the differences among hardmetals and cermet 

structures. On the one hand, WC-Co cemented carbides present a binary or two-phase 

microstructure, as shown in Figure 1.7. As can be seen, WC particles coexist and are immersed in 

the Co binder, with no precipitation of third phases or modification of the carbide structure. 

 

Figure 1.7. Micrograph of a typical WC-Co cemented carbide microstructure, courtesy of Ceratizit [185]. 

On the other hand, cermet microstructures vary depending on the composition, leading to the 

formation of two different types of structures: core-rim and Complete Solid Solution (CSS), as 

depicted in Figure 1.8. The former microstructure precipitates when “heavy” transition metals 

are added to the cermet composition – either in an elemental or carbide way –, such as W, Mo, 

Ta, V or Nb, among others1. Core-rim structures can be divided into two main categories. The first 

one corresponds to a regular grain microstructure, the most common scenario. In this type of 

structure, the cores – coloured in black – correspond to the main ceramic phase, e.g., Ti(C,N). 

Two rim phases surround them: a white inner rim and a grey outer one. The inner rim is formed 

during solid state sintering, by dissolution of the hard phase by the metallic binder. Dissolved 

atoms diffuse and reprecipitate at the core surfaces with a composition determined by 

equilibrium conditions. As temperature continues to increase, LPS is attained and dissolution-

reprecipitation phenomena lead to further dissolution of the core and formation of the outer rim 

[140,150,186–189], governed by Ostwald ripening phenomena [190]. Thus, inner and outer rims 

are formed by a combination of ceramic and metallic elements in different proportions. It is worth 

commenting that, regarding Ti(C1-x,Nx) cermets, the grade plays an important role in the rim width 

[149]. Some cermet microstructures can include different variations of these assemblies in the 

same sample – e.g. no inner rim, no core, no inner rim nor core, etc. – as stated in the 

investigation reported by Kolnes et al. [176]. The second category of core-rim structures in 

cermets corresponds to inverse grain, where a darker and lighter rim surrounds a brighter and 

heavier core [77,188,191]. In the image of Figure 1.8, (Ti,Ta)(C,N)-based cermets are shown, 

where the rim is richer in the lighter transition metal – Ti – than the core [191]. 

 
1 It should be noted that the precipitation of a core-rim structure when these elements are added is strongly influenced 
by the main carbide phase and binder compositions. 
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Nevertheless, the precipitation and dimensions of the rim phase impinge variations in the 

mechanical properties of these materials, particularly regarding hardness and fracture toughness. 

Thicker rims have also reported compromised TRS values, given the dislocations generated at the 

core-rim interface and the stress concentration infringed during service conditions, which result 

in crack initiation and propagation [129,140,192,193]. As mentioned previously, improvement of 

the fracture toughness is a challenge for cermet materials. Thus, in order to obtain a mechanical 

resistance comparable to hardmetals, the microstructure must be tailored to avoid the 

precipitation of the rim phase and attain a binary microstructure, resembling the one of 

traditional cemented carbides. This type of structures are known as CSS cermets, where the hard 

particles are composed by one single phase, as can be appreciated in Figure 1.8 [194–197]. It is 

worth noting the different contrast colours in the SEM micrographs of cermet and hardmetal 

ceramic/binder phases, given that the density of WC can be up to three times higher than cermet 

hard phases [141]. CSS cermets can be obtained by tailoring their composition and/or production. 

Jing and co-workers were able to produce (Ti,V)C-Fe CSS cermets by increasing the V/Ti ratio 

[198]. Avoidance of heavy transition elements in Ti(C,N)-FeNi cermets has also led to CSS 

materials [143,151,199]. Last, through mechanochemical processing (MCP), (Ti,Mo)C and 

(Ti,Ta,Nb)(C,N)-based CSS cermets were synthetised from elemental powders [140,196,200,201]. 

 

Figure 1.8. Sketches (left) and SEM micrographs (right) of different types of cermet microstructures: a) 
core-rim structure, where two kinds of grains are distinguished – regular [149] and inverse [191] –, and b) 

CSS cermet [202]. 
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Microstructural features – more specifically grain size and binder content – govern the properties 

and applications of the manufactured hard materials. Figure 1.9 shows the correlation in 

hardmetals between carbide size and mechanical response – i.e. hardness, transverse rupture 

strength and fracture toughness (KIc) [185], a study first reported by Richter and Ruthendorf [203]. 

As can be appreciated, coarser grains lead to softer but tougher hard materials. Their TRS is also 

more compromised than for finer grades, a parameter that is strongly influenced by the binder 

volume, especially in the case of fine/medium grains [185]. This carbide size is driven by the raw 

material employed – with a determined mean carbide diameter (D50) – or can be tailored by the 

processing route, as stated before. Moreover, binder composition can also play an important role 

in carbide coarsening. This was observed, for example, when Ni was added to Ti(C,N)-based [49] 

and WC-based [37] hard materials. This is related to the solubility between the metallic element 

and the ceramic phase – as commented before, Ni showed to improve wettability and carbide 

dissolution in Ti(C,N) contact angles [40]. On the other hand, addition of secondary carbides may 

trigger the opposite reaction, where VC and Cr3C2 ceramic species have outstood as grain growth 

inhibitors, as stated in the Alternative ceramic phase section [100]. 

 

Figure 1.9. Correlation between carbide grain size and hardmetal mechanical properties, courtesy of 
Ceratizit [185]. 
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Depending on their carbide size and Co content – that lead to specific mechanical properties –, 

hardmetal applications vary greatly. Considering that in this thesis a mean carbide size of 2-3 µm 

was used, and that binder content was varied from 10 to 30 wt. % – depending on the hard 

material composition –, their niche applications are mainly mineral/ground tools and rolls, as well 

as metal forming and can tooling [2,185,204], as can be observed in the graph of Figure 1.10. 

 

 

Figure 1.10. The application range of straight Cemented Carbides, courtesy of Sandvik Hard Materials 
[2,204]. 
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43 2. Motivation and objectives 
 

In this chapter, the motivation and objectives that guided this thesis project are presented. Figure 

2.1 shows a sketch of the content in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 2.1. Sketch of the content and information organisation in Chapter 2. 
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2.1. Motivation 
 

Hardmetals or WC-Co cemented carbides are the undeniable forefront materials in the cutting 

tool industry. However, inclusion of their composing elements in European and American critical 

raw material lists and toxicity programmes – REACH (EU) and NTP (USA) – have diverted R&D 

efforts towards the investigation of alternative materials [1–3]. There exist two possible 

approaches: substitution of the Co binder phase, and search for a WC competitor. Regarding the 

former, Fe-based binders have proved to be excellent choices, in terms of material availability 

and the properties that they provide to these composites. Alloys based on elements such as Ni, 

Cr o Al confer the material with enhanced mechanical and chemical responses – i.e. improved 

corrosion and oxidation resistance. Concerning the second perspective, Ti(C,N) cermets stand as 

promising competitors, as this ceramic phase counts with outstanding wear behaviour and 

chemical stability, as well as a low supply risk. 

Within the above context, one of the main drawbacks of cermets is the compromised fracture 

toughness they have traditionally exhibited with respect to hardmetals [4]. Previous 

investigations have reported that a possible way to solve this issue may be by avoiding the 

precipitation of their characteristic core-rim structure, developed in the carbide particles during 

LPS. The reasons are the dislocations and stresses generated between the core and the rim during 

service conditions [5–8]. Thus, the alternative is the processing of complete solid solution 

cermets, whose binary or two-phase microstructure – one ceramic phase plus the binder one – 

resembles the one of cemented carbides. De Dios and co-workers attained in a previous 

investigation Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets with the cited type of structure [9]. The dense and 

homogeneous samples obtained achieved toughness levels comparable to those exhibited by 

certain hardmetal grades – up to 14 MPa·m1/2.  

Hence, microstructural features are decisive for the final mechanical properties. Aspects like the 

relative metal-ceramic phase ratio or carbide grain size also impact strongly in their response and 

application [10,11]. Moreover, these materials are very sensitive to the processing route. It has 

proven to influence their composition, for example in terms of oxide formation [12] or 

vaporisation of metallic elements [13]. In this regard, the processing route has demonstrated to 

affect the C content too. This element has evidenced to be decisive both in hardmetals and 

cermets. When added in a conservative manner, it helps the material to attain optimised 

microstructure and mechanical properties [14–16]. 

Thus, the effects exerted by the processing route must be taken into consideration for the design 

and development of hard materials. In addition, control of their microstructure – in terms of 

homogeneity, carbide structure and phase precipitation – must be carefully tailored through 

composition and processing route. 
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2.2. Objectives 
 

This thesis project follows the research line of Ti(C,N)-based cermets combined with Fe-based 

alternative binders. The objectives aimed in this investigation can be divided into two categories: 

 

2.2.1. Advanced and deeper characterisation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets 

This composition was established as a promising one in a previous work by the research group 

[9]. The present investigation started with the completion of the future work derived from it. The 

objectives of this first category or line are the following: 

• Processing of modified compositions, including changes in the binder content – 70 and 

80 volume % – and C addition – 0.5 and 1.0 weight %. 

• Study of the effects exerted by the processing route. In doing so, blending of starting 

powders by colloidal and conventional powder metallurgy – milling – routes. 

• Assessment of macro-hardness and intrinsic properties of the constitutive phases by the 

implementation of massive nanoindentation testing and subsequent statistical analysis 

of the data – at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. 

 

2.2.2. Development of novel compositions: The three-step methodology 

Although many investigations are being carried out in the area of alternative hard materials – 

with promising results – a perfect hardmetal competitor has not yet been found, and this process 

is tough and time consuming. Thus, the main research line of this thesis is the proposal and 

implementation of a flexible and systematic methodology for the design of hard materials. The 

aim is to find an optimum metal-ceramic combination. As presented in Chapter 1, this method 

consisted of three steps – design, validation and processing – with the following objectives: 

• Design 

o Implementation of the CALPHAD approach attending to three criteria: providing 

high corrosion resistance, closeness to a plain two-phase ceramic-metal 

microstructure, and solidus-liquidus temperatures below 1500 °C. 

o Definition of binder compositions (Fe-based alloys), as well as their combination 

with Ti(C,N) and WC hard phases, respectively. 

 

• Validation 

o Assessment of the effectiveness of the simulation step. 

o Study of transformation temperatures, phases present at room and high 

temperature, and metal-ceramic behaviour, the latter by means of high-

temperature wettability tests. 
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• Processing 

o Adjustment of the processing route and its parameters to achieve an optimum 

combination of microstructure and mechanical properties by assessing the 

effects exerted by each analysed procedure. 

o Comparison between the hard phases – Ti(C,N) and WC – as well as among the 

different binder compositions – Fe-based alloys. 

o Characterisation of microstructural features, such as experimental 

ceramic/binder volume or carbide grain size. 

o Evaluation of the corrosion resistance of these alternative hard materials and 

contrasting their contribution with respect to a hardmetal. Moreover, 

establishing the differences between Ti(C,N) and WC, as well as assessing the 

specific role of Cr in this regard. 
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This section describes the methods and experiments carried out throughout the thesis project. 

For the sake of consistency and convenience of the reader, this part will be divided into the three 

methodology steps: design, validation and processing. Figure 3.1 shows a sketch that summarises 

the main contents of each section in this chapter. It is worth highlighting the interconnection 

among the three steps, i.e. processed samples were also used for validation purposes of the 

design stage. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Summary of the contents presented in Experimental procedure chapter. 
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3.1. Design 
 

Design stage entailed the configuration of the different metal-ceramic compositions, from the 

selection of the distinct elements to the simulation of their phase diagrams with Thermo-Calc®. 

 

3.1.1. Selection of elements 

As mentioned in the Introduction chapter, the hard phases used in this investigation were Ti(C,N) 

and WC. The binder phase was mainly composed of iron (Fe). Different alloying elements were 

taken into consideration according to specific criteria: 

• Providing the final material with high corrosion, oxidation and wear resistance. 

• Approaching a plain two-phase ceramic-metal microstructure, with the least number of 

phases present at room temperature, seeking for a similar microstructure to WC-Co 

cemented carbides. 

• Attaining solidus-liquidus temperatures (Tsolidus-Tliquidus, respectively) below 1500 °C, in 

order to approach an industrial sintering cycle. 

• Improvement of metal-ceramic wettability, as it is essential during the sintering and 

densification stage of these hard materials. 

Following these criteria, nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr), aluminium (Al), molybdenum (Mo) and carbon 

(C) were selected as alloying elements attending to the most relevant properties that they modify 

for this research, which were explained in Chapter 1 and are collected in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Summary of alloying elements and their properties. 

Alloying 

element 

Improved property 

Corrosion 

resistance 

Oxidation 

resistance 

Wear 

resistance 

Metal-

ceramic 

wettability 

↓ Tsolidus and Tliquidus 

Ni ✓ [1–3]   ✓ [4] * 

Cr ✓ [3,5–9] ✓ [1]  ✓ [10] ✓ [11,12] 

Al ✓ [13,14] ✓ [15–17] ✓ [18]  * 

Mo    ✓ [2]  

C     ✓ [4,19,20] 

 

3.1.2. Phase diagram simulation 

Once the elements were selected, calculation of the metal alloys phase diagrams and their 

combination with Ti(C,N)/WC was performed. As mentioned in the Introduction chapter, the 

purpose was to have an idea of the phases present at room temperature and the high-

temperature behaviour of the different compositions.  

In doing so, Thermo-Calc® software was used. Databases TCFE7 and TCFE9, developed for steels 

and Fe-alloys, were employed to simulate binder and composite phase diagrams. Theoretical 
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densities of the different elements were used to configure the distinct studied materials, 

calculating the contribution of each element in wt. %. Table 3.2 collects theoretical densities of 

the investigated metal alloys. 

Table 3.2. Theoretical densities of metal elements. 

Metal elements Theoretical density [g/cm3] Reference 

Fe 7.87 
[13] 

Ni 8.90 

Cr 7.14 [21] 

Al 2.70 
[13] 

Mo 10.20 

 

In the case of the ceramic phases, the weight percent of each element was calculated from its 

atomic percent (at. %). Density and composition of Ti(C,N) – using equiatomic C and N – and WC 

are displayed in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3. Densities and composition (wt. % and at. %) of the studied ceramic phases. 

Ceramic 

phase 

Theoretical 

density [g/cm3] 
Reference Elements At. % Wt. % 

Ti(C,N) 5.08 [22] 

Ti 50 78.63 

C 25 9.87 

N 25 11.50 

WC 15.60 [13] 
W 50 93.87 

C 50 6.13 

 

The design process of the hard materials started by building up the binder composition. Three 

compositions were studied: Fe15Ni10Cr, Fe15Cr10Al and Fe16Cr3Al. It is worth pointing out that 

work with binder Fe15Ni was also continued, as mentioned in Chapter 2. Then, selected binder 

configurations were combined with Ti(C,N) and WC, respectively, for simulation of composite 

materials phase diagrams. Calculations of this design process are shown in the Results and 

discussion section. 

 

• Method and database effectiveness 

Effectiveness of the method and databases employed was confirmed by reproducing 

standardised WC-Co diagrams (Refs. [1,23,24]). The exact same results were obtained, as shown 

in Figure 3.2. Moreover, recent investigations have also used these Fe-based databases for 

simulating hard-material phase diagrams, instead of using the cemented carbide (CC) database 

(Refs. [6,25]). This fact also confirms the feasibility of the proposed procedure. An additional 

reason for using Fe database instead of CC one is the lack of binder elements in the latter, such 

as Al. Thermo-Calc® company strongly recommends and validates the use of Fe-database for the 

simulation of cemented carbides [26]. 
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Figure 3.2. WC-10Co phase diagram comparison: (a) extracted from Ref. [23], (b) simulated using the 
database-method of this investigation. A complete matching of both diagrams was obtained. 

 

3.2. Validation 
 

Validation step consisted of the study of the effectiveness of the thermodynamic simulation by 

means of experimental analysis. In doing so, three main techniques were implemented: 

Differential Thermal Analysis-Thermogravimetry-Mass Spectroscopy (DTA-TG-MS), X-Ray 

Diffraction (XRD, at room and high temperature), and high-temperature wetting tests. 

 

3.2.1. Differential Thermal Analysis-Thermogravimetry-Mass Spectroscopy 
(DTA-TG-MS) 

These techniques were used to check the solidus and liquidus temperatures predicted by 

Thermo-Calc®. Setaram Setsys Evolution (France) equipment was used, both at Universidad 

Carlos III de Madrid (UC3M) and Ceratizit company (Luxembourg). Samples, with a mass of 60-80 

mg, were placed inside an alumina (Al2O3) crucible and heated up to 1600 °C at 20 °C/min. A pure 

Ar atmosphere was used (99.999 %), with a flow of 40 ml/min to avoid oxidation and the 

distortion of the results. During the heating and cooling of the samples, their heat flow and mass 

evolution was recorded as a function of the sample temperature. The experiments were 

conducted on green and sintered metal alloys, as well as hard-material bulks. 

In the case of the binder characterisation, as-received metal commercial powders were blended 

in a Turbula® multidirectional mixer for 4 h. Then, they were compacted in a uniaxial press and 

sintered in a high-vacuum furnace (10−5 mbar) at 1450 °C for 1 h, to allow diffusion of the 

elements and formation of the alloy. Blended-powder agglomerates and sintered alloy bulks were 

studied, to check both the sintering behaviour of prepared powders and critical temperatures of 

the alloys, respectively. 

WC + FCC 
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For the characterisation of hard materials, dry milled powders and sintered samples were 

examined. In this case, DTA-TG technique was coupled with Mass Spectroscopy (MS) analysis. 

Another type of DTA-TG experiments was performed in air, heating the sintered samples from 

room temperature (RT) up to 800 °C to study the oxidation of the tested materials. 

For MS analysis, Pfeiffer Vacuum OmniStar® (Germany) device was used, available at Ceratizit. 

This technique gives information about the outgassing of the materials as they are heated, of 

great importance for understanding the behaviour of these materials during sintering. Results 

entail the evolution of different atomic masses corresponding to gas molecules. Their 

identification could be assessed by studying the contribution of different elements and matching 

both the molecular and elemental signals. Due to the nature of the hard materials under 

consideration, a special interest was taken for the study of nitrogen (N2) and carbon monoxide 

(CO) evolution, both with an atomic mass of 28 u. To assess the contribution of each gas, C (12 

u), N (14 u) and O (16 u) signals were studied to match the most intense peaks. Contribution of 

previous authors was also of vital importance for this identification [27,28]. 

 

3.2.2. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-Ray diffractograms serve to identify, in a non-destructive way, the crystallographic phases 

present in a specific material. An X-Ray beam is directed towards the sample polished surface, 

with an angle ω. The reflected or scattered X-Ray is collected by a detector, whose position is 

recorded as the angle 2θ, or the angle between the incident beam and the detector, being θ=ω. 

Figure 3.3 shows a schematic illustration of the equipment assembly and XRD working principle. 

 

Figure 3.3. Schematic illustration of XRD equipment assembly and working principle. 
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Then, the obtained diffractogram registrates the intensity of the scattered beam – measured in 

counts or counts/s and with λ wavelength – as a function of the angle 2θ. The position of the 

diffraction peaks is determined by the distance between parallel planes of atoms (dhkl), as Bragg’s 

Law determines (Equation 1): 

𝑛 · 𝜆 = 2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 sin 𝜃,                                              (Equation 1) 

where ‘n’ is an integer number. As each crystallographic phase produces a unique diffraction 

pattern, they can be identified by correlating the diffraction peaks, with the use of specific 

software and database [29]. In doing so, in this thesis software HighScore and database 

PCPDFWIN were used to acquire the diffractograms, analyse the data and identify the diffraction 

peaks. 

Two types of XRD tests were carried out: at room temperature (RT) and at high temperature (HT). 

 

• Room temperature XRD tests (RT-XRD) 

For the performance of RT-XRD tests, Philips X’Pert diffractometer (Netherlands) and X’Pert 

HighScore software (version 2.2.5, PANalytical, Netherlands) were used. In the equipment, the X-

Ray tube comprised a Cu anticathode with a W filament, energised with a current of 40 mA that 

resulted in a radiation with a wavelength of 1.5418740 Å (Cu K-α). An electron acceleration 

potential of 40 kV was used. Surfaces were scanned at 2θ angles between 20° and 120°, with a 

step size of 0.02° and a scan speed of 0.02 °/s. 

 

• High temperature XRD tests (HT-XRD) 

Diffractograms were recorded on polished sintered samples from RT up to 1200 °C, scanning their 

surfaces every 200 °C. Empyrean equipment (Malvern Panalytical, Netherlands) was used, 

available at Ceratizit, which employed Cu radiation and Bragg-Brentano configuration. Heating 

and cooling ramps were set to 25 °C/min. Before each scan, temperature was held at the desired 

value for 15 min for stabilisation purposes and to ensure a homogeneous temperature inside the 

sample. Each diffraction test took 25 min to be completed, scanning 2θ from 22 to 57 degrees, 

the range that contained the carbide and binder most intense peaks. A turbomolecular pump was 

used to maintain a high vacuum atmosphere (10-5 mbar) throughout the experiment to avoid 

oxidation. Sample assembly for the cited tests also needed to be carefully considered. The sample 

holder was made of alumina. In preliminary tests, it could be checked that residual oxygen in the 

pores of the Al2O3 holder diffused to the samples surface as temperature was increased. To 

prevent this oxidation, thin Zr foils were used to avoid direct contact between sample and alumina 

crucible as well as to cover the alumina rod of the sample holder. Both temperature profile and 

test assembly were carefully selected to minimise oxidation and alumina influence. Figure 3.4 

shows graphical schemes of the temperature profile and sample assembly used in this study. 
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Figure 3.4. (a) Temperature profile of the HT-XRD tests. Yellow dwells at each temperature indicate the 
range where the scanning of the sample took place. (b) Sketch of the sample assembly for the HT-XRD 

tests. Zr foils were placed to avoid the diffusion of Al2O3 at high temperature. 

The obtained diffractograms and phases were compared to the information predicted by 

Thermo-Calc® for each composition and temperature. 

 

3.2.3. High-temperature wetting experiments 

High-temperature wetting experiments are of great importance to understand the high-

temperature behaviour between the two main phases in the materials studied during the Liquid 

Phase Sintering (LPS) process. The tests were carried out to melt the metallic phase and measure 

the contact angle of the molten metal on the ceramic phase [4,30,31]. As explained in Chapter 1, 

this value is governed by surface tensions of the liquid metal binder, gas (Ar, in our case) and 

ceramic substrate. As no rules exist for high-temperature experiments, the standardised 

procedures defined for low temperatures were followed [32,33]. Sessile drop technique was used 

[30,34], where pictures and videos were employed to record the formation and evolution of a 

metal drop on the surface of a solid substrate, measuring the contact angle. 

In doing so, a metal bulk was placed on top a binderless ceramic substrate and inserted in a 

tubular furnace with an inert atmosphere. As temperature was risen, a camera recorded the 

formation and evolution of the metal drop. The equipment used to conduct this test was Drop 

Shape Analysis for High Temperatures (DSAHT), from Krüss. A schematic illustration of the furnace 

and sample assembly is shown in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of the contact angle furnace and sample assembly, adapted from Ref. 
[4]. 
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To manufacture the metal bulk, elemental powders were mixed in a Turbula® for 4 h. Then they 

were pressed uniaxially at 600 MPa and sintered in a high-vacuum furnace (10-5 mbar) at 1450 °C 

for 1 h. This allowed the diffusion of elements and formation of the alloys, according to each 

composition. Binderless Ti(C,N) substrates were produced by Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) at 

Institute of Ceramic and Glass (ICV-CSIC, Spain). They were sintered at 1900 °C (100 °C/min) and 

70 MPa with DR. SINTER SPS-1050-CE Fuji Electronic Industrial (Japan) equipment, achieving a 

relative density of 99.5 %. Binderless WC substrates were provided by Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft 

Institute (Germany). To conduct the contact-angle test, their surfaces were ground and polished 

with diamond paste down to 1 µm, to attain a smooth surface with no irregularities that could 

influence the final result. 

Before starting the test, the air inside the furnace tube was purged up to five times with a vacuum 

pump. A constant Ar flow ensured the presence of an inert atmosphere throughout the 

completion of the experiment. Figure 3.6 collects the heating cycle used in these tests. First, 

temperature was manually risen up to 300 °C, to promote temperature stabilisation and a correct 

matching between the software and thermocouple temperature values. Then, the programmed 

cycle was used, where different heating ramps were set to ensure a correct recording of the drop 

formation and evolution. A final temperature of 1500/1600-1650 °C – depending on the binder 

and substrate composition – was achieved, after which the sample was ambiently cooled. Ar flow 

was maintained until RT was finally attained, to avoid oxidation during the cooling stage. 

 

Figure 3.6. Contact angle (CA) programmed heating cycle. 

After cooling, the samples where a metal drop was formed, achieving a metal/ceramic assembly, 

were cut transversally and embedded in conductive resin. Their cross sections were prepared by 

a conventional metallographic route, which entailed grinding and polishing with diamond paste 

down to 1 µm. They were characterised in terms of their microstructure and composition, using 

a combination of Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) and Energy Dispersive X-

Ray (EDX), with the performance of mappings. FEI Teneo (Philips, Netherlands) equipment was 

used. 
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Table 3.4 summarises the wettability tests performed in this thesis. For the sample with C 

addition, it is worth pointing out that C was added as graphite to the binder elemental powders 

before their mixing, and its percentage is indicated with respect to the metal phase. As mentioned 

previously, this research also included further characterisation of Fe15Ni binder. Contact angle 

studies performed with this alloy on a Ti(C,N) substrate can be consulted in Ref. [4]. 

Table 3.4. Summary of the wettability experiments performed. 

Sample name Ceramic phase Metal phase C addition* [%] 

TiCN-FeNiCr-0C Ti(C,N) Fe15Ni10Cr 0 

TiCN-FeNiCr-1C Ti(C,N) Fe15Ni10Cr 1 

WC-FeNiCr-0C WC Fe15Ni10Cr 0 

TiCN-FeCrAl-0C Ti(C,N) Fe15Cr10Al 0 

WC-FeCrAl-0C WC Fe15Cr10Al 0 

TiCN-FeCrAl-PA-0C Ti(C,N) Fe16Cr3Al 0 

WC-FeCrAl-PA-0C WC Fe16Cr3Al 0 

* C wt. % added to the metal phase. 

 

It is worth mentioning that in the case of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr contact angle using no C addition, 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and nanoindentation techniques were also implemented. 

Surface preparation entailed a finishing step with colloidal Al2O3 to release any work-hardening 

effects in the metal phase from the polishing stage. AFM was used to further characterise the 

two-phase metal/ceramic region and assess height difference between both phases, with 

Dimension 3100 (VEECO) equipment. This height value was necessary to settle the parameters 

for the subsequent performance of nanoindentations, to ensure the integrity of the tip. The 

obtained images were treated using the software WSXM® [35]. Then, nanoindentations were 

done at different areas of the contact angle cross-section, with a maximum penetration depth (h) 

of 1000 nm. Nanoindenter XP (MTS, USA) unit, available at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya 

(UPC), was used. It was equipped with a continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) module, which 

enabled a dynamic determination of hardness (H) and elastic modulus (E) during the completion 

of the test. A Berkovich tip was employed to run the test, which was carefully calibrated with 

fused silica as a standard sample, with a known Young's modulus of 72 GPa. An array of nine (3×3) 

nanoindentations was performed at single-phase (ceramic and metal) and two-phase 

(ceramic/metal) regions, respectively. A constant distance of 50 μm between imprints was set to 

avoid any overlapping effect of plastic deformation fields. The obtained data were analysed with 

Oliver and Pharr method [36,37]. A strain rate of 0.05 s−1 and a constant Poisson ratio of 0.3 were 

established. Residual imprints were observed by FESEM with J-71000F microscope (Jeol, Japan). 
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3.3. Processing 
 

This section summarises the characteristics of the raw materials and techniques used to process 

the final hard materials, following a powder metallurgy route. Its main steps – already advanced 

in Chapter 1 and into which this section was divided – can be checked in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7. Steps in the powder metallurgy processing route, into which the Processing section was 
divided. 

 

3.3.1. Raw materials 

As-received powders were characterised in terms of their morphology, density, particle size and 

distribution. Study of powder morphology was performed by Scanning Electron Microscopy using 

XL-30 device (Philips, Netherlands). Powder density (ρ) was measured using Accupyc He 

Multipycnometer (Micrometrics, USA). Regarding particle size and distribution, the specific 

surface area (SSA) and mean particle size (D50) were determined using one-point N2 adsorption 

(Monosorb Surface Area, Quantachrome Corporation, USA) and a laser analyser (Mastersizer S 

2000, Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK), employing water as the dispersion medium in the 

Hydro2000 dispersion unit. 

The ceramic powders used in this project were Ti(C0.5,N0.5) – referred to as Ti(C,N) hereinafter – 

and WC. A mean particle size of 2-3 µm for both powders was used, which result in materials with 

a fine-medium grade after sintering [38,39]. 

Regarding the metallic phases, elemental and prealloyed powders were used. The former were 

Fe, Ni, Cr and Al, and had a maximum D50 of 5 µm. The objective of selecting powders with such 

a low particle size was to promote their mixing and dispersion during the milling step. The prealloy 

powder was Fe16Cr3Al, provided by Goodfellow (United Kingdom) and had a maximum particle 

size of 45 µm. All metal powders were gas atomised. 

Last, two non-ceramic nor metallic raw materials were employed: carbon (C) added as graphite 

or Thermax® carbon black (Cancarb, Canada) powders, and polymers as pressing aids. The tested 

polymers were polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyvinyl butyral (PVB), 

polyethyleneimine (PEI) and paraffin wax. 
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3.3.2. Powders blending 

Ceramic and metallic powders were blended following two main methods: colloidal processing 

and milling, using in the latter different devices and parameters. 

 

• Colloidal processing 

This blending type was carried out at Institute of Ceramic and Glass (ICV, CSIC). A sketch showing 

the main steps of this route is collected in Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8. Sketch of the blend preparation following the colloidal processing route [40]. 

The colloidal processing route entails the preparation of stable aqueous suspensions of the 

ceramic and metallic elemental powders. De-ionised water was used as the solvent, modifying its 

pH to 10–11 with Tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH), to ensure the chemical stability of 

the particles. Moreover, PEI was added in a 0.4 wt. % to ensure the colloidal stability of the 

suspensions and avoid surface oxidation, while PVA was added in a 2 wt. % to favour granulation 

by spray-drying and achieve the final spherical shape of the agglomerates. Ceramic and metallic 

slurries were separately prepared and milled for 1 h at 50 rpm with silicon nitride (Si3N4) and 

nylon balls, respectively [40,41]. Figure 3.9 depicts an image of the type of spherical granules 

obtained after spray-drying. 

 

Figure 3.9. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of colloidal powders for composition Ti(C,N)-
Fe15Ni, using 80/20 volume % (vol. %) and 0.5 wt. % C with respect to the metal phase. 
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• Milling 

The processing route that involved milling for blending of the different phases was labelled as 

conventional powder metallurgy. Three types of mills were used: tumbler, planetary and attritor. 

 

Tumbling ball milling 

The first milling experiments were carried out in a tumbler at UC3M. A sketch of this type of 

processing can be checked in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.10. Sketch of the mixture preparation by tumbling ball milling [40]. 

Metallic and ceramic powders were blended in a stainless steel (SS) vessel with 10 mm-diameter 

SS balls for 24 h. A wet medium of isopropyl alcohol was used. A 2 wt. % of polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) was added as pressing aid. Two milling velocities were tested: 120 rpm [40] and 60 rpm. 

The latter speed value was calculated with Rose and Sullivan’s equation for critical rotation speed, 

Nc (Equation 2): 

𝑁𝑐 =
1

2𝜋
√

2𝑔

𝐷−2𝑟
 ,                                                  (Equation 2) 

where D stands for the vessel inner diameter – 16.7 cm in this study – and r for the radius of the 

balls (5 mm) [42]. 

Resultant wet mixtures after the milling step were dried in a rotary evaporator, obtaining the 

ceramic-metallic blends that can be appreciated in Figure 3.11. 

  

Figure 3.11. SEM image of tumbling powders for material Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni (80/20 vol. %) + 0.5 wt. % C. 
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It is worth commenting that a shorter SS vessel – with a length of 14.7 cm as compared to the 

19.5 cm of the larger one – was also used, seeking for a more effective milling. An additional 

blending route entailed introducing the powders inside plastic containers with SS balls. 

Nevertheless, the results obtained after these supplementary processes were not satisfactory 

and are not described in Chapter 4. 

 

Planetary milling 

The second type of device employed was a planetary mill. Two sets of vessel/balls materials and 

parameters were used: 

o Stainless steel (SS): This type of planetary milling was carried out at UC3M with SS vessel 

and balls. Two diameters were used for the latter: 5 and 10 mm. Blending was performed 

at 120 rpm for 12 h in isopropyl alcohol. PEG was added in a 2 wt. % as pressing aid. 

Afterwards, mixtures were dried in a rotary evaporator, obtaining the agglomerates 

shown in Figure 3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12. SEM image of planetary milled powders, using SS tools and 5 mm, for material Ti(C,N)-
Fe15Ni10Cr (80/20 vol. %) + 1 wt. % C. 

o Hardmetal (HM): The second kind of planetary milling was performed at Ceratizit 

premises with HM vessel and balls. In this case, 3 mm diameter balls were used, and 

mixing was carried out for 30 min at 300 rpm in ethanol. A 2 wt. % of paraffin wax was 

used as pressing aid. The purpose of this type of high-energy and short milling was to 

serve as a preliminary step to the optimised industrial processing by attritor milling, 

explained below. In this previous step, effectiveness of the different compositions was 

studied and C content was adjusted. 

 

Attritor milling 

This last type of milling was carried out using the standardised industrial cycle and equipment of 

Ceratizit company. An attritor mill with HM blades and vessel was used, together with 10 mm 

diameter HM balls. Ceramic and metallic powders were milled for 10 h in acetone. Figure 3.13 

and Figure 3.14 contain SEM images of the resultant powder agglomerates of Ti(C,N) and WC, 

respectively, both processed with Fe15Ni10Cr binder. 

10 µm
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Figure 3.13. SEM images, at two different magnifications, of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr attritor-milled powders. 

 

 

Figure 3.14. SEM images, at two different magnifications, of WC-Fe15Ni10Cr attritor-milled powders. 

 

 

3.3.3. Compaction 

After the milling and drying of ceramic-metallic powders, mixtures were compacted. Two pressing 

methods were used: uniaxial and Cold Isostatic Pressing (CIP). In the case of the latter, green bulks 

were obtained by applying a pressure of 3000-4000 bar. Resulting specimens did not have a 

regular shape. Regarding uniaxial pressing, the pressure value was calculated by determining a 

compressibility curve for each powder, which ranged from 200 MPa to 600 MPa, depending on 

the milling type and composition. Two main types of green samples, in the shape of disks, were 

manufactured throughout this thesis, whose sketches are collected in Figure 3.15. 

 

Figure 3.15. Sketch of the two types of green samples manufactured by uniaxial pressing. 
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3.3.4. Sintering 

After sample compaction, final densification was attained by sintering. These hard materials were 

sintered by LPS, an extensively used technique in powder metallurgy and especially for hard 

materials, whose main steps can be checked in Figure 3.16. Achieving the binder liquid state 

promotes the carbides rearrangement, solution-reprecipitation phenomena – promoting the 

fundamental mass transport through the liquid – and pore removal [43,44]. 

 

Figure 3.16. Liquid phase sintering steps: (1) initial stage – mixed powders, (2) solid state sintering, (3) 
rearrangement in liquid phase, (4) solution-reprecipitation, and (5) final densification. White regions 

correspond to porosity [43]. 

In this investigation, two types of furnaces were used: high-vacuum and sinter-Hot Isostatic 

Pressing (SHIP). 

 

• High vacuum 

High-vacuum sintering was performed at UC3M with Carbolite-Hut 15/50/450 furnace (Carbolite 

Gero, United Kingdom), achieving a final pressure of 10-5 mbar. A total of five different sintering 

cycles were used, shown in Figure 3.17. Heating and cooling ramps were of 5 °C/min. 

 

Figure 3.17. High-vacuum sintering cycles. 

Chapter 4 shows the results of cycles C1, C2 and C5. Results from cycles C3 and C4 were not 

satisfactory and are not included in this manuscript. 
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• Sinter-Hot Isostatic Pressing (SHIP) 

Sinter-HIP furnaces were available at Ceratizit. Samples were sintered at 1440 °C. The sintering 

regime and cycle entail company confidential information. 

 

 

3.3.5. Sample characterisation 

Final sintered samples were characterised in terms of their density, microstructure, composition, 

mechanical and chemical properties. 

 

• Density 

Density of the final sintered samples was calculated employing three methods: 

o Geometrically, with the use of a calliper. 

o Using a He pycnometer; in particular, Accupyc He Multipycnometer. From the geometric 

and pycnometric sintered density values (ρgeometric and ρpycnometric, respectively), the total, 

closed and open porosities (Ptotal, Pclosed and Popen, respectively) could be calculated [3]. 

Equations 3, 4 and 5 were used: 

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙[%] = 100 − 𝜌𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐                                     (Equation 3) 

𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑[%] = 100 − 𝜌𝑝𝑦𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐                                 (Equation 4) 

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛[%] = 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑                                       (Equation 5) 

o By Archimedes’ method, where Equation 6 was used to calculate the sample density 

(ρArchimedes): 

𝜌𝐴𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠 =
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑                              (Equation 6) 

Here, mair refers to the mass of the dry sample, mliquid is the mass of the sample immersed 

in the liquid medium, and ρliquid is the density of the latter. Two liquids were used in this 

investigation: water (ρwater=1 g/cm3) and ethanol (ρetOH=0.789 g/cm3). 

 

• Surface preparation 

Sample surfaces were prepared by different grinding and polishing routines. In general, grinding 

stage was performed using Tissediam-M diamond plates, provided by Presi (France), from 125 

µm up to 10 µm. Then, specimens were polished using 3 µm and 1 µm diamond pastes. 
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• Microscopy and image analysis 

Once the surfaces were prepared, they were inspected by Optical Microscopy (OM), scanning 

electron microscopy and field-emission scanning electron microscopy. The latter techniques were 

also coupled with EDX or Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS), which enabled the 

characterisation of samples composition. 

 

Optical microscopy 

Polished samples were inspected by OM using DMI5000 M microscope (Leica, Germany). Porosity 

was also evaluated, according to standard ISO 4499-4:2016 [45].  

Surfaces were etched with Murakami reagent for 10 s – WC – and 20 s – Ti(C,N). The objective 

was to reveal the precipitation of possible secondary carbides and the formation of η-phase in 

the case of WC materials. 

 

Scanning electron microscopy and field-emission scanning electron microscopy 

Raw powders, hard material mixtures and sintered samples were inspected by SEM, where a 

focused electron beam scanned the surfaces under study. Two SEM microscopes were used: XL-

30 and Phenom XL Desktop (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Netherlands). FESEM microscopes were 

also used, providing a higher resolution and energy range: FEI Teneo and NEON® 40EsB 

Crossbeam (Zeiss, Germany). Two modes were used: back-scattered electron (BSE or CBS) and 

secondary electron (SE). As an example, Figure 3.18 shows two micrographs showing these two 

microscope modes of the same region in a Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered sample, produced by 

attritor milling and high-vacuum sintering. 

 

Figure 3.18. Micrographs of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered sample showing the two SEM/FESEM modes: SE 
and BSE/CBS. 

In the case of WC samples, their microstructural characterisation was a challenge. The reason 

was the existing weight difference with respect to Ti(C,N) (as a reminder, 𝜌𝑇𝑖(𝐶,𝑁) = 5.08 𝑔/𝑐𝑚3  

and 𝜌𝑊𝐶 = 15.60 𝑔/𝑐𝑚3) and the FeNiCr binder (𝜌𝐹𝑒15𝑁𝑖10𝐶𝑟 = 7.94 𝑔/𝑐𝑚3). Thus, WC-FeNiCr 

contrast difference stood too high to correctly appreciate the features in the binder. In some 

cases, this contrast did not imply a problem to study the desired property (i.e., to assess carbide 

10 µm

SE mode BSE/CBS mode
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dispersion and microstructure homogeneity). Nevertheless, other scenarios required an optimum 

visualisation of the binder facets, such as wettability or corrosion studies. This issue was solved 

with FEI Teneo FESEM by modifying the active layers of the back-scattered electron detector 

(CBS). The CBS uses concentric segmentation of the detector diode to distinguish between 

backscattered electrons close to the beam axis (inner segment, preferentially composite contrast) 

and electrons scattered far from the beam axis (outer segment, more topographical signal). 

Figure 3.19 shows a schematic illustration of the CBS detector layers, labelled as A, B, C and D, 

from inner to outermost. 

 

Figure 3.19. FEI Teneo software setting for CBS detector, showing the layers into which it is divided: A, B, 
C and D. In the picture, all the layers are activated (CBS/All). 

As an illustrative example, Figure 3.20 shows the same region of the microstructure of a WC-

Fe15Ni10Cr sample – also produced by attritor milling and high-vacuum sintering – using the 

three combinations of detectors/modes in FEI Teneo FESEM: 

o ‘ETD’ detector and ‘SE’ mode. 

o ‘CBS’ (BSE) detector and ‘All’ mode, where all the layers are active. It refers to the normal 

BSE image with suppressed topographical contrast and maximum atomic number 

contrast. 

o ‘CBS’ (BSE) detector and ‘A+B-C-D’ mode. The obtained image is pseudo-topographical, 

with suppressed atomic number contrast and maximum topographical contrast. In this 

way, the final picture is a negative of the former image with all the detector layers 

activated. As it can be appreciated, this last micrograph shows the same type of colours 

and contrast as with Ti(C,N) samples, as shown in Figure 3.18. 

Images in Chapter 4 (Results and discussion) related to WC-based samples specify the detector 

type where applicable. 

 

Figure 3.20. FESEM images of the microstructure of a WC-based material (WC-Fe15Ni10Cr) using the 
three combinations of detectors/modes: ETD/SE, CBS/All and CBS/A+B-C-D. 

10 µm

Detector: ETD | Mode: SE Detector: CBS (BSE) | Mode: All Detector: CBS (BSE) | Mode: A+B-C-D
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Micrographs with a magnification of x5000 were used to perform image analysis of the different 

final materials. ImageJ software was used to quantify ceramic and metallic phases, as their vol. % 

could be modified after the sintering stage. In doing so, Threshold tool was used, where a 

Gaussian distribution curve assess the pixels that correspond to each contrast (phases or 

features), giving the ones of interest distinct colours. In this project, binder phase was coloured 

in green and porosity, where applicable, in blue. Then, their pixels are quantified, extracting the 

volume of each phase of interest. Ceramic particles remain uncoloured, and their occupied 

volume was calculated as follows (Equation 7): 

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 100 − (𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)               (Equation 7) 

To measure carbide diameters, Line Interception Method was used (LIM, ISO 4499-2:2008, [46]). 

Five images per material type were analysed, obtaining more than 800-1950 carbide diameters 

per sample, depending on the material type. For the measurement of the mean free path, two 

procedures were employed: LIM (taking more than 900 measurements per material) and an 

approach combining Roebuck and Almond studies [47–50] – considering the effect of carbide size 

[49–51]. For the second method, contiguity (C) was calculated with Equation 8: 

𝐶 =
𝐷

𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
𝑛  ,                                                     (Equation 8) 

where D and n are constants (D=0.2 and n=0.45), and Vbinder is the experimental binder volume 

measured by image analysis. Binder mean free paths (λ) were calculated using Equation 9: 

𝜆 =
1

1−𝐶
·

𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟

𝑉𝑇𝑖(𝐶,𝑁)
· 𝑑𝑇𝑖(𝐶,𝑁) ,                                 (Equation 9) 

being Vbinder and VTi(C,N) the measured experimental metal and ceramic volumes, respectively, and 

dTi(C,N) the mean carbide diameter for each material [52,53]. 

Figure 3.21 shows an example of LIM (a) and phase quantification (b) analyses of Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni10Cr + 0 wt. % C, processed by attritor milling and SHIP. 

 

Figure 3.21. Example of image analysis procedure. (a) LIM analysis, showing magnifications of carbide – C, 
in pink – and binder – B, in green – measurements. (b) phase quantification analysis, where the binder is 

coloured in green. (c) detail of the ImageJ software results for phase quantification, using Threshold 
function. This sample corresponds to Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, using no C addition and processed by attritor 

milling and SHIP. 
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In the case of LIM, images at two different magnifications show details of carbide (C, pink) and 

binder (B, green) measurements. Regarding phase quantification, the green-coloured binder 

phase can be appreciated. A detail of the ImageJ software results – Figure 3.21c – using Threshold 

function, reveals that it corresponded to a 23.31 vol. % of metal phase. 

 

Energy dispersive X-ray or energy dispersive spectroscopy 

SEM and FESEM microscopes were coupled with EDX or EDS detectors, to study the composition 

of samples. This technique enables the obtention of each element weight and atomic percentage 

and the configuration of mappings. 

 

• Magnetic properties 

These experiments entailed the measurement of coercivity (Hc) and magnetic saturation (M-sat) 

of the final sintered materials. These values have been traditionally used in the cemented carbide 

industry for a fast characterisation. On the one hand, coercivity estimates carbide size, being 

indirectly proportional to this parameter (i.e. higher values of Hc indicate a smaller grain size). On 

the other hand, magnetic saturation is an indirect measurement of the C content in the samples. 

These characterisation techniques are well stablished for traditional cemented carbide systems 

(WC-Co). Nevertheless, their interpretation for alternative-binder WC systems and particularly 

for cermets, is still difficult and under investigation [28,54]. 

Hc and M-sat tests were performed at Ceratizit. Hc was measured using Koerzimat 1.097 HCJ 

instrument (Foerster, Germany) and standard ASTM B887-12(2019) [55]. M-sat was determined 

employing Setaram D6025 (France) sigmameter and standard ASTM B886-19 [56]. No special 

sample preparation was needed for these tests. 

 

• Mechanical properties 

Evaluation of the mechanical properties of sintered samples entailed measurement of the 

composite hardness (i.e., micro- and macro-hardness tests), intrinsic hardness and fracture 

toughness. 

 

Micro- and macro-hardness 

Micro-hardness tests were carried out with Zwick-Roell ZHVμ microhardness tester (Indentec, 

UK), available at UC3M, and using standard ISO 6507-1:2018 [57]. In particular, a Vickers diamond 

tip was employed, applying loads from 10 g up to 2 kg. 

Macro-hardness measurements were performed at Ceratizit with KB30S (KB Prüftechnik, 

Germany) indenter, using a Vickers diamond tip. A load of 30 kg was applied to the samples. Its 

calculation is explained below, in the Fracture toughness section, as both results were related to 

each other. 
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Moreover, Nanoindenter XP unit featuring a diamond Berkovich indenter was used to measure 

the hardness of the materials. It focuses on the measurement of small-scale hardness at the two-

phase region including ceramic/metal interface boundaries, a result from massive 

nanoindentation tests that will be explained below. The system is equipped with a Continuous 

Stiffness Measurement (CSM) module performed to a target displacement of 2000 nm 

penetration depth (h), or until reaching the maximum applied load, 650 mN. An array of 9 

indentations (3 by 3), with a separation of 50 μm between imprints, was done for each sample. 

 

Fracture toughness (KIc) 

Fracture toughness (KIc) at RT was measured employing the Palmqvist method [58–61], as the 

example of Figure 3.22 shows. First, hardness (H) was calculated using Equation 10 [61]: 

𝐻 =
1.8544 𝑃

(
𝐷1+𝐷2

2
)

2 ,                                                   (Equation 10) 

where P is the applied load (30 kg in this study) and D1-2 correspond to the diagonals of the 

residual imprint, indicated in Figure 3.22. Then, Palmqvist KIc could be calculated using Equation 

11 [39], by measuring the length of the cracks (L1-4 in Figure 3.22) emanating from the corners of 

HV30 indentation imprints: 

𝐾𝐼𝑐 = 0.15√
𝐻𝑉30

∑ 𝐿
                                         (Equation 11) 

 

Figure 3.22. Example of a HV30 indentation, where crack lengths (L1-4) and imprint diagonals (D1 and D2) 
used in hardness and Palmqvist KIc calculations are shown. One of the samples of WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 

composition, processed by attritor and SHIP, is shown as an example. As a result of this precise imprint, 
hardness and toughness values collected in the table could be extracted. 

Sample WC-Fe15Ni10Cr (attritor+SHIP)

Method HV30

Hardness 1395 HV30

D1 199.99 µm

D2 199.47 µm

Toughness (KIc) 12.78 MPa√m

L1

L2

L3

L4

D1

D2
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Intrinsic hardness: nanoindentation tests 

Intrinsic hardness of ceramic and metal phases, as well as ceramic/metal interface boundaries, 

was evaluated by means of massive nanoindentation tests. They were conducted on polished 

sample surfaces, following a standardised surface preparation method. These studies were 

devoted to Ti(C,N)-based specimens. 

Massive nanoindentation tests allow mapping the hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E) of a 

certain material over a relatively large region by conducting of thousands of indentations, 

arranged in grids. Oliver and Pharr method [36,37] is used for their immediate evaluation. In order 

to extract the intrinsic mechanical properties of each constitutive phase, the gathered large data 

set is statistically analysed with the methodology proposed by Ulm and co-workers [62–66]. 

According to this practise, samples were considered to contain several (i) mechanically distinct 

phases. For the hard materials studied in this project, three main or constitutive phases were 

contemplated: Ti(C,N) carbides, metallic binder and a third one representative of the composite 

material where plastic flows of ceramic and metal phases interact, i.e. containing ceramic/metal 

interfaces. This statistical analysis assumes that the distribution (pi) of the studied mechanical 

properties (hardness and elastic modulus) of each constitutive phase follows a Gaussian 

distribution, as given by Equation 12: 

𝑝𝑖 =
1

√2𝜋𝜎𝑖
2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
(𝐻−𝐻𝑖)2

2𝜎𝑖
2 ] ,                                   (Equation 12) 

where Hi is the arithmetic mean of all individual indentations (Ni) performed on each phase (i) 

and σi is the standard deviation. Then, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) using sigmoid 

shape error function, may be fit by Equation 13: 

𝐶𝐷𝐹 = ∑ 0.5𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑛
𝑖 [

𝐻−𝐻𝑖

√2𝜎𝑖
] ,                                    (Equation 13) 

where fi is defined as the relative fraction occupied by each constitutive phase. Some restrictions 

were programmed during the deconvolution process with the purpose of obtaining reliable 

values. The total volume fraction of constitutive phase was fixed at 1, and the fitting process was 

set to finalise when the chi-square (χ2) tolerance was less than 10−15, with an ultimate coefficient 

of determination (R2) of 0.9998 [67]. 

A minimum number of 22,500 imprints was carried out for each sample at a maximum load of 10 

mN. A distance of 1-1.5 µm between indentations was maintained constant, to avoid the 

interference of plastic deformation fields impinged by the imprints. Two nanoindenters were 

used: iNano (KLA, USA) at ETH Zurich, and iMacro (KLA, USA) at UPC. Both were equipped with a 

diamond Berkovich tip, carefully calibrated with fused silica as a standard sample, with known 

Young's modulus of 72 GPa. After the tests, FESEM NEON® 40EsB Crossbeam and Phenom XL 

Desktop SEM microscopes were used to inspect the residual arrays and imprints. Three types of 

the latter were obtained, as Figure 3.23 shows: the ones confined inside the binder region (blue 

circle), imprints at the ceramic/metal boundary region (green circle), and indentations confined 

inside the ceramic particles (red circle). 

As a result, hardness histograms were obtained, as collected in Figure 3.24. As explained before, 

by the deconvolution of CDF, the data could be adjusted to Gaussian-distribution curves, 
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corresponding to the binder, composite or ceramic/metal boundary region, and carbide phases. 

Colours of the curves match their corresponding imprint type of Figure 3.23. Therefore, hardness 

and elastic modulus values could be assessed for each phase. Hardness of the ceramic/metal 

boundary region was compared to the macro-hardness tests performed with the same 

equipment at a higher indentation depth or force – either until reaching 2000 nm or 650 mN –, 

as explained before. 

 

Figure 3.23. Detail of the three types of residual imprints from nanoindentation test: inside the binder 
region (blue circle), at the ceramic/metal boundary area (green circle) and inside carbide particles (red 

circle). Sample Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, processed by attritor milling and SHIP, is shown as an example. 

 

Figure 3.24. Example of the obtained hardness histograms and their adjustment. The one for sample 
Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, processed by attritor milling and SHIP, is shown as an example. 

 

Nanoscratch tests 

Nanoscratch tests were performed on Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni samples with the purpose evaluating the 

sliding contact response of the analysed material. Nanoindenter XP unit and Berkovich diamond 

tip were used on the cross-section of the polished samples. These experiments were conducted 

by applying a constant load and velocity of 10 mN and 10 μm/s, respectively. Three scans per 

sample type were performed and residual scratches were observed by SEM with Phenom XL 

Desktop equipment [30]. 

2 μm
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• Chemical properties: corrosion resistance 

Chemical properties of samples were evaluated in terms of their corrosion resistance. Corrosion 

tests were performed at Ceratizit. They were carried out for the samples produced by attritor 

milling and SHIP. A polished surface of the sintered sample was immersed in a cell with an acidic 

medium, achieved by mixing 0.5 M of citric acid with 0.5 M of sodium phosphate to obtain pH 5. 

This electrolyte is commonly known as “mine water”. Kalomel and platinum electrodes were used 

as reference and auxiliary, respectively, being the working electrode the hard material to be 

tested. Radiometer PGP201 Potentiostat/Galvanostat hardware and corrosion cell were both 

provided by VoltaLab® – Radiometer Analytical SAS (France). Corrosion data were obtained and 

analysed with VoltaMaster 4 (version 7.9.30140.1) software. 

First, the Open Circuit Potential (OCP) was collected during 30 min, continuing with the 

potentiodynamic test. In the latter, the current density is measured as a function of the potential, 

which was varied from -800 mV up to 1 V at a speed of 20 mV/min. Corrosion rate (icorr) was 

calculated by Taffel extrapolation of the cathodic branch in the curves obtained. In anodic region, 

corrosion effect on the different hard-material phases could be studied. Sample surfaces after 

the experiment were characterised in terms of their microstructure (OM and FESEM) and 

composition (EDS and RT-XRD tests). Five area measurements, with a magnification of x3500, 

were performed in EDS analysis using XL-30 SEM microscope. Finally, they were cut transversally 

to measure the depth of corrosion effect in the samples by means of FESEM with FEI Teneo 

equipment. 

 

3.3.6. Parameters 

After the description of the main processing techniques used throughout this thesis, it is worth 

summarising the main parameters that drove the final hard material properties, collected in 

Figure 3.25. Each of them was studied and is explained in Chapter 4 (Results and discussion), 

publishing some of their outcomes in the contributions collected in Appendix. 

 

Figure 3.25. Sketch of the main influencing parameters in the obtention of the final sintered samples and 
their mechanical properties. 
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87 4. Results and discussion 

This chapter entails a presentation and discussion of the results obtained in this thesis project. As 

it is published as a collection of journal articles, displayed in Appendix, the results will be linked 

to these contributions. As with the Experimental procedure chapter (Chapter 3), the present one 

will also be divided into the three proposed methodology steps: design, validation and processing.  

Figure 4.1 collects a summary of the main contents of each section. Results concerning the 

processing step will be divided into the influencing parameters introduced at the end of Chapter 

3, derived from the different conditions employed. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Sketch of the contents in each section of this chapter. 
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4.1. Design 
 

This first section contains the procedure followed in the design of the binder and hard materials, 

collecting the phase diagrams obtained in each stage. It entails an extended version of the 

information collected in Ref. [1] (Paper 3 in Appendix). 

 

4.1.1. Binder design 

For the design of the binder alloys, three simulation steps were followed: binary phase diagrams, 

pseudo-binary phase diagrams and, once the different candidates were configured, the alloy 

phases were plotted as a function of the C content. 

 

• Binary phase diagrams 

First, Fe – the binder base element – was combined with the different considered alloys, listed in 

Table 1 of Chapter 3. The objective of this stage was to have a general idea of the optimum 

content of each element. Fe-Ni, Fe-Cr, Fe-Al and Fe-Mo phase diagrams are collected in Figure 

4.2. The well-known Fe-C phase diagram is not shown for simplicity. 

 

a) Fe-Ni: This diagram shows no precipitation of undesirable phases, predicting only the 

existence of ferrite (α) and/or austenite (γ) for the whole Ni wt. % range. Ni addition 

showed to induce a gradual decrease of solidus-liquidus temperatures up to a limit of 60-

70 wt. %. 

 

b) Fe-Cr: In the case of Cr, a limit at 18-19 wt. % exists. From that value on, brittle σ-phase 

starts to precipitate. This value also matches the Cr limit up to which its addition enhances 

the decrease of Tsolidus and Tliquidus. 

 

c) Fe-Al: For Al, a maximum addition of 31-32 wt. % is targeted. From that value on, 

intermetallic phases, not aimed in this investigation, start to form. Interestingly, Al 

addition showed to lower solidus and liquidus temperatures of the alloy. 

 

d) Fe-Mo: As can be appreciated, a small addition of Mo may rapidly result in precipitation 

of undesirable phases, like the thermally unstable intermetallic Fe2Mo or Laves phase (λ) 

[2]. For this reason, and after checking the same result when combining Fe-Mo with a 

third alloying element, molybdenum was discarded from this study. 
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Figure 4.2. Thermo-Calc® binary phase diagrams: (a) Fe-Ni, (b) Fe-Cr, (c) Fe-Al and (d) Fe-Mo. 

 

• Pseudo-binary phase diagrams 

Once the maximum addition of each element was known, discarding Mo for further studies, next 

step consisted of the configuration of pseudo-binary phase diagrams, Fe-A-B, where A and B 

represent different alloying elements. In doing so, Fe-A composition was fixed, and the X wt. % 

addition of element B was studied by phase diagram simulation. Figure 4.3 displays pseudo-binary 

phase diagrams: (a) Fe15Ni-XCr, where 10 wt. % of Cr was chosen so that no σ-phase precipitation 

occurred, and (b) Fe15Cr-XAl, with a selection of 10 wt. % of Al, to be conservative. The chosen 

wt. % of each third alloying element was indicated by a blue discontinuous line. It is worth pointing 

out that higher Al contents were simulated. However, it was observed that, when combining the 

binder with Ti(C,N), large volume amounts of AlN were formed. Tsolidus is highlighted with a bold 

green line, indicating the temperature above which liquid phase sintering can be performed. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Figure 4.3. Thermo-Calc® pseudo-binary phase diagrams for: (a) Fe15Ni-XCr, and (b) Fe15Cr-XAl. Bold 
green line indicates Tsolidus. 

 

• Alloy vs. C content 

After the ternary alloy compositions were selected, their evolution with temperature as a 

function of carbon content was simulated, and they are collected in Figure 4.4. These diagrams 

were built to confirm the fact that carbon lowers both solidus and liquidus temperatures of these 

types of systems, as stated in previous studies [3,4]. Moreover, they also gave information about 

the maximum limit of C addition, or how the materials would be affected from a possible 

dissolution of C from the ceramic phase or loss of this element during sintering. 

 

Figure 4.4. Thermo-Calc® final-composition alloys as function of C content: (a) Fe15Ni10Cr vs. C, and (b) 
Fe15Cr10Al vs. C. Bold green and grey lines indicate Tsolidus and graphite precipitation, respectively. 

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
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Apart from Tsolidus (bold green line), graphite precipitation is indicated with a bold grey line. It can 

be appreciated that the second composition has higher solidus and liquidus temperatures. This 

may be translated into worse sintering and densification behaviours at the limit temperature of 

1500 °C. Nevertheless, both compositions showed compliance with the design criteria. Secondary 

carbides – M23C6 and M7C3 – were predicted to be formed in the two cases, but in a very small 

quantity and, furtherly, there existed the possibility of dissolution during the sintering stage. 

Other pseudo-binary phase diagrams were studied, as well as alloys containing four elements. 

However, none of them met the criteria of Tsolidus, Tliquidus < 1500 °C or fragilising phases were 

observed in the whole C range. 

 

4.1.2. Hard material design 

Once the binder compositions were selected (Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al), hard phase was 

included in the simulation and diagrams were plotted as a function of C content, to study their 

feasibility when combined with Ti(C,N) and WC, respectively. 

 

• Binder + Ti(C,N)/WC 

Figure 4.5 collects the hard material phase diagrams for Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al alloys 

combined with Ti(C,N) and WC, respectively, whose compositions are listed in Table 4.1. 

Theoretical densities of composite materials were calculated using the rule of mixtures and 

theoretical densities of each alloy (ρFe15Ni10Cr = 7.94 g/cm3 and  ρFe15Cr10Al = 6.53 g/cm3). 

It is worth noting the difference in the hard material density between Ti(C,N) and WC-based 

materials. Theoretical C contents of the studied composite materials are indicated by 

discontinuous blue lines in the diagrams, whose values are also included in Table 4.1. These C 

values represent the ideal scenario where metallic powders are considered to contain no C and 

Ti(C,N) composition coincides with its theoretical setup. As cemented carbides microstructures 

are considered to ‘freeze’ around 1000 °C [5–7], this leads to simple microstructures in the four 

materials at 0 wt. % of C addition. Blue highlighted regions indicate the materials composition at 

optimum C content and this temperature range. 

 

Table 4.1. Ceramic-metallic composition and theoretical C content (wt. %) in Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al 
hard materials, using 80 vol. % of ceramic phase and no extra C addition. 

Hard materials (80 vol. % ceramic phase) Hard material 

theoretical 

density [g/cm3] 

Theoretical C 

content [wt. %] 
Ceramic phase Metal phase 

Type [wt. %] Type [wt. %] 

Ti(C,N) 71.97 Fe15Ni10Cr 28.03 5.67 7.10 

WC 88.71 Fe15Ni10Cr 11.29 14.07 5.44 

Ti(C,N) 75.75 Fe15Cr10Al 24.25 5.39 7.48 

WC 90.52 Fe15Cr10Al 9.48 13.79 5.55 
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Figure 4.5. Hard material phase diagrams, combining 80 vol. % of hard phase: (a) Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, (b) 
WC-Fe15Ni10Cr, (c) Ti(C,N)-Fe15Cr10Al, and (d) WC-Fe15Cr10Al. Discontinuous blue lines indicate 

theoretical C content present in the hard materials with no C addition. Blue highlighted areas point out 
phases at optimum C content and 1000 °C. 

 

In WC diagrams – (b) and (d) –, theoretical C compositions show the presence of eta phase (η, 

M6C). It will be solved by adding graphite to reach the optimum C-window (highlighted in light 

blue). Meanwhile, only a slight amount of M7C3 carbide is predicted to precipitate. Moreover, for 

Fe15Cr10Al composition, phase HCP-A3 in the diagram, which corresponds to M2C phase, is 

predicted to precipitate above 1250 °C and for C contents below 5.65 wt. %. Nevertheless, as 

claimed in previous investigations [8–11], the stability of this phase in W-C-Cr systems is thought 

to be overestimated, and has not been found experimentally. The upper limit of each optimum 

C-window is stablished by the precipitation of graphite for FeNiCr, and κ-phase for FeCrAl. 
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For Ti(C,N) simulation – (a) and (c) –, simple microstructures are obtained at nominal C content, 

with some M23C6 Cr-carbide precipitation with FeNiCr alloy below 750 °C, but a γ-Ti(C,N) 

combination between 800°C and Tsolidus. For FeCrAl binder, slight precipitation of aluminium 

nitride (less than 2 vol. %) is predicted. In the case of Ti(C,N), the concept of “carbon window” is 

not as extended as for WC-based materials, although a reference of this terminology for cermet 

materials can be found in Ref. [12]. However, there exists an upper limit of C addition exerted by 

graphite precipitation (bold grey line in the diagrams) that draws this optimal C range. Thus, as 

can be appreciated, in this study cermet compositions show to have a broader workable C range 

than WC-based materials, corresponding to the highlighted in light blue in the diagrams. 

 

• Complementary simulation studies 

This section contains additional phase diagrams that are not part of the design process in essence. 

Nevertheless, their simulation – required by experimental outcome – was necessary to continue 

and complete the investigation. 

 

Fe16Cr3Al (prealloy) + Ti(C,N)/WC 

As already advanced in Chapter 3, a prealloy powder was used. Its composition was Fe16Cr3Al 

(ρFe16Cr3Al = 7.34 g/cm3), and it entails an evolution from the binder design Fe15Cr10Al. The 

objective was to use less Al and introduce it in the material in the least oxide-formation way, 

where prealloy powders are attractive candidates. The reasons behind this substitution will be 

explained in the Processing section of this chapter (IV.III). 

Table 4.2 and Figure 4.6 contain a summary of the composition and phase diagrams, respectively, 

of Ti(C,N)-Fe16Cr3Al and WC-Fe16Cr3Al materials. Theoretical C contents – without C addition – 

are indicated by blue discontinuous lines in the diagrams. In the case of Ti(C,N), less formation of 

AlN is predicted as compared to Fe15Cr10Al binder (Figure 4.5). Both hard materials show lower 

solidus and liquidus temperatures than with Fe15Cr10Al alloy. 

 

Table 4.2. Ceramic-metallic composition and theoretical C content (wt. %) for Fe16Cr3Al hard materials, 
using 80 vol. % of ceramic phase and no extra C addition. 

Hard materials (80 vol. % ceramic phase) Hard material 

theoretical 

density [g/cm3] 

Theoretical C content 

[wt. %] 
Ceramic phase Metal phase 

Type [wt. %] Type [wt. %] 

Ti(C,N) 73.53 Fe16Cr3Al 26.47 5.55 7.26 

WC 89.47 Fe16Cr3Al 10.53 13.95 5.48 
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Figure 4.6. Fe16Cr3Al with (a) Ti(C,N) and (b) WC hard material phase diagrams, using 80 vol. % of 
ceramic phase. Dashed blue lines indicate theoretical C content present in the hard materials with no C 

addition. Blue highlighted areas indicate optimum C-windows. 

 

Comparison of binder content: Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni 

As mentioned previously, the first steps of this thesis project entailed a continuation of the study 

with the hard material composed by Ti(C,N) and binder Fe15Ni (ρFe15Ni = 8.04 g/cm3). This 

composition was processed and characterised in a previous investigation by M. Dios et al. [13,14], 

used as baseline in this research. Among other tasks, the present project sought to study the 

variation in the binder volume (20 and 30 vol. %), C content and sintering cycle of this composition 

[15] (Paper 1 in Appendix). Moreover, two distinct processing routes were used to manufacture 

samples of this material, assessing the influence of this step on the final properties [16,17] (Paper 

2 in Appendix). 
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Table 4.3 contains the composition and theoretical C content of each ceramic/metallic content 

for Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni materials. These values are indicated by light-blue discontinuous lines in the 

phase diagrams of Figure 4.7. As expected, increasing the carbide content results in a rise of this 

theoretical C content, which results in lower solidus and liquidus temperatures. Moreover, 𝛾 +

𝑇𝑖(𝐶, 𝑁) region is slightly narrower for higher ceramic volume. 

Table 4.3. Composition and theoretical C content (wt. %) for Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni hard materials with no extra 
C addition. 

Hard materials Hard material 

theoretical density 

[g/cm3] 

Theoretical C 

content [wt. %] 
Ceramic 

phase 

Binder 

phase 

Ceramic/binder 

[vol. %] – [wt. %] 

Ti(C,N) Fe15Ni 
70/30 – 59.69/40.31 5.98 5.89 

80/20 – 71.74/28.26 5.69 7.08 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni phase diagrams, using (a) 70 vol. % and (b) 80 vol. % of ceramic phase. 

 

Comparison of CC and Fe databases 

To check the variation in the simulation results linked to the use of a cemented carbide database, 

composition Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr was selected, as its elements are contained both in iron (TCFE7) 

and cemented carbide (CC) databases. This new phase diagram is displayed in Figure 4.8, using 

the same temperature and C ranges as Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr diagram in Figure 4.5. As can be 

appreciated, both diagrams totally coincide. The only exception is the area highlighted in yellow 

inside graphitic region that appears in the CC diagram but not in the TCFE7 one, where 

precipitation of secondary carbide M7C3 is not precipitated. Thus, this graph also validates the use 

of Fe database for the simulation of hard materials, as it yields the same results as simulation with 

CC database and counts with a more complete palette of elements. 
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Figure 4.8. Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr phase diagram, simulated using 80 vol. % of hard phase and CC database. 

 

Comparison of atmosphere scenario: simulation of sintering regime 

Thermo-Calc® simulations in this thesis have been always conducted setting the pressure 

parameter to 1 atm to study the metastable condition of the materials. Nevertheless, the reality 

of the sintering regime is often different, leading to changes in the phase diagrams when using 

the experimental pressure value. Figure 4.9 displays Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr simulation using a high-

vacuum furnace atmosphere. In this case, the pressure value is 10-5 mbar (10-8 atm). 

 

Figure 4.9. Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr phase diagram, simulated using 80 vol. % of hard phase and high-vacuum 
furnace pressure (10-5 mbar). Dashed blue lines indicate theoretical C content present in the hard 

material with no C addition. Stars (1 and 2) are placed in designated regions of interest. 
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As can be appreciated, this new pressure regime leads to various modifications in the diagram, 

compared to the simulation of the same composition at 1 atm collected in Figure 4.5. The most 

outstanding difference is the presence of a gas phase, which did not appear in the equivalent 

diagram of Figure 4.5 (1 atm). Studying its composition in Region 1 – pointed by a star in the plot 

– reveals that this gas corresponds to nitrogen, lost from Ti(C,N) phase. The ceramic phase shows 

a deficit of N compared to its analysis in Region 2, where no gas is present and C/N atomic ratio 

is equal to 1 (pure Ti1(C0.5,N0.5)). This means that, when temperature is elevated, N starts to 

migrate from the carbide phase and converts into gas. This phenomenon matches findings 

observed in previous investigations, where Ti(C,N)-based cermets sintered in high-vacuum 

furnaces experienced N2 degassing, leading to porosity trapped inside the ceramic particles after 

cooling [1,18]. 

 

• Concluding remark 

Overall, Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al, as well as their combination with Ti(C,N) and WC, met the 

established criteria. They achieved solidus temperatures below 1500 °C, contained elements that 

provide corrosion resistance and led to a simple microstructure. Therefore, both alloys were 

selected as candidates for the continuation of their study with Validation and Processing steps. 
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4.2. Validation 
 

Once the configurations of the alternative binders and hard materials were selected, the design 

stage was validated by implementing three types of techniques: DTA-TG-MS, XRD (at RT and at 

HT), and HT wettability tests. 

 

4.2.1. DTA-TG-MS 

Differential Thermal Analysis-Thermogravimetry-Mass Spectroscopy (DTA-TG-MS) techniques 

were implemented in binder alloys and hard material powders, as well as in sintered bulks. These 

analyses enabled the verification of the simulated solidus/liquidus temperatures. Moreover, they 

gave an idea of the sintering behaviour of the different compositions. 

 

• Binder analysis 

First, binder configurations were tested. Part of this information can be found in Ref. [1] (Paper 3 

in Appendix). As detailed in Chapter 3, DTA-TG tests were carried out to blended-powder 

agglomerates and sintered- alloy bulks, with and without C addition, to validate liquid phase 

formation simulated by Thermo-Calc® with respect to C content. Both processing and DTA-TG 

analyses were carried out at UC3M laboratories. 

Figure 4.10 shows a correlation between the predicted solidus/liquidus temperatures and the 

ones experimentally obtained by means of DTA-TG for Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al alloys, also 

detailed in Table 4.4. Endothermic peaks in DTA plots indicate liquid phase formation in the 

materials. Onset and maximum melting temperatures – TONSET and TMAX, respectively – were 

calculated as depicted in FeNiCr-DTA graph, i.e. at the points where tangents to the curve crossed 

each other. They can be related to Thermo-Calc® (TC) solidus and liquidus temperatures, and 

relative comparison then being taken as validating action of the phase diagram [1]. Onset 

temperature may be linked to solidus temperature, as this is the region where liquid phase starts 

to appear, coexisting with some solid phase remaining in the binder. Similarly, maximum and 

liquidus temperatures are comparable, as they indicate the state where the binder phase has 

completely transformed into liquid. As it can be observed, for 0 wt. % C, both solidus and liquidus 

temperatures virtually coincide in the phase diagram, indicated by the label NC in Figure 4.10. As 

C content increases, so does the simulated range between Tsolidus and Tliquidus. At 1 wt. % C, solidus 

and liquidus points are labelled as CL and CS, respectively. 
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Figure 4.10. Correlation between (a) Fe15Ni10Cr and (b) Fe15Cr10Al solidus/liquidus temperatures, from 
simulated phase diagrams and DTA-TG analyses, with and without C addition. Tsolidus and Tliquidus are 

indicated in TC diagrams for compositions without C (NC, No Carbon) and with C (CS and CL, respectively). 
DTA-Fe15Ni10Cr graph shows a detail of TONSET and TMAX calculation. 

Table 4.4. DTA onset and maximum melting temperatures of binder milled powders and sintered bulks, 
comparing them to Thermo-Calc® (TC) solidus and liquidus temperatures. 

Composition Sample type 
TC temperatures DTA temperatures 

Tsolidus [°C] Tliquidus [°C] T
ONSET

 [°C] T
MAX

 [°C] 

Fe15Ni10Cr-0C 

Powder 

agglomerate 1476 (NC) 
1474 1492 

Sintered bulk 1470 1491 

Fe15Ni10Cr-1C Sintered bulk 1259 (CS) 1402 (CL) 1431 1441 

Fe15Cr10Al-0C 

Powder 

agglomerate 1505 (NC) 
1519 1535 

Sintered bulk 1518 1538 

Fe15Cr10Al-1C Sintered bulk 1343 (CS) 1440 (CL) 
Peak 1: 1309 

Peak 2: 1431 

Peak 1: 1317 

Peak 2: 1474 
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There are several conclusions that can be drawn from the results collected in Figure 4.10 and 

Table 4.4: 

• First, although simulation predicted compositions without C to exhibit equal values for 

Tsolidus and Tliquidus (NC), experimental analyses revealed that both compositions had 

different TONSET and TMAX (TONSET<TMAX), both for their powder agglomerate and sintered 

bulk configurations. 

• The effect of C increase on TONSET led to dissimilar results regarding the alloy composition. 

For FeNiCr, C induced an increase in the radius of the onset curve, that is a more gradual 

transition to liquidus state, compared to the sintered bulk without C. This coincides in the 

diagram with the wider range between solidus (CS) and liquidus (CL) temperatures, the 

region 𝐿 + 𝛾. 

On the other hand, FeCrAl experienced an unfolding of the endothermic peak when C 

content was raised, a behaviour that FeNiCr alloy did not show when this element was 

added. A hypothesis arises to explain this phenomenon. This dissimilar performance 

between FeNiCr and FeCrAl binder may be related to the different crystallographic 

phases and allotropic transformations of the binder. FeNiCr presents an austenitic 

structure at high temperature, whereas FeCrAl is mostly ferritic. This latter crystal counts 

with less interstitial sites, so it saturates sooner than austenite when C is added. This 

appears in the FeCrAl diagram (Figure 4.10) at high temperature as C content increases, 

where ferrite transforms into a dual ferritic-austenitic phase (𝛼 → 𝛼 + 𝛾), to 

accommodate the inclusion of this element. This transformation takes place at 1 wt. % C 

from 1228 °C on. According to the simulation, at 1300 °C and 1 wt. % C, the binder 

composition – excluding the precipitation of M7C3 carbide – is the one collected in Table 

4.5. 

Table 4.5. Composition of ferritic and austenitic phases in Fe15Cr10Al binder at 1300 °C and 1 
wt. % C, extracted from simulation results. 

Elements/Binder phase Ferrite (α) Austenite (γ) 

Fe 76.32 76.22 

Cr 12.23 13.15 

Al 11.31 9.41 

C 0.14 1.22 

Total wt. % 100 100 

 

As can be appreciated, both α and γ share virtually the same composition except for Al 

and C contents, the latter being an element that is essentially dissolved in the austenitic 

phase. As temperature is increased, austenite – the phase including C, a liquidus phase 

promoter – is the one that starts transforming into liquid first. This temperature coincides 

with CS in the phase diagram (1343 °C) and is related to TONSET of Peak 1 in the DTA results 

(1309 °C). At 1358 °C, all the austenite has reached its liquid state – which corresponds 

to TMAX of Peak 1 (1317 °C) – achieving the 𝛼 + 𝐿 region of the diagram. Here starts the 

gradual transition to total liquid state of Peak 2 (𝑇𝑂𝑁𝑆𝐸𝑇 = 1431 ℃), as indicated by the 

large radius in the curve that was also observed for FeNiCr-1C composition Finally, 

complete transformation of binder phase into liquid – CL in the phase diagram (1440 °C) 
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– corresponds to TMAX of Peak 2 (1474 °C), the temperature at which ferrite reaches its 

liquid state completely [19]. Moreover, there is discrepancy between the predicted and 

the experimental temperatures. This hypothesis is supported by previous research [11], 

where DTA results of a hard material with a composition WC-Co-Cr and high C additions 

showed small endothermic peaks that indicated the achievement of Tsolidus. Nevertheless, 

in the present case, no solidus peaks were observed in the rest of analysed materials. 

Another fact that may confirm this theory is the area above the peaks, as the sum of areas 

of Peak 1 and 2 coincides with the area of the endothermic peak of FeCrAl-0C, calculated 

by integration of the peak curves as Figure 4.11 shows. The slight difference is believed 

to be caused by C inclusion in FeCrAl-1C sample. This area is related to the amount of 

substance that is absorbing energy to change from solid to liquid state, registering the 

observed endothermic peaks. This would mean that the same amount of metal mass is 

registering the only peak for FeCrAl-0C curve, and Peaks 1 and 2 in FeCrAl-1C one. 

 

Figure 4.11. Integration of the area above endothermic peaks in the DTA (heat flow) curves of (a) FeCrAl-
0C and (b) FeCrAl-1C sintered bulks. 

• C addition led to a displacement of TMAX towards lower temperature values, a well-known 

effect of C [20,21] that is also in total consonance with TC predictions. Nevertheless, 

experimental values were higher for FeNiCr and lower for FeCrAl. 

• Liquidus temperatures for both powder-blends and sintered-bulks (0C) coincide for both 

compositions. This result may indicate maintenance of nominal content of the elements 

after sintering. Nevertheless, these experimental liquidus temperatures are higher than 

the ones predicted by Thermo-Calc® using TCFE7 database; in particular, a difference of 

15 °C is found for Fe15Ni10Cr alloy, and 30 °C for Fe15Cr10Al composition. This 

difference is even greater when C is added to the alloy, showing that the predictions are 

more accurate for the compositions when they do not include this extra C. 

• It can be noticed that, after the sintering, oxidation is avoided, as shown by the TG curves 

for powder agglomerate and sintered bulk at 0 C addition for both alloys. Powder 

agglomerates of the raw powders gain mass, corresponding to oxygen acquired in the 

heating stage. Contrarily, sintered bulks do not experience this mass increment, as the 

solid-solution alloys tend to be more chemically stable and less reactive. 

• Comparing TG results for FeNiCr and FeCrAl powder agglomerates, it can be checked that 

FeCrAl alloy gains more mass during the heating than FeNiCr, 2.25 wt. % more at 1600 

°C. This outcome would indicate that it will tend to oxide more when sintered. 
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• Hard material analysis 

Hard material milled powders and sintered samples were also tested by DTA-TG analysis, and 

coupled with MS. These tests were carried out at Ceratizit. Composition Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr was 

tested, where different C contents were used (0-2 wt. % with respect to binder mass) and whose 

powders were produced by planetary milling (SS) at UC3M. Sintering was also performed at UC3M 

in a high-vacuum furnace. This information can be found in Ref. [22] (Paper 5 in Appendix). 

Figure 4.12 displays TG (a) and MS (b) analyses for the studied materials. As can be appreciated, 

the thermogravimetric test shows a gradual increase in mass loss as C content is risen. Mass 

spectroscopy results are focused on the gas molecule with an atomic mass of 28 u. This signal can 

be attributed to both CO and N2 gases. As claimed in previous investigations, it was difficult to 

interpret the nature of the analysed gas molecule [23]. The assessment of each peak to the 

contribution of each gas was performed by coupling the analyses with N (14 u) and C (12 u) 

signals, as well as the one for CO2 degassing (44 u). It is suggested that the obtained curves are a 

combination of signals related to CO/CO2 and N2 outgassing. According to literature ([18,23,24]), 

the most intense peak of CO is attained at 1100 °C, whereas it takes place close to 1300 °C for 

N2. Moreover, according to Refs. [18,23], a smaller peak, around 650 °C, corresponds both to CO 

and N2 elimination. These degassing temperatures match the ones at which mass drops occur in 

TG results (Figure 4.12). Hence, these findings indicate that the outgassing increase was 

proportional to C content in the samples, an outcome of the carbothermal reaction taking place, 

where C is reducing the present metal oxides. 

 

Figure 4.12. (a) TG and (b) MS analyses of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr powders. 

Figure 4.13 shows the DTA curves of the milled powders (a) and sintered samples (b). Once again, 

onset and maximum melting temperatures were linked to Thermo-Calc® (TC) solidus and liquidus 

temperatures, respectively, for phase diagram validation [1], which may be appreciated in Figure 

4.14. DTA and TC values are compiled in Table 4.6. As it can be discerned, experimental 

temperatures are higher than the predicted ones, a finding also reported in Ref. [1]. Nevertheless, 

there is good consistence between the predicted and experimental melting ranges. Increasing 

the C content results in a decrease of the onset temperature of the main fusion peak, as predicted 

by phase diagrams. Regarding the DTA results, sintered samples exhibited higher melting 

temperature values than the milled powders. This behaviour may be due to the dissolution of 

elements from the ceramic phase during the sintering stage, increasing the alloying by solid 

solution in the binder. Interestingly, samples 1.5C and 2C experienced the highest outgassing and 
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registered a sharp decrease in solidus and liquidus temperatures of sintered specimens with 

respect to lower C contents. As well as to C addition, this phenomenon is also attributed to 

reduction of oxides from raw materials when heated [25]. It is worth noting that combination of 

the metallic phase with Ti(C,N) led to lower liquidus and solidus temperatures than those revealed 

by sole binder testing (Table 4.4). This may be rationalised by the incorporation of C from carbide 

dissolution to the metallic phase at high temperature, a phenomenon that takes place during LPS 

of hard materials. 

 

Figure 4.13. DTA heat flow curves for the studied (a) cermet milled powders and (b) sintered samples. A 
magnification in the range of the melting temperature is shown (1300-1500 °C). 

Table 4.6. DTA onset and maximum melting temperatures of milled powders and sintered samples, 
comparing them to Thermo-Calc® (TC) solidus and liquidus temperatures. 

Sample name 

DTA temperatures 
TC temperatures 

Milled powders Sintered samples 

T
ONSET

 [°C] T
MAX

 [°C] T
ONSET

 [°C] T
MAX

 [°C] Tsolidus [°C] Tliquidus [°C] 

TiCN-FeNiCr-0.0C 1419.6 1445.7 1435.61 1451.16 1341.8 1383.4 

TiCN-FeNiCr-0.5C 1417.8 1443.6 1429.81 1448.71 1314.4 1369.2 

TiCN-FeNiCr-1.0C 1406.3 1437.7 1427.87 1450.51 1286.0 1348.9 

TiCN-FeNiCr-1.5C 1405.2 1437.6 1343.16 1407.29 1259.6 1330.6 

TiCN-FeNiCr-2.0C 1394.7 1430.1 1334.52 1402.71 1226.2 1314.4 

 

4.2.2. XRD: RT and HT 

XRD technique was implemented at room and high temperature (RT and HT, respectively) – up 

to 1200 °C – and used as a method to validate the phases present at each temperature predicted 

by Thermo-Calc® software. It is worth pointing out that, to the best knowledge of the author, 

there is not any investigation where validation of phases at high temperature has been 

performed. Hence, this is the first time that this approach has been used in hard materials. In 

doing so, cermet material Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr was used, employing five different C contents (0-2 

wt. %) to cover a wide range of the diagram. Samples were planetary milled (SS) and high-vacuum 

sintered at UC3M, and XRD tests were carried out at Ceratizit facilities. These samples are the 

ones that were also tested by DTA-TG-MS, as explained before. Information concerning these 

analyses can be retrieved in Ref. [22] (Paper 5 in Appendix). 
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First, a measurement was performed at RT, before heating. It is here designated as “RT (before)”. 

Successive tests were performed every 200 °C, reaching a maximum temperature of 1200 °C. A 

final diffractogram at RT – after cooling – was collected. It is referred to as “RT (after)”. As an 

illustrative example, HT-XRD tests performed with composition using 0.5 wt. % of C addition will 

be shown. Figure 4.14 shows the Thermo-Calc® phase diagram, including the points – 

represented by bold dots – where the XRD tests were performed for each composition. For 0.5C, 

these bullets are highlighted in black, correlating each point to the diffractograms collected in 

Figure 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.14. Thermo-Calc® phase diagram. Vertical discontinuous lines correspond to the five different C 
contents studied. Bold dots indicate the temperatures at which XRD tests were carried for each 

composition: RT (before), 200 °C, 400 °C, 600 °C, 800 °C, 1000 °C, 1200 °C and RT (after). A special focus 
is made on 0.5C sample (black line and dots), where the numbers correlate with the diffractograms 

shown in Figure 4.15. As a reminder: α=BCC, γ=FCC. 

According to the diffraction patterns obtained from the International Centre for Diffraction Data 

(ICDD), three phases appear throughout the test: 

• Ti(C,N) (TiC0.52N0.48, 04-008-0232), whose most intense peaks are measured at 36° and 

42°. 

• Austenite, FCC (γ) (Fe0.65Ni0.25Cr0.10, 04-019-2390), for which high-intensity peaks are 

formed at 43° and 52°. 

• Ferrite, BCC (α) (Fe0.8Ni0.2, 04-008-0232), whose most intense peak is measured at 44.5°. 

As can be appreciated in Figure 4.15, Ti(C,N) and ferrite phases are exclusively identified at RT. As 

temperature is increased, austenite gradually appears, being the unique binder phase spotted 

from 600 °C to 1200 °C. After cooling, retained austenite in the material can still be observed, 

probably due to the presence of alloying elements and C. These results are in good consonance 

with the Thermo-Calc® prediction (Figure 4.14), except for the presence of secondary carbides 

(M23C6, M7C3), which are not detected by XRD. As temperature is increased, there is a slight 

displacement of the peaks towards lower 2θ values. According to Bragg’s law (𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin 𝜃), 

this outcome is a result of the crystal cell dilatation at higher temperatures, which increases the 

interplanar distance (d). Interestingly, Ti(C,N) phase measured by XRD has a C/N ratio of 52/48, 
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rather than the theoretical value of 50/50. This slightly lower quantity of N strengthens the 

hypothesis of denitrification upon sintering, responsible for the presence of micro-cavities inside 

Ti(C,N) particles observed in these samples, as Figure 4.16 shows [18,24,26]. As indicated in 

section IV.I. Design, this was also confirmed by Thermo-Calc® simulation using the high-vacuum 

furnace pressure (Figure 4.9). It could be observed that, as temperature was raised, nitrogen 

migrated from Ti(C,N) phase as gas (N2). Moreover, these samples were analysed by electron 

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) at Ceratizit, confirming that the non-indexable white regions match 

the black pores observed in the BSE image of Figure 4.17. 

 

Figure 4.15. HT-XRD diffractograms at each analysed temperature for TiCN-FeNiCr-0.5C composition. 

 

Figure 4.16. SEM micrograph of sample Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr + 1 wt. % C, processed by planetary milling 
(SS) and sintered in high-vacuum. Red arrows point to micro-cavities observed inside carbide particles. 
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Figure 4.17. Correlation between BSE and EBSD images of Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr samples processed by planetary-
SS and high-vacuum, confirming the existence of pores inside the carbide particles. Courtesy of Ceratizit. 

 

Phases present at each analysed temperature value for each composition are collected in Table 

4.7, comparing both experimental (XRD) and simulation (TC) results. Highlighted in bold green 

appear the phases predicted by the simulation that coincide with XRD analysis. On the other hand, 

the phases obtained experimentally that were not predicted by TC are marked in bold red. The 

latter one only occurred once: at 600 °C for TiCN-FeNiCr-2.0C composition. Brackets were added 

to phases that showed a low-intensity peak in XRD tests. In TC, they surrounded those phases 

that may not appear in the region if the temperature value lay between zones of different 

composition. 

 

Table 4.7. TC-XRD phases validation for each composition and analysed temperature value*. 

Sample 

name 
Temperature [°C] TC predicted phases XRD measured phases 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

0.0C 

RT (before) BCC + BCC_2 + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

200 BCC + BCC_2 + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

400 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 BCC + FCC+ Ti(C,N) 

600 FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 FCC + Ti(C,N) 

800 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1000 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1200 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

RT (after) BCC + BCC_2 + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 [BCC] + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

0.5C 

RT (before) BCC + BCC_2 + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 BCC + [FCC] + Ti(C,N) 

200 BCC + BCC_2 + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 BCC + [FCC] + Ti(C,N) 

400 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 + M7C3 BCC + [FCC] + Ti(C,N) 

600 [BCC] + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 FCC + Ti(C,N) 

800 FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1000 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1200 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

RT (after) BCC + BCC_2 + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M23C6 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

10 µm

BSE EBSD 
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TiCN-

FeNiCr-

1.0C 

RT (before) BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 + M3C2 BCC + Ti(C,N) 

200 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 + M3C2 BCC + Ti(C,N) 

400 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 BCC + Ti(C,N) 

600 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

800 FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1000 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1200 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

RT (after) BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 + M3C2 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

1.5C 

RT (before) BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 + M3C2 BCC + Ti(C,N) 

200 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 + M3C2 BCC + Ti(C,N) 

400 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 + M3C2 BCC + Ti(C,N) 

600 [BCC] + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

800 FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1000 FCC + Ti(C,N) + [M7C3] FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1200 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

RT (after) BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 + M3C2 BCC + [FCC] + Ti(C,N) 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

2.0C 

RT (before) BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M3C2 + Gr BCC + Ti(C,N) 

200 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M3C2 + Gr BCC + Ti(C,N) 

400 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M3C2 + Gr BCC + Ti(C,N) 

600 FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) 

800 FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1000 FCC + Ti(C,N) + M7C3 FCC + Ti(C,N) 

1200 FCC + Ti(C,N) FCC + Ti(C,N) 

RT (after) BCC + FCC + Ti(C,N) + M3C2 + Gr BCC + [FCC] + Ti(C,N) 

* TC predicted phases that coincide with the experimental results are marked in green. Red colour is applied 
to the measured XRD phases that were not predicted by the software. Phases that may not appear in the 
TC region or with a very low intensity peak in the XRD test are displayed in brackets. 

It can be asserted that, overall, there exists a very good correlation among predicted and 

experimental phases for all materials and temperature values. However, XRD analysis showed 

neither precipitation of secondary carbides in any material nor temperature value, as opposed to 

TC predictions. For 0.0C and 0.5C, there is a second ferritic phase predicted by Thermo-Calc®, 

expressed as α2 in Figure 4.14 and BCC_2 in Table 4.7. Simulation reveals that this secondary ferrite 

crystal is essentially composed by Cr. This cell is the one that will transform into the predicted 

secondary carbides when C content is increased, as simulation for compositions 1.0C, 1.5C and 

2.0C indicate. Nevertheless, this second ferritic phase does not appear in the experimental 

results. Absence of these secondary phases may be partly explained by MS tests (Figure 4.12b). 

As they revealed, C is degassed in combination with oxygen, forming CO; thus, it does not 

contribute to the formation of secondary carbides. Additionally, it should be considered that 

these materials are sintered in a high-vacuum furnace. This atmosphere can lead to the 

sublimation or loss of binder elements, which may result in a reduction of Cr [14,17]. It is believed 

that other sintering regimes, such as SHIP or SPS, where pressure is applied – avoiding elements 

volatilisation – may maintain a composition closer to the theoretical one and, hence, reveal these 

secondary carbides. This theory was confirmed by sintering powder mixtures used to produce the 

samples of this study with SHIP, where RT analyses revealed the presence of M7C3 carbides. 
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Moreover, it can be observed that increasing the C quantity delays the allotropic transformation 

of the binder from BCC to FCC that happens around 600 °C, raising the temperature value at 

which this reaction takes place. 

Finally, RT binder phases measured after the XRD test do not coincide with the ones present 

before it started. Upon heating, austenite is stabilised due to the dissolution of binder elements. 

When temperature is decreased, part of the austenite transforms into ferrite and part of it stays 

retained, being measured at RT after cooling. Interestingly, as C content is increased, BCC 

structure is stabilised in the materials when cooling ends. Microstructural characterisation 

demonstrated that C addition results in a lower dissolution of Ti(C,N) particles in the binder, which 

will be more extensively commented in the C content section of the Processing part. Thus, the 

stabilisation of FCC phase is not favoured and the transformation of austenite into ferrite during 

the cooling stage is finally promoted. 

To confirm the absence of secondary carbides, polished surfaces of sintered samples – not tested 

by HT-XRD – were chemically etched using Murakami’s solution. As can be observed in Figure 

4.18, the obtained microstructural features were in total agreement with the results of XRD tests: 

secondary carbides were absent. Black dots that can be spotted correspond to porosity. 

 

Figure 4.18. OM images of Murakami-etched sintered surfaces, showing the compositions with the 
lowest and highest C content: TiCN-FeNiCr-0.0C and Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr-2.0C. 

 

4.2.3. High-temperature wettability tests 

High-temperature wettability studies were performed by means of contact angle (CA) tests. In 

doing so, a presintered bulk of the chosen binder composition was placed on top of a Ti(C,N) or 

WC substrate, to study the wettability between the metal and the carbide. The experiments 

conducted, listed in Chapter 3, are explained below. 

 

• CA Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr + 0 wt. % C (TiCN-FeNiCr-0C) 

In this first experiment, a Fe15Ni10Cr pre-sintered bulk was placed on top of a dense Ti(C,N) 

substrate. Information about this analysis can be found in Ref. [1] (Paper 3 in Appendix). 

Temperature was risen up to 1600 °C, revealing that this metallic composition could form a 

droplet on the ceramic substrate and wet its surface. Figure 4.19 displays three pictures taken by 

TiCN-FeNiCr-0.0C TiCN-FeNiCr-2.0C
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the camera adapted to the equipment at 1440 °C, 1523 °C and 1590 °C. It sequentially shows the 

initial FeNiCr bulk on top of the Ti(C,N) substrate (the picture at 1440 °C shows no differences 

with respect to the system at RT), drop formation (around 1500 °C) and its evolution at the end 

of the heating ramp. Results virtually match DTA data (Figure 4.10 and Table 4.4), where the metal 

liquid-phase formation occurred at 1491 °C (sintered bulk TMAX). A final contact angle of 26.0° was 

obtained, measured at the end of the heating ramp in the images of the adapted camera. 

 

Figure 4.19. Contact-angle adapted camera pictures taken at 1440 °C, 1523 °C and 1590 °C, showing the 
metal drop formation and evolution for TiCN-FeNiCr-0C system. 

Figure 4.20 shows the contact angle cross-section characterised by FESEM. Again, a value of 26.0° 

between the droplet and substrate surfaces was measured, as well as a mean penetration depth 

of 336 ± 16 μm of liquid metal into the Ti(C,N) substrate. These results show the good wettability 

of FeNiCr alloy on Ti(C,N), with high diffusion of the elements along the whole assembly and 

dissolution of ceramic particles. These phenomena enable the metal penetration into the 

substrate, which translates into a decrease in the contact angle. Carbide re-precipitation could 

be observed in the metal drop area, pointed by light-blue arrows in Figure 4.20a. This carbide-

dissolving ability of the metal binder was observed in wettability studies carried out for a Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni system [4]. The two-phase metal/ceramic region, formed between the metal-drop and 

Ti(C,N)-substrate single phases, can be considered as a recreation or model of the bulk hard 

material (cermet). This outcome – regarding contact angle value and microstructure of the 

metallic-ceramic interface – is very similar to that obtained for Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni system (Ref. [4]). 

 

Figure 4.20. FESEM images of TiCN-FeNiCr-0C contact angle cross-section, with measurements of (a) 
droplet-substrate angle and (b) metal penetration layer. 

Figure 4.21 displays a mapping analysis by FESEM/EDX at 12 kV, where a section of TiCN-FeNiCr-

0C contact angle was analysed. Nature and composition of the detected phases, as well as 

distribution of the different elements, may be appreciated. Two phases were spotted: Ti(C,N) 

phase, in red and with presence of binder elements (especially Fe); and FeNiCr binder, coloured 

in blue and with some diffusion of ceramic elements. Regarding distribution of the elements, Ti, 

C and N were concentrated at the substrate region and carbides precipitated in the metal area 

(specially Ti and C in the latter), whereas Fe, Ni and Cr mainly appear in the metal region. 

1440  C 1523  C 1590  C

100 µm 100 µm

Contact angle
26.0  

H = 343.8 µm H = 330.3 µm H = 358.4 µm H = 334.0 µm H = 314.5 µm 
(a)

(b)
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A closer look permits to discern a lighter-red phase surrounding the carbides. Thus, the mapping 

analysis was repeated increasing the voltage up to 15 kV (the intensity used for observing the 

micrographs). Results are displayed in Figure 4.22. This time, Ti(C,N) phase appears in blue and 

binder phase can be seen in red. Moreover, a third phase could be spotted, coloured in yellow. 

This new region surrounded the ceramic particles at the substrate area and the secondary carbide 

that reprecipitated in the metal zone. Its composition shows that it entails a small interphase 

between the ceramic and the metallic phases, with inclusion of elements from both 

(preferentially from the binder). 

 

Figure 4.21. Mapping analysis (12 kV) of TiCN-FeNiCr-0C metal/ceramic region showing the present 
phases and their composition, and the distribution of elements. 

 

Figure 4.22. Repetition of mapping analysis of TiCN-FeNiCr-0C metal/ceramic region at 15 kV. 
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Ti 57.39 36.14 4.58 4.50

C 9.64 24.19 4.41 17.27

N 13.51 29.10 0.59 1.97

Fe 15.74 8.50 71.35 60.12

Ni 1.30 0.67 10.81 8.66

Cr 2.41 1.40 8.26 7.48

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]

Ti 63.87 40.17 2.42 2.45 14.79 12.47

C 9.21 23.11 3.90 15.74 7.74 26.01

N 13.78 29.63 0.23 0.79 2.55 7.35

Fe 9.09 4.90 72.37 62.80 52.38 37.87

Ni 2.29 1.17 13.35 11.02 13.69 9.42

Cr 1.75 1.02 7.74 7.21 8.86 6.88

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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EDX analyses were done on the precipitated carbides and binder phase at metal-drop area to 

have more accurate information of their composition. Figure 4.23 shows the spots and binder 

area where EDX analysis were carried out. Corresponding results are given in Table 4.8 (at. %). 

These carbides seem to have two main compositions: TiC (Spot 1, [4]) and M23C6/M7C3-type 

carbides (Spots 2 and 3), whose formation was already predicted in the hard material phase 

diagram (Figure 4.5). This latter type of carbides are known to appear at the grain boundaries of 

the metallic phase [27]. As can be appreciated, little trace of N can be spotted in these 

reprecipitated carbides, as already advanced by the distribution of elements in the mapping 

images (Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22). 

 

Figure 4.23. FESEM image of the binder region in TiCN-FeNiCr-0C contact angle, where carbide re-
precipitation was observed. 

Table 4.8. EDX analysis of spots and area at the binder region of TiCN-FeNiCr-0C contact angle (Figure 
4.23). 

Element Spot 1 Spot 2 Spot 3 Area 1 

Ti 40.72 2.75 1.97 2.18 

C 54.19 26.15 22.80 21.40 

N 3.74 - - - 

Fe 1.03 54.60 58.01 58.72 

Ni - 9.56 10.04 10.20 

Cr 0.32 6.94 7.19 7.50 

Total at. % 100 100 100 100 

 

AFM was also employed to characterise the two-phase cermet area and assess the height 

difference between metallic and ceramic phases. AFM 3D-view and topography – (a) and (b) in 

Figure 4.24, respectively – show, in detail, the contact angle microstructure. There, the metal 
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region is positioned on the left side and Ti(C,N) area is on the right. Furthermore, the total height 

difference observed in the AFM profile (Figure 4.24c) between binder and carbide single-phases 

is, approximately, 684 μm (hsingle-phase). This difference is due to the softer response of the metal 

to polishing from surface preparation stage. The metal/ceramic height difference at the bi-phasic 

zone was 240 μm (htwo- phase), lower than the total metal-ceramic value because of the wear 

protection offered by the embedded Ti(C,N) particles. Nanoindentation tests were conducted at 

the metal, two-phase (cermet) and ceramic regions. The indentation depth employed, 1000 nm, 

was higher than hsingle-phase and htwo-phase, in order to avoid any scale effect that can induce 

modifications in the mechanical properties. As the carbide-metal height difference in the two-

phase region is around 240 μm, this result validates the use of the employed penetration depth 

to characterise this cermet area. 

 

Figure 4.24. (a) AFM 3D-view and (b) topographic images of the metal/ceramic region in TiCN-FeNiCr-0C 
contact angle. (c) Profile measurement, where the height difference between binder/carbide single-

phase areas (hsingle-phase) and binder/carbide at the two-phase zone (htwo-phase) are indicated. 

 

Figure 4.25 collects a stitching of FESEM images of the contact angle cross-section, as well as the 

residual nanoindentation imprints, indicating the three existing and tested areas: 

1) Metal or binder single-phase, where the nine nanoindentations performed can be appreciated, 

zooming in one of them to point out the existence of parallel lines with an approximate angle of 

65°. At the used microscopic scale, these features show some plastic deformation, i.e. slip traces 

or mechanical twinning. Hypothetically, if observed at the nanometric length scale, these lines 

may correspond to dislocations arrays and phase transformation of austenite into martensite 

[28]. 

2) Metal/ceramic bi-phasic region (cermet), where a combination of ductile-brittle response to 

deformation takes place, a model of the behaviour of this type of composite materials. Here, the 

residual imprint detail shows intergranular cracks at the Ti(C,N) particle, indicated by yellow 

arrows, and ductile deformation with stacking of planes in the binder area, pointed out in dark 

blue colour. 

3) Ceramic single-phase, where brittle fracture in the shape of intergranular cracks (yellow 

arrows) and particle-particle separation at interfaces (pink arrows) was observed, as there was 

no metal phase to absorb the deformation induced by the indentation process in a ductile mode. 
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Figure 4.25. (a) Image stitching of TiCN-FeNiCr-0C contact angle, indicating the three areas: 1-metal, 2-
metal/ceramic, 3-ceramic. (b) Residual nanoindentation imprints in each region, pointing out special 

features about each kind (c). 

Hardness results of the nanoindentation test, expressed in GPa, are collected in Table 4.9. Values 

follow the same trends as those attained after micromechanical testing of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets 

performed in a recent investigation [29]. Large scatter observed in region-2 hardness is related 

to the dependence on ceramic-metal area covered by each imprint. 

Table 4.9. Nanoindentation hardness results obtained at maximum displacement into surface (h≈1000 
nm). 

Region Hardness [GPa] 

Metal (1) 7.4 ± 1.4 

Metal/ceramic (2) 22.3 ± 11.2 

Ceramic (3) 42.1 ± 3.9 

(b)(a) (c)
1 1

2 2

3 3

Angle = 64.9  
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• CA Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr + 1 wt. % C (TiCN-FeNiCr-1C) 

For the second wetting experiment, the same binder and ceramic compositions as in the first case 

were used – Fe15Ni10Cr and Ti(C,N), respectively – but adding to the metal phase 1 wt. % C. The 

purpose was to study the specific role of this element in the wetting behaviour of the alloy. Figure 

4.26 collects images of the drop formation and evolution, captured by the camera adapted to the 

equipment. Four temperatures are shown: 63 °C (at the beginning of the test), 1431 °C, 1483 °C 

and 1516 °C. In this case, changes in the bulk shape started to be appreciable from 1300 °C on. 

At 1431 °C, TONSET value from DTA test (Figure 4.10 and Table 4.4), bulk configuration evolved to 

the state that can be seen in the image. As temperature was risen, a drop effectively formed, 

which happened at approximately 1478 °C. Thus, addition of C translated into an earlier drop 

formation with respect to the C-free composition. Heating was continued until reaching 1600 °C, 

where a final contact angle of 14.2° could be measured in the images of the adapted camera. This 

result evidences an improved wettability with respect to the system without C, where the value 

was 26.0 °. 

 

Figure 4.26. Contact-angle adapted camera pictures taken at 63 °C, 1431 °C, 1483 °C and 1516 °C, 
showing the metal drop formation and evolution for TiCN-FeNiCr-1C system. 

Moreover, the droplet had already flattened at 1516 °C, showing a different evolution from that 

of TiCN-FeNiCr-0C system (Figure 4.19). This could be characterised quantitatively by 

representing the contact angle value as a function of temperature of both compositions, collected 

in Figure 4.27. As can be appreciated, addition of C promotes the decrease of the contact angle 

to lower temperatures and results in a lower final value, as stated before. 

 

Figure 4.27. Comparison of the contact angle evolution of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr system with and without C 
addition. 
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After cooling, the resultant assembly was cut transversally, and the cross section was 

characterised by FESEM and EDX. Figure 4.28 shows two FESEM images of (a) the metal drop 

profile and (b) the metal penetration layer into Ti(C,N) substrate. As can be seen, there is a greater 

dissolutive capacity of the metal phase and penetration into the ceramic substrate as compared 

to TiCN-FeNiCr-0C sample, achieving a diffusion layer of 636 ± 7 μm, almost 100 % deeper than 

without C addition. 

 

Figure 4.28. FESEM images of TiCN-FeNiCr-1C contact angle cross-section, with measurements of (a) 
droplet-substrate angle and (b) metal penetration layer. 

Figure 4.29 shows a mapping analysis (15 kV) of the metal-ceramic region, where the phases and 

elements distribution can be observed. As with the analysis of TiCN-FeNiCr-0C sample at 15 kV 

(Figure 4.22), three phases were spotted: Phase 1 (red), corresponding to Ti(C,N) particles and 

secondary carbides reprecipitated in the metal region; Phase 2 (blue), the binder phase; and 

Phase 3 (yellow), an interphase that surrounds carbide particles. In the element-distribution 

analysis, the same pattern as with TiCN-FeNiCr-0C is observed: the substrate region shows mainly 

the presence of Ti, C and N. Carbides reprecipitated in the metal drop are mostly composed by Ti 

and C, and Fe, Ni and Cr are spotted in the metal region. 

 

Figure 4.29. Mapping analysis (15 kV) of TiCN-FeNiCr-1C metal/ceramic region showing the present 
phases and elements distribution. 
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Element
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]

Ti 60.16 38.27 3.52 3.48 14.41 12.57

C 7.90 20.04 4.49 17.72 6.09 21.17

N 14.88 32.37 0.34 1.15 3.09 9.20

Fe 11.54 6.29 71.05 60.26 51.65 38.63

Ni 3.17 1.64 13.22 10.67 16.01 11.39

Cr 2.35 1.38 7.38 6.72 8.76 7.03

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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Carbide reprecipitation was also observed in the metal drop, with two different morphologies: 

thick or agglomerated, and thin or needle-like carbides. Their composition, as well as that of the 

binder in that area, was analysed by EDX. Three measurements per region of interest were taken: 

binder, thick and thin carbides, displayed in Figure 4.30 and Table 4.10. As can be appreciated, 

thick carbides show a metal/carbon ratio similar to M7C3 carbide type. Another possibility is that 

they are essentially Ti(C,N) with a small inclusion of Fe. Last, thin carbides showed to have a typical 

TiC configuration (with some incorporation of Fe), a composition observed in TiCN-FeNiCr-0C 

sample for the thicker and more agglomerated carbides. Binder element content is virtually the 

same as for TiCN-FeNiCr-0C analysis (Table 4.8), with a slightly higher C content in the present 

case, as expected. 

 

Figure 4.30. FESEM images indicating the analysed areas and spots in the metal drop of TiCN-FeNiCr-1C 
contact angle. 

Table 4.10. EDX analysis of the areas and spots indicated in Figure 4.30. 

Element Thick carbide (spots) Thin carbide (spots) Binder (areas) 

Ti 41.38 ± 0.48 42.07 ± 2.48 2.85 ± 1.15 

C 35.26 ± 2.90 56.61 + 2.39 23.42 ± 0.70 

N 23.05 ± 3.43 - - 

Fe 0.31 ± 0.28 1.31 ± 0.18 56.50 ± 2.73 

Ni - - 9.74 ± 0.93 

Cr - - 7.49 ± 0.07 

Total at. % 100 100 100 

 

• CA WC-Fe15Ni10Cr + 0 wt. % C (WC-FeNiCr-0C) 

The third analysed contact angle corresponded to FeNiCr binder, with no addition of C, on a WC 

substrate. Figure 4.31 shows the formation of the liquidus phase and its evolution for this 

composition, which happened around 1400 °C. Hence, heating was stopped at 1500 °C, to keep 

a similar temperature range of approximately 100 °C between the drop formation and final 

temperature, as performed with Ti(C,N). In this case, an effective droplet was not formed. 

Instead, the metallic bulk in contact with the ceramic substrate – i.e. at the metal-ceramic 

interface – gradually melted, spreading over the ceramic surface and infiltrating into the 

substrate. This dissimilar behaviour with respect to the Ti(C,N) test is believed to be related to 

the different transition of the binder to liquidus state, shown in the composite phase diagrams 
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(Figure 4.5). As can be seen at 0 wt. % of extra C addition, this binder evolution is gradual in the 

case of Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr, attaining the mixed 𝐿 + 𝛾 region before completely transforming into 

liquid. Contrarily, for WC-FeNiCr composition, there is a direct transformation 𝛾 → 𝐿 at 1243 °C 

for this C content. At the surface, no effective measurement of a contact angle could be 

performed, thus estimating it to be of 0.0 °, which points out excellent wettability. 

 

Figure 4.31. Contact-angle adapted camera pictures taken at 300 °C, 1405 °C, 1418 °C and 1500 °C, 
showing the metal drop formation and evolution for WC-FeNiCr-0C system. 

After cooling, the sample was cut transversally to study its cross section by FESEM and EDX. For 

the analysis of this sample, CBS detector in ‘A+B-C-D’ mode was used, as explained in Chapter 3 

– Experimental procedure. The high magnification needed to correctly spot the metal binder 

complicated the measurement of the metallic diffusion layer. It could be finally estimated by 

performing a stitching of SEM images of the whole transversal section. FeNiCr was found to 

diffuse up to 2 mm from the top ceramic surface, giving sign of excellent metallic-ceramic 

interaction by dissolution and diffusion phenomena. It also worth noting the irregularity of the 

top surface of the contact angle. Figure 4.32 shows SEM images of the cited region at two 

different magnifications. Image (a) corresponds to the lower magnification one, i.e. x250. Due to 

the CBS mode employed – ‘A+B-C-D’ –, the mounting resin (Bakelite) used to embed the sample 

is shown white colour. On the other hand, hard material phases – ceramic and metallic – can be 

appreciated in different grey nuances. Image (b) shows a higher magnification of this area, i.e. 

x2000. A yellow rectangle surrounds the metal-ceramic region that will be characterised 

hereinafter by mapping and EDX analyses. 

 

Figure 4.32. SEM images (CBS, ‘A+B-C-D’ mode) of the top surface of CA WC-FeNiCr-0C at two different 
magnifications: (a) x250 and (b) x2000. Bakelite and hard material phases are indicated. In the latter, the 

type of area analysed hereinafter is pointed out by a yellow rectangle. 

Figure 4.33 displays a mapping analysis of the type of area highlighted in Figure 4.32, which has 

been rotated 90 °. As it can be observed, two phases were spotted, corresponding essentially to 

WC and FeNiCr binder. Nevertheless, as the FESEM image reveals, three distinct phases with 

different contrasts were discerned. These were separately analysed by EDX, labelling each zone 

as A (binder), B (WC particles) and C (a transition-like region), as Figure 4.34 shows. Composition 

in at. % of these zones is collected in Table 4.11. The third phase, C, is believed to correspond to 

300  C 1405  C 1418  C 1500  C

200 µm

Bakelite

WC substrate
+

Diffused FeNiCr

20 µm

Bakelite

(a) (b)
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eta-phase (η-phase), as a previous publication with a WC-FeNiCr composition has reported a 

similar C content for this phase [30]. A fact that also supports the ceramic nature of this phase is 

its contrast when all the detectors of the FESEM are activated. Figure 4.35 shows the same 

analysed region but using ‘All’ mode of the CBS detector. As can be appreciated, phase C is also 

visible and shows a similar – and slightly darker – contrast to WC particles (B). Interestingly, this 

experimental result differs from Thermo-Calc® prediction for M6C composition in WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 

hard material, as Table 4.12 shows. Nevertheless, this difference may lie on the fact that a fixed 

composition is used in the prediction whereas, in the case of the contact angle, carbide/binder 

ratio varies depending on the observed or analysed region. Another hypothesis entails the 

overestimation of the C content measured by EDX (Table 4.11), especially noticeable in the 

analysis of the binder (point A) and WC phase (point B), where 50 and 80 at % of C were obtained, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 4.33. Mapping analysis (CBS, ‘A+B-C-D’ mode) of WC-FeNiCr-0C metal/ceramic region showing the 
present phases and elements distribution. 

 

Figure 4.34. FESEM image (CBS, ‘A+B-C-D’ mode) of the contact angle region analysed by EDX, showing 
the three zones of interest: A, B and C. 

Element
Phase 1 Phase 2

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]

W 77.45 25.45 44.66 12.74

C 12.70 63.89 10.30 44.98

Fe 6.58 7.12 32.64 30.65

Ni 1.87 1.92 7.58 6.77

Cr 1.40 1.62 4.81 4.85

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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Table 4.11. EDX analysis (at. %) of A, B and C zones pointed out in Figure 4.34. 

Element A B C 

W 12.66 ± 1.88 19. 05 ± 2.16 15.36 ± 1.77 

C 49.74 ± 8.72 80.41 ± 2.81 60.39 ± 5.29 

Fe 27.86 ± 5.38 0.54 ± 0.94 17.86 ± 2.34 

Ni 7.43 ± 1.30 - 3.02 ± 0.37 

Cr 2.31 ± 0.28 - 3.37 ± 0.90 

Total [at. %] 100.00 100.00 100.00 

 

 

Figure 4.35. FESEM image (CBS, ‘All’ mode) showing the same analysed region of WC-FeNiCr-0C contact 
angle but activating all the layers of the FESEM detector. 

 

Table 4.12. Thermo-Calc® predicted molar fraction for M6C compound in WC-Fe15Ni10Cr hard material 
with 0 wt. % C addition (5.44 % C) at 1000 °C. 

Element M6C 

W 36.22 

C 14.29 

Fe 40.97 

Ni 4.23 

Cr 4.29 

Total 100.00 
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• CA Ti(C,N)-Fe15Cr10Al + 0 wt. % C (TiCN-FeCrAl-0C) 

This contact angle experiment was performed using a Ti(C,N) substrate and a Fe15Cr10Al bulk, 

employing elemental powders and no C addition. This analysis is included in Ref. [1] (Paper 3 in 

Appendix). In this case, the test was carried out up to 1650 °C, as simulated and DTA (sintered 

bulk) liquid-formation temperatures were higher for this composition (Figure 4.10 and Table 4.4). 

As can be appreciated in Figure 4.36, the metal sample did not reach its melting point, probably 

due to oxidation that this particular alloy composition may be experiencing [31]. Hence, a contact 

angle could not be measured. Moreover, as Figure 4.37 shows, after cooling there was no 

attachment between metallic and ceramic systems; thus, neither transversal cut nor 

corresponding study could be performed. Nevertheless, as can be appreciated, a slight trace of 

interaction from the binder phase could be observed on the substrate surface. 

 

Figure 4.36. TiCN-FeCrAl-0C contact-angle adapted camera pictures taken at 1419 °C, 1554 °C, 1597 °C 
and 1650 °C, showing the non-formation of the metal drop. 

 

Figure 4.37. TiCN-FeCrAl-0C contact angle system after completion of the test. 

 

• CA WC-Fe15Cr10Al + 0 wt. % C (WC-FeCrAl-0C) 

The fifth contact angle experiment entailed Fe15Cr10Al alloy, with no C addition, and a WC 

substrate. Final heating temperature was 1650 °C. As Figure 4.38 shows, although intensive 

heating was imposed, no droplet formed. There were slight changes in the morphology of the 

bulk, especially noticeable in the bottom part of the metal bulk. However, there was no trace of 

liquid phase formation of wetting of the ceramic substrate. Hence, the same results were attained 

by this alloy despite the hard phase employed as the base. No attachment of the bulk to the 

ceramic substrate occurred, as it can be evidenced in Figure 4.39. 

 

Figure 4.38. WC-FeCrAl-0C contact-angle adapted camera pictures taken at 1400 °C, 1550 °C, 1600 °C and 
1650 °C, showing the non-formation of the metal drop. 
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Figure 4.39. WC-FeCrAl-0C contact angle system after completion of the test. 

 

• CA Ti(C,N)-Fe16Cr3Al + 0 wt. % C (TiCN-FeCrAl-PA-0C) 

This contact angle test entailed Fe16Cr3Al prealloy – with no C addition – and a Ti(C,N) substrate. 

Figure 4.40 shows the evolution of the bulk morphology as temperature was risen, until reaching 

a value of 1650 °C. As can be seen, no drop formed, but the metal sample gradually changed its 

shape until eventually showing no gap between its bottom part and the ceramic substrate. After 

the completion of the test, it could be checked that, although no droplet formed, there was 

attachment between the bulk and the substrate (see Figure 4.41); thus, a transversal cut of the 

assembly was made to study its cross-section. 

 

Figure 4.40. TiCN-FeCrAl-PA-0C contact-angle adapted camera pictures taken at 1400 °C, 1550 °C, 1600 
°C and 1650 °C, showing the non-formation of the metal drop. 

 

Figure 4.41. TiCN-FeCrAl-PA-0C contact angle assembly after completion of the test. 

Figure 4.42 displays a stitching of the transversal section of this contact angle. Three regions of 

interest are pointed out and analysed: 

• Carbide reprecipitation in the metal area. EDX analysis of the carbides showed that there 

existed two types of carbides: M3C2 (Spot 1), forecasted in the binder simulation (Figure 

4.4), and M23C6 (Spots 2 and 3), also coinciding with Thermo-Calc® prediction. For 

clarification purposes, M3C2 was predicted to appear at higher C percentages. Although 

in this test no C is added to the binder, dissolution of Ti(C,N) particles in the substrate 

enhances the diffusion of this element to the metal bulk area. Extra analysis of other 
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carbides also revealed the formation of TiC, as observed in TiCN-FeNiCr-0C sample. 

Moreover, analyses of three different areas were performed in the binder. As can be 

appreciated, Al is lost, as only 1 wt. % of this element remains in the alloy. 

• At the region where the metal and the ceramic phases meet, a third phase was spotted. 

Its analysis by EDX and corresponding mappings revealed that it entailed the formation 

of an aluminium oxide layer, particularly of Al2O3. This phenomenon gives an answer for 

the location of the Al that escaped the metal. Moreover, it also explains the non-

formation of a metal drop, as a layer of this oxide was also observed to be surrounding 

the exterior part of the bulk – confirmed by EDX and mapping and analyses (Figure 4.43) 

– impeding a complete liquidus and droplet formation. This phenomenon also 

demonstrates and confirms the reason for the non-droplet formation in all the other 

contact angle tests of this project where the binder contained Al, i.e. the high affinity of 

this element and oxygen. 

• Last region consists of the measurement of the metal penetration or diffusion layer into 

the substrate, responsible for the attachment of the bulk to the substrate. It points out a 

good interaction between FeCrAl and Ti(C,N). A mean size of 198 ± 27 µm was obtained. 

It is believed that the formation of the alumina layer impeded the diffusion of a thicker 

binder layer. 

 

Figure 4.42. FESEM-EDX analysis of TiCN-FeCrAl-PA-0C contact angle. Three zones of interest are 
indicated in the stitching: (a) carbide reprecipitation, (b) alumina layer at the ceramic-metal limit area, 

and (c) metal diffusion layer in the ceramic substrate. 

Element Spot 1 Spot 2 Spot 3 Area 
(mean)

Ti 7.73 1.13 1.36 -

C 43.36 24.08 27.30 -

Fe 39.94 61.37 58.31 81.53  0.30

Cr 8.25 12.08 11.77 16.47  0.18

Al 0.72 1.35 1.27 2.00  0.12

Total [at. %] 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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PHASES

ELEMENTS DISTRIBUTION

Element
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]
Ti 3.09 3.04 11.83 6.58 60.94 39.21
C 2.96 11.60 5.82 12.92 5.44 13.96
N 0.26 0.86 0.01 0.02 10.78 23.71
Fe 77.90 65.72 24.55 11.71 10.99 6.07
Cr 12.64 11.46 6.39 3.28 3.37 2.00
Al 1.63 2.85 29.68 29.31 1.65 1.88
O 1.52 4.49 21.72 36.18 6.84 13.18

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Ti
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N
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O
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Figure 4.43. Mapping analysis of the outermost surface of the metal bulk in TiCN-FeCrAl-PA-0C contact 
angle. An aluminium oxide layer formed during the contact angle test between Bakelite (top and black 

region) and the metal area (bottom and light-grey zone). 

 

• CA WC-Fe16Cr3Al + 0 wt. % C (WC-FeCrAl-PA-0C) 

Last, the prealloy composition was tested on a WC substrate, adding no extra C. The experiment 

was also carried out until reaching 1650 °C. Figure 4.44 shows the adapted camera pictures of 

the metal-ceramic assembly. At 185 °C, the initial morphology of the system can be seen. When 

a temperature of 551 °C is attained, slight fusion can be appreciated in the left part of the bulk-

substrate contact line, indicated by a light-blue arrow in the picture. No significant changes are 

spotted until 1508 °C, where more massive fusion at the base of the metal specimen can be seen, 

also highlighted by light-blue arrows, as the third image displays. Finally, at 1650 °C, some 

formations can be recognised, which seem oxidation of the liquid phase that previously formed. 

They coincide with what could be observed after the completion of the test, collected in Figure 

4.45. 

 

Figure 4.44. WC-FeCrAl-PA-0C contact-angle adapted camera pictures taken at 1419 °C, 1554 °C, 1597 °C 
and 1650 °C. Liquid phase and crater formation are pointed out in light blue and orange, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.45. WC-FeCrAl-PA-0C contact angle assembly after completion of the test. 
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As can be appreciated, no metal bulk was adhered to the substrate and a crater was spotted 

where it was placed, coinciding with the formations observed in the contact angle camera. There 

is trace of binder interaction or wettability on the surface of the ceramic substrate, more 

evidently than for Fe15Cr10Al alloy. This phenomenon indicates a better wetting behaviour of 

the prealloy with respect to the elemental composition, as expected from the earlier fusion 

observed in the images from the adapted camera. Nevertheless, oxide formation also took place, 

as analysed in the bulk of TiCN-FeCrAl-PA-0C sample, and in a more abrupt manner, as evidenced 

by the crater formation. Neither droplet nor attachment of the metal occurred; hence, no 

characterisation of the cross-section could be performed. 
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4.3. Processing 
 

After designing the different ceramic-metallic compositions and checking their interaction and 

feasibility as workable composite materials, the last step entailed the processing of the final hard 

materials by conventional powder metallurgy. As referred in the Experimental procedure chapter 

and at the beginning of this one (Figure 4.1), this third section will be presented describing the 

influence of the different parameters studied in the production stage. These variables can be 

grouped into two broad categories: regarding either processing route or composition. The 

purpose is to effectively summarise and compare the obtained results. Figure 4.46 shows a sketch 

of how information is organised in this section. 

 

Figure 4.46. Sketch of how information is organised in the Processing section (4.3). 

 

It is worth mentioning that samples nomenclature was modified for the convenience of the 

reader. Hence, first the modified parameter appears, followed by the ceramic volume and phase 

type. For example: ‘0.5C 80TiCN’ indicates the sample containing 80 vol. % of Ti(C,N) phase and 

0.5 wt. % of C addition. At the beginning of each section, the rest of conditions for the analysed 

samples will be detailed, i.e. processing route, binder nature, etc. 

 

4.3.1. Influence of the processing route 

The first group of influencing parameters entailed those related to the processing route: powder 

preparation, compaction method, sintering cycle and sintering technique. Thus, all steps involved 

in the powder metallurgy route were covered, studying modifications in each of them. 
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• Powder preparation 

Final microstructures and properties greatly depended on the selected processing route to treat 

the raw powders. This parameter is in constant investigation. In particular, a previous study used 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets and addressed their processing using three different colloidal routes: slip 

casting, slip casting followed by cold isostatic pressing, and spray-dry followed by uniaxial pressing 

[32]. In this thesis, the same composition was prepared by the third route – spray-dry, also 

referred to as colloidal or COL hereinafter – and a conventional powder metallurgy route, which 

entailed tumbling ball milling (CPM). Information about this study can be found in Ref. [17] (Paper 

2 in Appendix). In addition, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition was processed using planetary and 

attritor milling with different vessel/balls materials: stainless steel (SS) and hardmetal (HM). This 

research is collected in Ref. [33] (Paper 6 in Appendix). Figure 4.47 shows a summary of the 

information contained in this section. It should be noted that Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni composition was 

also processed by attritor-HM. These samples were devoted to the studies described in Sintering 

technique and Ceramic and binder phase composition sections. 

 

Figure 4.47. Sketch of the content in Powder preparation section. 

 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni: COL vs. CPM routes 

In the first mentioned publication ([17]), Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets were produced by colloidal and 

conventional powder metallurgy – which entailed tumbling ball milling –, processes described in 

Chapter 3. Two ceramic contents were used: 70 and 80 vol. %, although this section is focused on 

80 vol. % materials (80TiCN). In the Experimental procedure chapter, the different morphology of 

the dried cermet mixtures was shown, with raspberry-like spheres in the case of the colloidal 

route and smaller agglomerates for the conventional process. Once ceramic and metallic powders 

were mixed, drying was performed by spray-dry in COL, and rotary evaporator in CPM. Besides 

particle morphology, another difference found between the resultant mixture powders from 

each route was their oxygen content. As can be appreciated in Table 4.13, CPM powders showed 

a higher quantity of this element than colloidal ones. 

Powder preparation

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni

COL CPM

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr

Planetary-SS Planetary-HM Attritor-HM

Sintering in high vacuum
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Table 4.13. O content (LECO) of the powder mixtures for 80TiCN COL/CPM materials. 

Material Processing route Oxygen content of powder mixtures [wt. %] 

80TiCN 
COL 

CPM 

1.69 ± 0.06 

2.23 ± 0.07 

 

Dried mixtures were pressed uniaxially at 600 MPa and sintered in a high-vacuum furnace at 1450 

°C. Once sintered, samples were characterised in terms of their microstructure, density, 

mechanical properties – regarding their nanohardness and sliding contact response at small 

length scale – and composition, with the performance of C-content (LECO), EDX and XRD analyses. 

Regarding C content, Table 4.14 collects measurements performed to the cermet powders after 

COL and CPM processing, as well as that of resultant samples after the sintering process. It is 

noticeable that CPM mixture powders contain less C than colloidal ones. A hypothesis for this C 

reduction is the reaction of this element with oxygen or its adhesion to the mill vessel and balls 

during the 24 h tumbling milling. This is in consonance with the results from the oxygen 

measurement (Table 4.13): as CPM powders contain more oxygen, a higher quantity of C will 

combine with this element to be eliminated as CO or CO2. Moreover, two different additives were 

used for COL and CPM powders processing: PVA and PEG, respectively. Additionally, colloidal 

powders contain an extra 0.4 wt. % of polymer (PEI) compared to CPM ones. Differences in the 

use of additives may also influence this higher C content for the former route. After sintering, 

both materials show C loss, although that outflow is higher for the conventional powder 

metallurgy route. 

Table 4.14. C measurements (LECO) for the processed powders and sintered samples of 80TiCN COL/CPM 
materials. 

Material Processing route 

C [wt. %] 

Mixture 

powders 
Sintered samples  C lost during 

sintering 

80TiCN 

COL 

CPM 

8.51 ± 0.01 

7.35 ± 0.04 

7.75 ± 0.04 

6.40 ± 0.04 

0.76 

0.95 

C difference 1.16 1.35 0.19 

 

SEM micrographs of 80TiCN sintered samples, processed by COL and CPM routes, are displayed 

in Figure 4.48. For the colloidal route, a homogeneous carbide distribution can be observed, 

where the FeNi binder embeds and sustains the ceramic structure. Some small voids inside 

certain carbide particles can be discerned, which may correspond to incomplete carbide-carbide 

sintering. On the other hand, the CPM sample shows a slightly different microstructure, with 

some carbide agglomeration and a larger number of voids between carbide particles. These 

features may indicate incomplete sintering of the samples [14]. This finding could be rationalised 

by a deficiency of C in CPM powders as compared to COL powders, since C is an element known 

to enhance the densification phenomena by lowering solidus and liquidus temperatures [3,4]. 

Lack of C in the colloidal route leads to similar microstructural features in Fe15Ni-Ti(C,N) cermets 

using 70, 80 and 85 vol. % of ceramic phase, as recently reported by authors of this study [29], 
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which confirms this hypothesis. Carbide clustering was also observed in Ti(C,N)-Fe cermets using 

no or low C addition [34]. Moreover, the higher outgassing (CO/CO2) in CPM samples may also 

explain the higher porosity observed in their microstructures. 

 

Figure 4.48. SEM micrographs of the sintered microstructures for 80TiCN composition processed by 
COL/CPM routes. 

 

Additionally, a higher content of binder phase can be observed in CPM micrograph. Image analysis 

results, collected in Table 4.15, confirm this fact: CPM samples contain more metal than the 

theoretical value. This is also supported by the higher value of the mean free path in these 

materials. Part of the extra metal could have been gained during the milling process, collecting 

stainless-steel from the vessel and balls [35,36]. This was confirmed by Cr contamination found 

in these samples by EDX analysis, as explained below. Another hypothesis is that ceramic particles 

in CPM route partially dissolved during the sintering process, but did not completely re-

precipitate due to the lack of C [3]. Previous investigations have demonstrated the decisive role 

of this element in the dissolution-reprecipitation phenomena of Ti(C,N) carbides, particularly in 

terms of core-rim cermet structures [3,37]. Image analysis also reveals that COL samples show a 

lower binder content than the theoretical one, which is essentially lost during sintering due to 

the vaporisation of its composing elements [14]. 

 

Table 4.15. Image analysis of 80TiCN sintered microstructures, calculated by image analysis. 

Processing 

route 

Phase quantification [vol. %] Mean free 

path, λ [µm] 

Mean carbide 

diameter [µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

COL 

CPM 

83.3 

75.4 

16.7 

24.6 

1.4 

1.5 

0.56 ± 0.21 

1.04 ± 0.93 

1.89 ± 1.05 

1.85 ± 1.01 

 

COL 80TiCN CPM 80TiCN

10 µm
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Results of green and sintered relative densities are collected in Table 4.16. Three samples per 

material type were analysed. According to them, CPM route samples achieve higher densities. 

Furthermore, porosity is higher for the colloidal samples. Nevertheless, these density results do 

not match the higher porosity observed in CPM microstructures (Figure 4.48). It is worth noting 

that relative densities are calculated with respect to the theoretical density value, which uses 

theoretical ceramic-metallic contents. However, as revealed by phase quantification analysis 

(Table 4.15), experimental composition after sintering differed from the theoretical scenario. 

Thus, sintered relative densities and porosity were recalculated using carbide and binder contents 

measured by image analysis, and the results are given in Table 4.17. It should be noticed that 

these density values were calculated using the rule of mixtures and assuming theoretical Ti(C,N) 

and metal alloy densities, that is, maintenance of the metal binder composition after sintering. 

As can be appreciated, corrected density values are consistent with the observed situation: CPM 

samples obtained lower density values than COL samples and, consequently, a higher porosity. It 

must be enlightened that both types of samples obtained comparable open porosity values. 

Table 4.16. Green/sintered relative densities and porosity percentages for 80TiCN compositions 
processed by COL/CPM. 

Material Route 

Green relative 

density [%] 

Sintered relative 

density [%] 
Porosity (P) [%] 

Geom. Geom. Pycnom. Ptotal Pclosed Popen 

80TiCN 
COL 

CPM 

65.8 ± 0.2 

69.2 ± 0.3 

96.4 ± 0.0 

97.1 ± 1.2 

97.8 ± 0.1 

98.4 ± 0.2 

3.6 ± 0.0 

2.9 ± 1.2 

2.2 ± 0.1 

1.6 ± 0.2 

1.4 ± 0.2 

1.3 ± 1.4 

 

Table 4.17. Corrected sintered relative densities and porosity percentages, using real ceramic/metallic 
contents, for 80TiCN compositions processed by COL/CPM. 

Material Route 

Corrected sintered relative 

density [%] 
Corrected porosity (P) [%] 

Geom. Pycnom. PTOTAL PCLOSED POPEN 

80TiCN 
COL 

CPM 

98.1 ± 0.0 

94.9 ± 1.1 

99.5 ± 0.1 

96.1 ± 0.2 

1.9 ± 0.0 

5.1 ± 1.1 

0.5 ± 0.1 

3.9 ± 0.2 

1.4 ± 0.2 

1.3 ± 1.3 

 

Table 4.18 shows the EDX analysis performed on the phases of the different samples, displaying 

the results in wt. % for the binder phase and at. % for Ti(C,N). Fe/Ni ratio for the four material 

types is lower than the theoretical value (5.67), which means that Fe is lost during the sintering 

process. C/N ratio in the ceramic phase is lower than 1 for the four materials, with 80-COL being 

the material with a closer value to the theoretical one. This implies that the Ti(C,N) phase of the 

four materials loses some C. It can be appreciated that CPM sample attains Fe/Ni and C/N ratios 

lower than those for the COL one for the same ceramic fraction. This result suggests the 

hypothesis that C migrates from the ceramic to the binder phase during solution-reprecipitation 

of carbides occurring in the sintering stage. Higher C migration may be experienced in CPM route 

to compensate lack of C of the powders. An increase of C concentration in the binder phase, as is 

the case of the COL sample, may be promoting stabilisation of Fe/Ni ratio by influencing the 

binder vapour pressure. Moreover, as advanced previously, some Cr – ~1–2 wt. % – could be 
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measured in CPM route (not included in Table 4.18 analysis for clearer comparison purposes 

between the two processing routes). This small Cr content confirms slight contamination during 

the milling procedure from stainless steel of the vessel and balls. 

 

Table 4.18. EDX analysis of 80TiCN materials processed by COL and CPM, indicating the wt. % of the 
binder elements and at. % of the ceramic phase. 

Element 

EDX analysis (phases) 

80-COL 80-CPM 

Ceramic Binder Ceramic Binder 

[at. %] [wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] 

C 

N 

Ti 

Fe 

Ni 

25.24 ± 1.50 

25.80 ± 2.49 

48.96 ± 1.03 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

81.79 ± 0.29 

18.21 ± 0.29 

20.90 ± 0.60 

28.62 ± 0.58 

50.46 ± 0.79 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

79.31 ± 1.03 

20.69 ± 1.03 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Fe/Ni (theor.: 5.67) - 4.49 - 3.83 

C/N (theor.: 1.00) 0.98 - 0.73 - 

Ti/(C+N) (theor.: 1.00) 0.96 - 1.02 - 

 

Samples were also characterised in terms of their mechanical properties, by the performance of 

nanoindentation and nanoscratch – or sliding contact – tests. 

Figure 4.49 displays 80TiCN histograms obtained after massive nanoindentation testing and 

hardness estimation. Table 4.19 collects intrinsic hardness results for the studied processing 

routes, extracted from mean values of the Gaussian CDF-adjusted curves from histograms. 

 

Figure 4.49. Massive nanoindentation histograms for 80TiCN compositions processed by COL and CPM 
routes. 
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Table 4.19. Intrinsic and composite hardness results for 80TiCN COL/CPM samples. Colours in of the 
intrinsic hardness columns match the de-convoluted Gaussian curves of Figure 4.49. 

Material Processing route 
Intrinsic hardness [GPa] 

Binder Composite Ti(C,N) 

80TiCN 
COL 

CPM 

12.4 ± 0.1 

9.7 ± 0.1 

19.5 ± 0.1 

17.4 ± 0.1 

27 ± 2.0 

27 ± 2.0 

 

From these results, it appears that Ti(C,N) maintains its properties independently of the 

processing route employed. Moreover, the CPM binder phase is shown to be softer than in COL 

samples, and a similar result is observed for the composite hardness. This fact may be related to 

the influence of carbon in ceramic-metallic boundary region properties [3,37], achieved during 

the solution-reprecipitation of carbides in the sintering stage, as stated in the microstructural 

analysis. A higher quantity of C dissolved in the metallic binder may contribute to harden this 

phase by solid-solution phenomena [14]. Furthermore, the relatively superior hardness of the 

binder phase for COL samples may be also related to carbide constraining effects, as these 

samples have a higher ceramic volume than CPM ones [29,38]. 

Additional indentation tests were performed with the same equipment but using a deeper 

indentation depth or force to measure the hardness of the composite materials and relate it to 

the small-scale hardness measured for the two-phase region including ceramic/metal interface 

boundaries. The outcome of these tests is displayed in Figure 4.50. In this graph, the obtained 

hardness values fluctuate, from 0 to 800 nm, due to surface and tip effects. However, values 

stabilise and achieve an asymptote at higher depths, yielding then the actual composite hardness 

value of each material. As can be appreciated, they coincide with intrinsic composite hardness 

values displayed in Figure 4.49 and Table 4.19, showing good agreement between results from 

the two nanoindentation testing approaches employed. 

 

Figure 4.50. Composite Berkovich tests, performed with nanoindentation equipment at high indentation 
depth (h~2000 nm), for 80TiCN samples processed by COL and CPM routes. 
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Figure 4.51 collects the SEM images of the surface damage scenarios induced by the scratches of 

the sliding contact tests performed on COL/ CPM 80TiCN samples. Ductile binder deformation 

(A), detachment (B) and no-detachment (C) occurring at the ceramic-metal interface have been 

pointed out. As can be appreciated, CPM sample shows a more ductile response of the binder 

phase, with stacking of planes, in consonance with the lower nanohardness results for this phase 

and processing route (Table 4.19). Moreover, there also seems to be more detachment at the 

ceramic-metal interface for this processing route. This would suggest a lower mechanical integrity 

in this region [39], compared to colloidal samples, which is consistent with composite hardness 

findings (Figure 4.49 and Table 4.19). 

 

 

Figure 4.51. FESEM images of the nanoscratch tests performed on 80TiCN COL and CPM samples. Labels 
indicate: (A) binder ductile deformation, (B) detachment and (C) no-detachment at the ceramic-metal 

boundary. 

 

XRD tests were performed to gather further information about the composition of the samples 

that would give light to the results of the mechanical properties. X-Ray diffractograms for 

CPM/COL 80TiCN specimens are shown in Figure 4.52. Firstly, it is worth noting that CPM samples 

show more intense binder peaks, as these samples contain a higher quantity of metal phase, 

compared to colloidal samples (Table 4.15). However, the most interesting finding comes from 

the composition of the binder phase: COL shows an austenitic-ferritic structure, whereas CPM 

reveals that its metal constituent is exclusively ferritic. It is believed that the dissimilar 

crystallographic structure of the metal for each route may explain the differences in hardness and 

sliding contact response observed for the binder, depending on the processing route. Future 

characterisation techniques, e.g. TEM, will be implemented to gather more information about 

the effective influence of interstitial elements (like C or N) on the small-scale mechanical 

properties of the metallic phase. 
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Figure 4.52. RT-XRD diffractograms for 80TiCN samples processed by COL (top) and CPM (bottom) 
processing routes. 

 

After this study, it could be concluded that CPM powder mixtures lost C during milling, due to 

reaction with oxygen and adhesion to milling balls/vessel. This C loss was also experienced during 

the sintering stage for both processing routes, being more evident for CPM route. C deficiency 

translated into poorer densification during sintering, as well as diminished mechanical properties 

in regions containing ceramic-metal phase boundaries. The latter is evidenced from results of 

nanoindentation and nanoscratch tests, and supported by XRD analysis results: COL samples 

showed the presence of an austenitic-ferritic structure, whereas ferrite was the main binder 

phase in CPM samples. Thus, initial powder composition, regarding C addition, must be tailored 

for each processing route, in order to account for the effects exerted by powder processing. It is 

worth pointing out that an inefficient milling step may also be responsible for CPM porosity, as 

explained in the next section. 
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Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr: planetary (SS/HM) vs. attritor (HM) ball milling 

Finally, optimisation of the milling step entailed comparison of three types of milling. In this 

regard, the composition Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr was used. Results of this research are detailed in Ref. 

[33] (Paper 6 in Appendix). Table 4.20 collects a summary of the milling processes and their 

parameters, which were described in detail in Chapter 3. As a reminder, planetary-SS was carried 

out at UC3M and was involved in the investigation of Ref. [1]. Resultant cermets showed 

homogeneous and binary (ceramic-metallic) microstructures. Nevertheless, some micro-cavities 

were spotted inside carbide particles. With the purpose of implementing a more effective milling 

step, subsequent milling processes – planetary-HM and attritor-HM – substituted the softer and 

lighter SS bodies by hardmetal ones. These two routes were developed at Ceratizit. Planetary-HM 

entailed a preliminary procedure, not due to the processing route per se but because of the 

parameters employed, i.e. high velocity and short milling time. It essentially served to check 

composition viability. Once it was confirmed, powders were processed by attritor milling, 

following a route that involved an optimised and standardised industrial procedure. It is worth 

clarifying that no C addition was employed in each of the routes implemented in this study. 

Table 4.20. Summary of the parameters used in the powder preparation stage of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr 
composition. 

Processing route Mill Vessel/balls material Time [h] Speed [rpm] 

Planetary-SS Planetary SS 12 120 

Planetary-HM Planetary HM 0.5 300 

Attritor-HM Attritor HM 10 150 

 

Resultant powder mixtures were characterised by DTA-TG-MS tests. As a proof of concept, they 

were also SHIPed at 1440 °C, so that resulting microstructures could also be related to the milling 

type. DTA and TG curves of planetary-SS (0C), planetary-HM (P1) and attritor-HM (A1) powders 

are shown in Figure 4.53. Peaks of interest are labelled in the plots and analysed in Table 4.21. As 

can be appreciated, eight peaks of interest were spotted in the DTA curves: 

• Peak 1 is endothermic and appears around 100 °C. It is assumed to correspond to water 

loss, although the humidity amount in the powders is so low that it is not related to an 

abrupt loss of weight, as it can be observed in the TG plot. Another possibility implies 

fusion of paraffin wax in HM and PEG in SS, used as pressing aids, as their fusion starts 

before 100 °C. The hypothesis of polymer elimination is supported by the coincidence of 

a gradual heat flow increase and mass loss after Peak 1, until reaching the sharp decrease 

of Region I in the TG plot. Interestingly, a small exothermic peak appears just before in 

HM milled powders, pointed out by an asterisk (*). 

 

• Peaks 2 and 3 are exothermic and are estimated to correspond to the vaporisation of 

paraffin wax [40] or PEG [41], given the temperature range in which they are located 

(300-400 °C). Another hypothesis suggests that they may also correspond to oxide 

elimination. This phenomenon has been confirmed for WC materials with alternative 

binders, where its separate combination with Fe and Ni registered oxide reduction 

temperatures of 400 and 200 °C, respectively [41]. It is worth noting that planetary-SS 
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curve does not form a clear Peak 2. As these tests are performed on powder mixtures, it 

is believed to be related to the differences exerted by the distinct processing routes on 

the raw powders and on the C content of the mixtures [17]. 

 

• Peak 4, approximately at 600 °C, is endothermic and detected only for HM powders. It 

should correspond to metallic phase transformation, from ferrite to austenite (𝛼 → 𝛾) 

[42], coinciding with Thermo-Calc® prediction (Figure 4.5). 

 

• Peak 5 is around 750-760 °C. It is thought to correspond to the Curie temperature, that 

is, the evolution of the sample from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic state [42], measured 

in a previous investigation for a similar composition by thermomagnetogravimetry (TMG) 

[43]. 

 

• Peak 6 is registered at approximately 860 °C and with the highest intensity for planetary-

SS powders, being almost inexistent for HM materials. It is expected to correspond to 

reduction of oxides [14,40,41]. 

 

• Peak 7 is exothermic and appears at 1170 °C. It is attributed to the dissolution of M7C3 

carbide, a temperature higher than the one predicted in phase diagram simulation 

(Figure 4.5). 

 

• Peak 8 corresponds to the fusion of the binder phase. Onset-maximum or final melting 

temperatures for the three materials are indicated in Table 4.21, which can be correlated 

to Tsolidus and Tliquidus, respectively. As it can be observed, experimental values are close to 

those predicted by phase-diagram simulation (Figure 4.5), where Tsolidus=1342 °C and 

Tliquidus=1383 °C. Furthermore, attritor powders experience this fusion 10 degrees before. 

This result suggests that by increasing the milling time, both formation of the alloy by 

solid solution and diffusion of C might have been improved, thus decreasing Tsolidus and 

Tliquidus. Moreover, planetary-SS powders are the ones that register the highest melting 

temperature, which should be translated into worsened behaviour during sintering when 

using the same heating cycle. 

 

Regarding TG results, three areas of mass loss could be assessed. They are believed to be 

correlated to outgassing results, as explained below. TG onset and maximum or final 

temperatures were indicated by the crossing points of curves tangents. It is worth noting that a 

change in slope was detected for the three materials in the sharp mass loss of Region II, leading 

to the measurement of two onset temperatures. Final mass losses, at 1600 °C, indicate that 

planetary-SS powders are the ones that register the highest mass outflow, followed by attritor-

HM and planetary-HM materials. To find out the reason for this different behaviour, MS studies 

were carried out to analyse the gases generated during heating. 
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Figure 4.53. (a) DTA and (b) TG plots for the studied three powder mixtures: planetary-SS [1], planetary-
HM and attritor-HM [33]. 
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Table 4.21. Temperature assessment for DTA-TG peaks and mass loss regions plotted in Figure 4.53. 

Plot 
Peak 

number 
Type Planetary-SS Planetary-HM Attritor-HM 

DTA 

1 Endothermic 103 92 86 

2 Exothermic - 304 306 

3 Exothermic 394 381 377 

4 Endothermic - 614 604 

5 Endothermic 742 768 757 

6 Exothermic 873 862 858 

7 Exothermic 1189 1156 1158 

8 Endothermic 1420-1446 1387-1425 1372-1415 

TG 

I - 544-688 589-644 550-636 

II - 996/1232-1386 1155/1320-1397 1010/1220-1347 

III - 1520 1526 1489 

*Hyphens (-) separate onset-maximum or final temperatures in endothermic peaks of interest and mass 
loss regions. Regarding the latter, two onset temperatures were measured at Region II, indicated by a 
change in slope and separated by a slash (/). 

 

Results for MS analysis are shown in Figure 4.54, collecting the outgassing evolution during DTA 

tests. In particular, the data for the molecule with a mass of 28 u is presented. Such mass may 

correspond to CO or N2 gasses, both of paramount importance in liquid phase sintering of cermet 

materials. Nevertheless, it is difficult to differentiate the particular contribution of each molecule. 

Comparing the obtained curves with the ones for 12 u (C), 14 u (N) and 16 u (O), it is suggested 

that they are a combination of both gas molecules. As can be appreciated, three main peaks can 

be spotted in the three curves, whose temperatures are summarised in Table 4.22. The first peak, 

between 600 and 700 °C depending on the composition, can record the outgassing of both CO 

and N2 [18,23,44]. Previous investigations have attributed CO outgassing in this temperature 

range to desorption of this gas from the binder phase [25]. The second and third peaks are 

expected to correspond to CO and N2 release, respectively [18,24,25,44,45]. It is worth noting 

that, for SS planetary-milled specimen, a small peak appears around 800 °C (*). According to 

literature [18,23,44], it can be attributed to CO release. Hence, as HM samples do not show this 

contribution, it may be speculated that less diffusion of oxygen takes place during this milling 

process. This theory is supported by the fact that inclusion of high oxygen contents lead to a 

worse wettability scenario and consequent higher CO outgassing may favour pore formation [25], 

as observed in SS samples. 

As it could be appreciated, the temperatures at which these outgassing peaks appear can be 

completely correlated to TG results collected in Figure 4.53 and Table 4.21, meaning that the 

mass losses recorded during the test essentially correspond to gas outflow. Thus, Region I in the 

TG plot would record the outgassing in the first peak of MS curves, Region II that of the second 

peak (CO release) and, finally, Region III is associated with the third peak (N2 release). 

Table 4.22 also collects measurements of the area below each outgassing curve. As can be seen, 

the lowest outgassing is experienced by planetary-HM powders, followed by attritor-HM and 

planetary-SS. These results are completely in accordance with TG curves (Figure 4.53), as 
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planetary-HM is the material that experiences the lowest final mass loss and planetary-SS, the 

highest one. 

In addition, Figure 4.54 shows the resultant microstructures after sintering each powder type in 

a SHIP furnace at 1440 °C, that is, using the same sintering regime and cycle but different powder 

preparation methods. As can be seen, planetary-SS powders led once more to the micro-cavities 

observed in previous research [1] – as well as for CPM route, explained before. On the other hand, 

the more effective milling exerted by HM bodies could accomplish the goal of eliminating these 

cavities. Moreover, HM microstructure also displays the smallest carbide particles out of the 

three processing methods. This phenomenon may be related to the reduction of particle 

diameters by the more energetic – with respect to SS bodies – and prolonged milling time – as 

compared to planetary-SS – of this procedure. This hypothesis is in consonance with a previous 

investigation by Findenig and co-workers [46], where increasing the milling time resulted in lower 

particle size of Ti(C,N) powders and modified outgassing behaviour. Enhanced carbide dispersion 

and homogeneity were achieved by attritor specimens, as it will be explained in more detail 

below. 

 

Figure 4.54. MS results, where outgassing from mixture powders of each processing route is compared: 
planetary-SS [1], planetary-HM and attritor-HM [33]. Resultant micrographs from sintering each powder 

at 1440 °C by SHIP can be appreciated on the right side, from top to bottom. 

Table 4.22. MS peak temperatures from the plot in Figure 4.54. 

Powder mixture 

Peak temperatures [°C] Area under 

curve 

[(vol.%/g)·°C] 
Peak a Peak nº 1 

Peak 

b 
Peak nº 2 Peak nº 3 

Planetary mill-SS 509 655 796 1111 1334 2.9·10-6 

Planetary-HM - 637 - 1241 1372 1.4·10-6 

Attritor mill-HM - 606 - 1117 1306 1.9·10-6 
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Overall, it can be appreciated that HM attritor-milled sample, with optimised microstructure and 

mechanical properties, was the one that showed its most intense degassing peaks appearing at 

the lowest temperatures. Moreover, SS-planetary material exhibited the highest gas 

concentration at high temperatures and in the whole range, as it recorded the highest value for 

the area under the degassing curve (Table 4.22). It is remarkable to note that it recorded the most 

intense N2 outgassing peak at high temperature (nº 3), as compared to HM materials. This higher 

nitrogen elimination may be compensating the higher C outflow – as CO – in the Ti(C,N) phase of 

these samples. Solid-state and liquid phase sintering (LPS) occur at these ranges of temperatures, 

where the latter process hosts dissolution of carbides by the liquid binder and solution-

reprecipitation phenomena [25]. Thus, the higher outgassing of SS-milled sample may be a 

plausible reason for the high number of micro-cavities observed, confirming the hypothesis 

formulated in Ref [1]. Moreover, these powders recorded the highest fusion temperature (Figure 

4.53), believed to be caused by the higher oxide content of this mixture, as indicated by the area 

under its outgassing curve, i.e. higher oxide presence in the powders leads to higher degassing. 

This collection of facts sustains the more effective milling that heavier and harder HM bodies 

exert, activating the surface of the powder particles and the reduction of oxides [25,40,41]. 

However, although the use of optimum milling bodies solved the problem of micro-porosity inside 

Ti(C,N) carbides, they could not achieve totally optimised microstructures on their own. 

Optimised parameters needed to be set to ensure correct homogenisation of the 

microstructures. Milling velocity and time must be carefully selected to ensure correct binder 

dispersion and ceramic phase stability. Previous research has demonstrated that moderate 

rotational speeds – with a limit of 300 rpm [47] – combined with long milling times – 10-12 h [48] 

– are the optimum combination for achieving fully-densified and homogeneous samples with 

unaltered Ti(C,N) stoichiometry. This phenomenon could be checked in this project by comparing 

planetary-HM and attritor-HM hard materials. As described in Table 4.20, the former route used 

preliminary parameters that combined high-speed and short milling time to check composition 

validity. Once its feasibility was confirmed, attritor procedure was employed, standardised and 

used industrially for hardmetal manufacturing, integrating a moderate rotational speed with a 

long milling time. Figure 4.55 displays OM images of the microstructures of the materials obtained 

after each route. As can be appreciated, planetary-HM shows the existence of some binder pools. 

They are a result of the insufficient milling time of this preliminary processing step, not completely 

dispersing the binder phase. On the other hand, no trace of this heterogeneous condition was 

spotted in attritor-HM sample, confirming a perfectly homogeneous microstructure. 

 

Figure 4.55. OM images of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr samples processed by planetary-HM and attritor-HM 
sintered by SHIP. 

Planetary-HM Attritor-HM
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A summary of the sintered samples characterisation is collected in Table 4.23. As can be 

appreciated, both samples were fully dense and obtained similar porosity, magnetic properties – 

where both samples showed to be non-magnetic (NM) – and macro-hardness values. 

Table 4.23. Summary of the characterisation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr samples processed by 
planetary/attritor milling and SHIP. 

Material name 

Relative 

density 

[%] 

Porosity 

Magnetic properties Mechanical properties 

Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 

KIc 

[MPa√m] 

Planetary-HM 100.0 A02, B00, C00 NM* 6 1167 ± 4 13.0 ± 1.2 

Attritor-HM 100.0 A04, B00, C00 NM* 8 1163 ± 4 12.1 ± 0.5 

* NM=Non-magnetic. 

 

It is interesting to note that attritor-HM sample achieved a mean fracture toughness value slightly 

lower than that of planetary-HM. This could be related precisely to the binder pools of the latter, 

that may be able to “stop” this crack propagation, absorbing damage in a ductile manner. Figure 

4.56 shows FESEM images of a macro-hardness indentation imprint in attritor-HM sample, 

magnifying the crack emanating from its left corner. 

 

 

Figure 4.56. FESEM images of attritor-HM sample, showing (a) a macro-hardness indentation imprint, (b) 
magnification of the crack emanating from its left corner. Two subsequent magnifications of the crack 

initiation (1) and ending (2) are also shown. The yellow star points out crack end. 
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Here, two crack regions can be spotted: initiation (1) and end (2). In the latter, it can be 

appreciated that it eventually gets arrested in the binder phase, pointed out by a yellow star. 

Hence, as it can be observed, cracks propagate across carbide-carbide interfaces close to the 

imprint – the weakest bond in the composite when there exists good ceramic-metallic interaction 

–, as well as across the binder, until the latter is able to absorb the energy and eventually stop its 

extension. Nevertheless, attritor samples showed a lower scatter in KIc results, which is believed 

to be related to their improved homogeneity. 

Thus, a homogeneous microstructure, with an even distribution of the binder, directly results in 

the obtention of more consistent results, improving and optimising the mechanical properties. 

Optimised conditions were achieved by selecting the correct milling materials and parameters. 

 

• Compaction method 

To assess the effect of the compaction method, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets, produced by tumbling 

ball milling, were pressed using two techniques: uniaxial pressing (UNI), used throughout the 

whole investigation, and Cold Isostatic Pressing (CIP). Then, green samples were sintered in HV 

following the cycle: 800 °C-30 min, 1450 °C-2 h (Cycle 1 in Chapter 3). Figure 4.57 displays a sketch 

that summarises the processing stages used in this section. Three ceramic/metallic compositions 

were processed employing these distinct pressing options: 70/30 + 0.5 wt. % C, 80/20 + 0.5 wt. 

% C and 80/20 + 1 wt. % C. Nevertheless, for comparison purposes, the first composition will be 

shown (70TiCN), in order to focus differences related exclusively to the pressing technique. A 

basic characterisation of the samples was performed in terms of their microstructure, density and 

mean carbide size. 

 

 

Figure 4.57. Sketch of sample processing in Compaction method section. 

 

Figure 4.58 shows SEM micrographs for these materials. As can be appreciated in the images, 

although carbide dispersion is not optimum, CIP sample shows a worse dispersion and more 

clustering of Ti(C,N) particles. Table 4.24 collects results of sintered density and image analysis 

for the samples studied. As mentioned in Chapter 3, CIP samples were compacted into green 

bulks with an irregular shape. Thus, both sintered densities were measured using a pycnometer, 

for comparison purposes. One sample per composition was analysed. As can be seen, their 
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density values show to be overestimated, with a relative value higher than 100 % for CIP material. 

Hence, theoretical density values were corrected considering ceramic and metallic phase 

volumes measured by image analysis, as described before in the Powder preparation section 

(Table 4.17). Corrected density values – shown in parentheses in Table 4.24 – were more realistic. 

Interestingly, similar pycnometric densities were attained for both samples, which suggests that 

they contain comparable closed porosity. The fact that higher porosity can be spotted in the SEM 

image of CIP sample (Figure 4.58) suggests that this may have been induced during sample 

preparation. This is believed to be due to higher carbide clustering and carbide-carbide interfaces 

more prone to pull-out when subjected to wear. Image analysis results revealed that no 

remarkable differences existed between the samples regarding ceramic/binder content and 

carbide size. 

 

 

Figure 4.58. SEM micrographs (BSE mode, x5000) of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets produced by tumbling ball 
milling and HV, and pressed uniaxially and by CIP. 

 

Table 4.24. Densities and image analysis measurements of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni uniaxial/CIP sintered samples. 
Corrected density values are shown in parentheses. 

Material 
Sintered relative 

density [%] 

Phase quantification [vol. %] Mean carbide 

diameter [µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

UNI 70TiCN 100.0 (97.0) 64.3 35.7 1.2 1.74 ± 0.95 

CIP 70TiCN 101.2 (97.8) 63.0 37.0 2.0 1.75 ± 0.97 

 

Overall, as CIP method led to more heterogeneous microstructures and carbide clustering than 

uniaxial pressing, neither further characterisation nor production of samples was performed. 
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• High-vacuum sintering cycle 

Heating parameters when sintering green samples also influence final material properties and 

microstructure. Sintering cycle has been previously studied regarding the sintering time of 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets [14]. Samples were heated at a constant temperature of 1450 °C during 

60, 120 and 300 min, proving the second value to be the optimum time. With the purpose of 

continuing with this study, in this project this composition was sintered using constant 

temperature and time values (1450 °C, 2 h), and the effect of adding a heating step of 30 min at 

1000 °C was investigated (Cycles 1 and 2 explained in Chapter 3). Information about this research 

can be found in Ref. [15] (Paper 1 in Appendix). 

To study the effect of sintering cycle, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni samples containing 70 vol. % of ceramic 

phase, 30 vol. % of binder phase and 0.5 wt. % of C addition were used (70TiCN). They were 

processed by a colloidal technique (COL), uniaxial pressing (UNI) and high-vacuum sintering. Two 

heating cycles were used. In both cases the sintering temperature and time are 1450 °C and 2 h, 

with an intermediate step at 800 °C for 30 min. The difference between Cycle 1 (C1) and Cycle 2 

(C2) is that C2 contains an additional step at 1000 °C for 30 min. Figure 4.59 shows a summary of 

these processing conditions. Samples were characterised based on their density, microstructural 

features, composition (EDX, XRD and LECO) and micro-hardness (HV2). 

 

Figure 4.59. Sketch of the manufacturing procedure followed in High-vacuum sintering cycle section. 

Table 4.25 collects the values of green and sintered density, where similar results were obtained 

for the two cycles despite the lower green density of the samples sintered with cycle C2. 

Table 4.25. Green and sintered relative densities of C1/C2 70TiCN samples. 

Material 
Green relative density [%] Sintered relative density [%] 

Geometric Geometric Pycnometric 

C1 70TiCN 67.3 ± 0.6 94.5 ± 0.5 98.2 ± 0.2 

C2 70TiCN 65.6 ± 0.1 95.1 ± 0.7 98.6 ± 0.4 

 

Figure 4.60 and Table 4.26 show the SEM micrographs and image analysis of the samples sintered 

with the two cycles. The only remarkable difference relies in the binder loss: with the second 

cycle, more volume of metal was eliminated during the sintering process. No significant 

differences were discerned in the porosity, which suggests that the second cycle does not affect 

specially the interface between both phases. 
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Figure 4.60. SEM micrographs of samples 70TiCN sintered with cycles C1 and C2. 

Table 4.26. Microstructural parameters for samples C1/C2 70TiCN. 

Material 

Phase quantification Mean 

carbide 

diameter 

[µm] 

C* 
Mean free 

path [µm] 

Porosity 

[%] 
Binder vol. 

[%] 

Binder vol. 

loss [%] 

C1 70TiCN 24.2 ± 1.2 5.8 ± 1.2 1.96 ± 0.29 0.34 1.27 ± 0.19 1.67 ± 0.44 

C2 70TiCN 20.8 ± 1.0 9.2 ± 1.0 1.88 ± 0.22 0.34 1.22 ± 0.15 2.39 ± 0.36 

* C=Contiguity. 

 

It is worth mentioning that surface preparation of these samples was repeated with an optimised 

methodology that led to the microstructures collected in Figure 4.61. However, the ones shown 

in Figure 4.60 are still included here, as they gave a sign of the wear resistance of each sample, 

as well as the porosity emanating from this procedure and collected in Table 4.26. 

 

Figure 4.61. SEM micrographs of C1/C2 70TiCN samples with optimised surface preparation method. 

EDX results are displayed in Table 4.27. It is remarkable to point that, even though more metal 

matrix is lost using cycle C2, the Fe/Ni ratio is 4.96, closer to the theoretical one (5.67) than the 

10 µm
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value obtained with cycle C1 (3.31). This result is in accordance with the XRD diffractograms 

(Figure 4.62), where C1 sample obtained a more intense austenite peak, a phase that is stabilised 

by the higher relative content of Ni. Regarding C/N ratio, both cycles yielded higher values than 

theoretical ones, indicating a deficiency of N, a well-known effect when vacuum-sintering this 

type of cermet materials [1,18,44]. This fact, together with Ti/(C+N) ratio results, may be 

indicating a change in the stoichiometry of the ceramic phase – Ti(C0.5,N0.5) – with higher 

degassing of nitrogen, as can be seen in these EDX results. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that 

extra C has been added to the cermets to improve densification, thus, altering the ratios where 

C is involved. 

Table 4.27. EDX analysis of the elements wt. % and at. % for samples C1/C2 70TiCN. 

Element 
C1 70TiCN C2 70TiCN 

Wt. % At. % Wt. % At. % 

Ti 

C 

N 

Fe 

Ni 

64.68 ± 2.06 

6.48 ± 0.44 

6.26 ± 1.18 

17.34 ± 1.89 

5.24 ± 0.33 

49.36 ± 1.87 

19.72 ± 1.29 

16.30 ± 2.71 

11.36 ± 1.40 

3.26 ± 0.26 

58.47 ± 1.97 

5.61 ± 0.29 

4.97 ± 0.49 

25.76 ± 1.89 

5.19 ± 0.49 

47.10 ± 1.47 

18.01 ± 0.66 

13.67 ± 1.12 

17.81 ± 1.54 

3.41 ± 0.34 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Fe/Ni (theor.: 5.67) 3.31 - 4.96 - 

C/N 
1.04 

(Theor.: 0.86) 

1.21 

(Theor.: 1.00) 

1.13 

(Theor.: 0.86) 

1.32 

(Theor.: 1.00) 

Ti/(C+N) (theor.: 1.00) - 1.37 - 1.49 

 

 

Figure 4.62. RT-XRD diffractograms for samples C1 70TiCN (bottom) and C2 70TiCN (top). 
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Table 4.28 lists oxygen, nitrogen and carbon contents for the two samples, measured by LECO. A 

C/N ratio (wt. %) of 1.25 was obtained for cycle C1 and 1.10 for sample C2. Result for cycle C2 is 

in consonance with EDX analyses (Table 4.27), as a ratio C/N of 1.13 results from dividing each 

element wt. %. However, for specimen C1, the C/N ratio shows to have been slightly 

underestimated in EDX analyses, as a value of 1.04 is obtained from dividing C and N wt. % in 

Table 4.27. Considering that the theoretical C/N ratios in wt. % of these cermets materials – 0.86 

with no C addition and 0.89 with 0.5 wt. % of extra C (with respect to the binder mass) – LECO 

results revealed a deficiency of N in these samples. This is, again, in consonance with the effect 

exerted by the sintering regime [1,18,44] and with the information obtained by EDX (Table 4.27). 

Table 4.28. O, N and C contents (LECO) of samples 70/30-0.5C sintered with cycles C1 and C2. 

Sample O [wt. %] C [wt. %] N [wt. %] 
C/N ratio 

(theor.: 0.89) 

C1 70TiCN 0.14 ± 0.02 7.15 ± 0.57 5.74 ± 0.97 1.25 

C2 70TiCN 0.19 ± 0.01 8.00 ± 0.45 7.30 ± 0.12 1.10 

 

Micro-hardness results are collected in Table 4.29. They suggest that hardness increase with the 

second cycle could be related to either the lower relative content in metal volume or a change in 

Ti(C,N) stoichiometry, as EDX results reveal (Ti/(C+N) ratio in Table 4.27). 

Table 4.29. Microhardness (HV2) values for 70TiCN composition sintered with cycles C1 and C2. 

Sample HV2 

C1 70TiCN 1062 ± 38 

C2 70TiCN 1175 ± 26 

 

As a summary, it could be stated that, for the same binder and carbon content, the addition of a 

dwell step before the sintering temperature resulted in a higher metal loss and microhardness 

value, but a Fe/Ni ratio closer to the theoretical value. 

 

• Sintering technique 

The effects exerted by the type of sintering furnace greatly influence the final properties of the 

samples. This could be asserted in this investigation by studying materials with 80 vol. % of hard 

phase: Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr and Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni, processed by attritor-HM milling, and Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni10Cr, manufactured by planetary-SS. Nevertheless, this section will be focused on the 

samples produced by attritor milling and uniaxial pressing at 200 MPa. Thus, this section will be 

divided in two parts, corresponding to each composition analysed: Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr and 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni. Information about this research concerning FeNiCr binder is collected in Ref. [33] 

(Paper 6 in Appendix). As analyses of compositions with different C contents led to similar 

conclusions, and for the sake of focusing solely on the sintering regime, samples with no C 

addition – A1 for FeNiCr binder, in the cited publication – will be examined. The role of C in Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni10Cr specimens is discussed in C content section. Figure 4.63 displays a sketch that 

summarised the processing routes and samples described in this study. 
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Figure 4.63. Sketch of the processing details of samples analysed in Sintering technique section. 

 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr 

For Ti(C,N)- Fe15Ni10Cr materials, samples containing 80 vol. % of ceramic phase – hence, 20 vol. 

% of binder – and processed by attritor-HM are analysed. Specimens will be labelled as ‘SHIP 

20FeNiCr’ and ‘HV 20FeNiCr’ for sinter-HIPed and high-vacuum sintered samples, respectively. It 

is worth appointing that, in the case of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr processed by planetary-SS, sintering 

by SHIP, in addition, reduced in 0.5 vol. % the porosity measured by image analysis [22], 

evidencing an improved densification stage. 

Table 4.30 collects characterisation results of the sintered samples, in terms of their density, 

porosity, magnetic and mechanical properties. As can be appreciated, fully dense samples were 

attained in both cases, with almost no trace of porosity. This is in consonance with their 

micrographs, collected in Figure 4.64, where homogeneous microstructures are observed. In 

contrast, when using planetary-SS milling for powder preparation, sintered samples reached 

higher density using SHIP than with HV. This fact suggests that final densification may be more 

intensely driven by an optimised milling step. Moreover, it also manifests that employing certain 

sintering regimes – as SHIP, where pressure is additionally applied – may improve densification 

issues. 

Table 4.30. Summary of the characterisation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr samples processed by attritor milling 
and SHIP/HV. 

Material name 

Relative 

density 

[%] 

Porosity 

Magnetic properties Mechanical properties 

Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 KIc [MPa√m] 

SHIP 20FeNiCr 100.0 A04, B00, C00 NM 8 1163 ± 4 12.1 ± 0.5 

HV 20FeNiCr 100.0 A00, B00, C00 123 169 1250 ± 6 10.3 ± 0.2 

 

Regarding magnetic results, as opposed to SHIP one, HV sample showed to be magnetic, as 

revealed by coercivity values. M-sat outcome revealed a two-order-of-magnitude difference 

between SHIP and HV specimens, which may mean that more C is dissolved in the binder of the 

former ones [49]. Concerning mechanical properties, HV sample exhibited higher hardness values 

than the SHIP ones. This may be related to the presence of a higher volume of ceramic phase in 

HV specimen, as image analysis displayed (Table 4.31). The fact that HV sample show more binder 

elimination – 7-8 vol. % with respect to SHIP samples – is an effect that has been reported in 

Sintering 
technique

Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni10Cr

Attritor-
HM + UNI

HV

SHIP

0 wt. % C 
addition

Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni
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previous investigations for this type of sintering regime, due to the vaporisation of metallic 

elements [14,17]. This lower binder volume is believed to be responsible for the lower KIc 

obtained in HV material too. 

Furthermore, although both microstructures showed excellent homogeneity, some differences 

could be discerned. As can be seen in Figure 4.64, HV sample obtained Ti(C,N) particles with 

sharper edges, which also seemed smaller in size. This was asserted by image analysis (Table 4.31) 

where, although measurements showed large scatter, HV sample attained a lower mean carbide 

size than SHIP specimen. The fact that HV sintering leads to smaller ceramic particles is believed 

to be in line with metal vaporisation and the lower experimental metallic content of these 

samples, as there is less room for solution-reprecipitation and carbide growth phenomena. 

 

Figure 4.64. SEM micrographs (BSE, x2000) of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr samples, sintered by SHIP and HV. 

Table 4.31. Results of image analysis for SHIP/HV 20FeNiCr samples. 

Sample name 
Phase quantification [vol. %] Carbide size 

[µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

SHIP 20FeNiCr 77.1 22.9 0.4 1.48 ± 0.81 

HV 20FeNiCr 85.0 15.0 1.4 1.28 ± 0.70 

 

Aiming to study more deeply their composition, XRD tests were performed on the samples at RT, 

and results are collected in Figure 4.65. As can be appreciated, XRD diffractogram of SHIP sample 

confirmed the presence of M7C3 carbides – Cr-rich carbides – as well as an austenitic-ferritic 

binder phase. This is in consonance with Thermo-Calc® predictions for this composition (Figure 

4.5), where the maximum solubility of Cr in austenite is 8.12 wt. % at 1000 °C for theoretical C 

content (no extra addition). For HV, neither ferrite nor secondary carbides were discerned. 

Sublimation of metal elements in this regime may explain these crystallographic changes. 

Moreover, as stated in Chapter 1, the fact that SHIP resulted in slightly coarser Ti(C,N) particles 

may also influence the precipitation of secondary carbides [50]. Vaporisation of binder elements 

during sintering – and derived carbide constraining effects – led to some transformation of 

austenite into martensite. Figure 4.65 also displays a detail of the diffraction pattern from 43 to 

45 ° for HV sample, showing the unfolding of the metallic peak at 44 °, where these two metallic 

phases can be spotted. This phenomenon would contribute to the higher hardness values 

obtained for these samples with respect to SHIPed ones. Another notable fact is the higher binder 

20 µm

SHIP 20FeNiCr HV 20FeNiCr
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intensity spotted in HV samples, which does not correlate with their lower metallic content. The 

dissimilar intensity observed for the binder peaks may either be in consonance with the large 

scatter observed in phase quantification results or be related to texture [51,52] or binder 

constraining effects. 

 

Figure 4.65. RT-XRD diffractograms performed at RT of samples SHIP 20FeNiCr (bottom) and HV 20FeNiCr 
(top). A detail of HV diffractogram shows austenitic and martensitic contributions at 43.5 °. 

Table 4.32 lists the results of EDX analysis for each sample, showing the mean values of five area 

measurements performed on their microstructures. As Fe15Ni10Cr alloy counts with three 

elements, the proportion among them – xFe-yNi-zCr – will be indicated at the end of the table, 

instead of just Fe/Ni ratio (as performed with Fe15Ni binder). Here, ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘z’ stand for the 

relative content (wt. %) of each element in the binder. 

Table 4.32. EDX analysis of the elements wt. % and at. % for SHIP/HV 20FeNiCr samples. 

Element 
SHIP 20FeNiCr HV 20FeNiCr 

Wt. % Wt. % 

Ti 

C 

N 

Fe 

Ni 

Cr 

W 

52.42 ± 0.70 

12.56 ± 0.18 

12.66 ± 0.28 

16.92 ± 0.24 

3.16 ± 0.06 

2.20 ± 0.32 

0.08 ± 0.06 

57.43 ± 0.74 

13.86 ± 0.20 

12.45 ± 0.24 

11.93 ± 0.67 

2.79 ± 0.09 

0.75 ± 0.09 

0.78 ± 0.10 

Total 100.00 100.00 

xFe-yNi-zCr (theor.: 75Fe-15Ni-10Cr) 76Fe-14Ni-10Cr 77Fe-18Ni-5Cr 
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As can be appreciated, SHIP sample obtained a proportion of FeNiCr almost coincident with the 

theoretical value. HV regime shows a higher loss of metallic elements, especially in the case of Cr, 

which confirms for these compositions the effect exerted by this sintering regime, as commented 

before [14,17]. Cr loss may explain the absence of ferritic phase in its XRD diffractogram (Figure 

4.65). Moreover, its higher relative content of Ni favours the stabilisation of the austenitic phase. 

W was also measured to consider contamination from the hardmetal milling media – vessel and 

balls. As can be seen, the quantities obtained can be regarded as negligible for SHIP. For HV, 

vaporisation of light metallic elements gave sign of a slightly higher relative amount of W, but it 

still was lower than in similar investigations [53]. 

To gather more information about element distribution in the samples, mapping analyses of SHIP 

and HV 80TiCN samples were performed. They are displayed in Figure 4.66 and Figure 4.67, 

respectively. They also show the phases present in the materials and their composition. 

In the case of SHIP 80TiCN sample, four phases were spotted, corresponding mainly to the 

ceramic particles (red), the binder phase that embeds them (blue), and two phases that appear 

to be surrounding Ti(C,N) carbides (yellow and green). The latter appear to be forming an 

interphase between Ti(C,N) particles and the binder, and show the highest concentration of Cr in 

the microstructure. This phenomenon was also observed in the mapping analysis of HT wettability 

test of this composition (Figure 4.22). Nevertheless, only one phase was detected at the 

interphase region of the contact angle. This is assumed to be related to higher C inclusion from 

the 3D carbide influence and dissolution during LPS of the cermet, different from the 2D 

interfacial interaction – ceramic bulk on ceramic substrate – of the wetting test model. It is 

believed that the presence of this interphase and its nature are responsible for the less sharp 

edges of the carbides with respect to HV sample, as it will be furtherly commented below. Thus, 

Cr suggests to impinge a “roundness effect”, rather than to act as a grain-growth inhibitor, a well-

known role of secondary carbides in hardmetals and cermet microstructures [21,54–56]. It is 

important to specify that this modification applies, in these compositions, to the morphology of 

the particle, rather than to the size of the carbides. In this way, Cr presence at the interphase is 

impeding the formation of a ‘sharp’ morphology during reprecipitation and promoting, instead, 

rounder corners in the ceramic particles. As seen in samples microstructures (Figure 4.64) and 

measured by image analysis (Table 4.31), SHIP specimen had a higher mean diameter than HV 

one. Similar findings have been previously reported for WC-based materials doped with Cr 

[57,58]. Regarding the almost-negligible W contamination, it showed to concentrate at the binder 

and, especially, at the interphase. This suggests that, if larger amounts of heavy W precipitated, 

a core-rim structure would be formed and appreciated by microstructural inspection. 

For HV 80TiCN, only two phases were spotted: Ti(C,N) (red) and binder (blue). There is not any 

interphase detected, although the lighter red colour of the carbides in the phase distribution 

image may be indicating a transition in composition from the blue binder region to the red 

ceramic one. This phenomenon was already observed in the High-temperature wettability tests 

section for TiCN-FeNiCr-0C sample, where an interphase could be effectively detected by 

increasing the voltage to 15 kV. In the present case, voltage was increased to 20 kV, resulting in 

the exposure of an interphase. Nevertheless, analysis at 15 kV is shown to effectively compare 

the materials among them, as it was the maximum voltage employed in Ti(C,N) samples mapping 

and for SEM microstructural observation. As confirmed by EDX analysis, Cr volatilisation can also 
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be observed in the mapping results, where it shows to be mainly concentrated at the binder 

phase. Precipitation of an interphase is also believed to influence final carbide mean particle size. 

The lack of Cr is directly linked to the undetected interphase. Moreover, lower volumes of the 

other binder elements – Ni, and especially Fe – were measured in HV samples, in consonance 

with the metallic vaporisation experimented in this sintering regime, as stated before. Hence, the 

binder also contains a higher relative quantity of ceramic elements – i.e., Ti, C, N. The dissimilar 

binder volume and composition may explain the smaller particle size measured for these 

carbides. Carbide growth phenomenon has been studied in a previous investigation by Roulon et 

al. [59]. In the cited research, WC materials were combined with Co and alternative binder 

elements such as Fe and Ni. It could be stated that Ni led to a more uniform precipitation at the 

carbide interface, by first taking place on the round corners of the carbides and subsequently 

redistributing its atoms by fast surface diffusion on the flat ceramic edges. This Ni precipitation 

phenomenon induced rounder boundaries in the WC particles. Moreover, it also showed a larger 

carbide growth rate than for Fe at high C addition. Carbide coarsening was also observed in 

Ti(C,N)-based cermets for increasing Ni addition by P. Ettmayer et al. [24,60]. The fact that Ni 

proportion is higher for HV than for SHIP – as revealed by EDX results collected in Table 4.32 – 

contradicts this behaviour. Nevertheless, mapping analyses disclosed that a higher concentration 

of Ni was attained both at the binder and interphase of SHIP specimen – in consonance with the 

cited studies [24,59,60] –, as well as a Cr-rich interphase that suggests similar effects to those 

observed for Ni: carbide coarsening and rounding effect in C-rich alloys [59]. Furtherly, increasing 

Ni and Cr relative contents favour the decrease of the Fe one, thus reducing that grain-growth 

inhibition demonstrated by Fe in WC-based materials [59]. Hence, this interphase and its 

composition are believed to influence in the larger particle size and rounder morphology 

observed in SHIP sample. It is worth clarifying that this interphase suggests binder segregation at 

the carbide grain boundaries [61], rather than to correspond to the development of a core-rim 

structure, which was not observed in any SEM micrographs. As the accuracy of mapping-EDX tests 

is insufficient to completely characterise these interphases, Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(TEM) coupled with EDX analyses [61] is proposed as future work in Chapter 5, a technique that 

was not available in this project. Moreover, it could also provide accurate quantities of ceramic 

elements dissolved in the binder phase. The ones presented in this mapping-EDX study may be 

overestimated, as the electron beam could be also analysing carbides beneath the studied 

metallic region. 

Further explanation on this matter regarding binder nature – studying the effects of Cr inclusion 

– will be discussed in Ceramic and binder phase composition section. The small quantity of W 

contamination was found to be concentrated at the binder phase. 
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Figure 4.66. Mapping-EDX analysis (15 kV) of SHIP 80TiCN sample, showing phases and their composition 
as well as element distribution. 

  

PHASES

ELEMENTS DISTRIBUTION

Ti C N Fe Ni Cr

Element
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]

Ti 70.92 44.45 40.93 25.39 25.27 17.16 13.72 11.45

C 9.95 24.87 10.93 27.04 10.90 29.52 6.75 22.47

N 12.69 27.20 13.90 29.50 8.91 20.70 4.47 12.74

Fe 4.22 2.27 25.78 13.72 28.38 16.54 59.92 42.87

Ni 1.01 0.51 5.62 2.84 5.55 3.07 12.76 8.68

Cr 1.20 0.69 10.93 27.04 20.68 12.94 2.30 1.77

W 0.01 0.00 0.32 0.05 0.32 0.06 0.08 0.02

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Phase volume [vol. %] 70 20 2 8
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Figure 4.67. Mapping-EDX analysis (15 kV) of HV 80TiCN sample, showing phases and their composition as 
well as element distribution. 

  

PHASES

ELEMENTS DISTRIBUTION

Ti C N Fe Ni

Element
Phase 1 Phase 2

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]

Ti 67.59 41.00 23.85 16.87

C 12.27 29.68 10.76 30.35

N 12.14 25.19 7.42 17.96

Fe 5.78 3.01 44.38 26.93

Ni 1.43 0.71 11.16 6.44

Cr 0.72 0.40 2.11 1.38

W 0.07 0.01 0.33 0.06

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Phase volume [vol. %] 86 14

Cr
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Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni 

Aiming to deepen in the study of carbide reprecipitation when modifying the sintering regime, 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni composition was processed by attritor-HM and sintered by SHIP and HV, 

respectively. Samples of this section are labelled as ‘SHIP 20FeNi’ and ‘HV 20FeNi’. Figure 4.68 

shows SEM micrographs of both materials, where rectangles enclose areas devoted to further 

mapping analysis, explained below. As can be seen, no remarkable differences were spotted 

between the sintering regimes. 

 

 

Figure 4.68. SEM micrographs of SHIP/HV 20FeNi samples. The areas devoted to mapping analyses 
(Figure 4.69 and Figure 4.70) are enclosed within rectangles. 

 

However, further characterisation by image analysis, collected in Table 4.33, revealed that HV 

resulted binder elimination, opposed to what observed for SHIP cycle. Interestingly, metal-

ceramic volumes measured by image analysis in 20Fe15Ni samples were very similar to those 

measured for 20FeNiCr (Table 4.31). This fact indicates that the amount of binder vaporised 

during HV is more dependent on the nature of the sintering regime itself than to the composition 

of the binder phase. As well maintaining a binder volume close to the theoretical value, EDX 

analyses – displayed in Table 4.34 – evidenced that sintering by SHIP also provided a binder phase 

with a composition close to the theoretical one. These results are in consonance to the findings 

reported for FeNiCr binder (Table 4.31). It is worth pointing out that HV specimen showed lack of 

Fe, with a benefit in relative content of Ni. Nonetheless, contrarily to FeNiCr alloy, SHIPed Ti(C,N) 

particles resulted in a lower mean size than those sintered in HV. This phenomenon suggests the 

decisive role that the sintering regime plays also in the reprecipitation of Ti(C,N) particles, not 

based on the sintering technique per se but rather in terms of its influence on the composition of 

the binder phase. The fact that HV 20FeNi has a higher relative quantity of Ni – impinged by the 

preferential loss of Fe during sintering in high-vacuum – correlates with what explained in the 

previous section with FeNiCr binder, where a higher relative content of Ni at the binder al metal-

ceramic boundary region resulted in larger ceramic particles for SHIP. As described before, this is 

in line with previous research for cermet and WC-based materials combined with Ni [24,59,60]. 

  

SHIP 20FeNi HV 20FeNi
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Table 4.33. Results of image analysis for SHIP/HV 20FeNi samples. 

Sample name 
Phase quantification [vol. %] Carbide size 

[µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

SHIP 20FeNi 77.6 22.4 0.4 1.00 ± 0.60 

HV 20FeNi 84.0 16.0 1.1 1.22 ± 0.67 

 

Table 4.34. EDX analysis of the elements wt. % and at. % for SHIP/HV 20FeNi samples. 

Element 
SHIP 20FeNi HV 20FeNi 

Wt. % Wt. % 

Ti 

C 

N 

Fe 

Ni 

W 

50.62 ± 1.23 

13.48 ± 0.25 

11.70 ± 0.47 

20.17 ± 1.55 

3.39 ± 0.25 

0.63 ± 0.09 

57.37 ± 0.61 

14.68 ± 0.23 

10.98 ± 0.19 

13.30 ± 0.44 

2.92 ± 0.10 

0.74 ± 0.26 

Total 100.00 100.00 

xFe-yNi (theor.: 85Fe-15Ni) 86Fe-14Ni 82Fe-18Ni 

 

Materials were furtherly studied by the performance of mappings, which can be appreciated in 

Figure 4.69 (SHIP 20FeNi) and Figure 4.70 (HV 20FeNi). As can be seen, mapping-EDX analyses of 

both samples revealed the existence of two phases at 15 kV: ceramic (in red) and binder (in blue). 

In the case of SHIP, carbide particles show a lighter-red border at the metal-ceramic boundary 

region, suggesting the possible existence of an interphase. It is worth mentioning that this 

interphase was indeed observed for both specimens when incrementing the voltage to 20 kV. 

Again, TEM is proposed in the Future Work section of Chapter 5 as a feasible technique to 

correctly assess the nature and composition of this boundary region [61], as well as those of 

Ti(C,N) and binder phases. 

As to the content of ceramic elements in the binder phase, in this case SHIP 20FeNi shows a higher 

Ti content, but lower C and N ones than HV sample. Interestingly, both materials showed identical 

metal-ceramic volumes, where more accurate values are considered to be obtained by image 

analysis (Table 4.33). In consonance with EDX analyses and the role of Ni in carbide growth, a 

higher content of Ni was also measured in the binder phase of HV specimen. Furthermore, almost 

negligible contamination of W was found in the samples, both supported by EDX and mapping 

tests. 

Mapping-EDX characterisation is furtherly commented in the section devoted to the role of Cr – 

Ceramic and binder phase composition – regarding the influence of the binder composition. 
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Figure 4.69. Mapping-EDX analysis (15 kV) of SHIP 20FeNi sample, showing phases and their composition 
as well as element distribution. 

 

PHASES

ELEMENTS DISTRIBUTION

Ti C N Fe Ni

Element
Phase 1 Phase 2

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]

Ti 63.68 40.18 22.14 16.59

C 11.18 28.14 9.37 28.00

N 11.22 24.21 6.10 15.63

Fe 11.58 6.27 53.43 34.34

Ni 2.32 1.20 8.84 5.41

W 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.02

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Phase volume [vol. %] 78 22
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Figure 4.70. Mapping-EDX analysis (15 kV) of HV 20FeNi sample, showing phases and their composition as 
well as element distribution. 

  

PHASES

ELEMENTS DISTRIBUTION

Ti C N Fe Ni

Element
Phase 1 Phase 2

[wt. %] [at. %] [wt. %] [at. %]

Ti 68.12 48.35 25.68 20.90

C 8.24 23.31 7.13 23.14

N 7.72 18.75 4.52 12.57

Fe 13.05 7.94 53.20 37.14

Ni 2.83 1.64 9.37 6.22

W 0.04 0.01 0.11 0.02

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Phase volume [vol. %] 78 22
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4.3.2. Influence of the composition 

Composition was varied in terms of the ceramic and binder phase constitution, their relative 

contents, and the influence of C addition. 

 

• Ceramic and binder phase composition 

As mentioned previously, both carbide and binder compositions have been modified. Two types 

of carbides have been used: Ti(C,N) and WC. Regarding the binder phase, four different alloys 

were studied: Fe15Cr10Al, Fe16Cr3Al, Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Ni. Information is organised 

attending to metallic alloy comparison, indicating, where applicable, differences among distinct 

ceramic phases. 

 

Fe15Cr10Al vs. Fe16Cr3Al 

Two FeCrAl compositions were chosen. In first place, Fe15Cr10Al composition was designed and 

manufactured using elemental powders. The expected metal-ceramic behaviour was already 

advanced by contact angle tests (TiCN-FeCrAl-0C and WC-FeCrAl-0C), where the metal bulk 

neither formed a drop on the ceramic substrate nor attached to it. As a proof of concept, samples 

containing 80 vol. % of Ti(C,N) phase were processed by planetary milling (SS bodies) and sintered 

in HV using Cycle 5, specimens that belong to the investigation of Ref. [1] (Paper 3 in Appendix). 

C was added in 1 wt. % with respect to the metal matrix with the purpose of avoiding some of the 

anticipated oxidation. After processing and sintering, formation of large regions of aluminium 

oxide could be observed, leading to poor wettability and porous microstructures, as can be seen 

in the BSE image of Figure 4.71. When changing the mode to SE, it could be appreciated that 

some of those pores in fact corresponded to a third bright phase, i.e. an oxide. 

 

Figure 4.71. FESEM images in BSE and SE modes of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Cr10Al sample processed by planetary-SS 
milling and HV. In the latter, oxide formation is indicated by red circles. 

 

This oxide nature was confirmed by EDX and mapping analysis, collected in Figure 4.72, where 

aluminium oxides could be spotted. Moreover, there seemed to be uneven distribution of the 

other alloying elements, i.e. Fe and Cr. 

10 µm

BSE SE
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Figure 4.72. EDX mapping of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Cr10Al hard material, showing the elements distribution and 
confirming oxide formation. 

 

This collection of facts, together with the low relative density achieved by sintered samples – with 

a mean value of 89.4 ± 0.4 g/cm3 –, fostered the replacement of this binder by a prealloyed one 

that included less Al, seeking both a more homogeneous element distribution and lower oxide 

formation. Consequently, Fe16Cr3Al prealloy powder was used as a substitute with the purpose 

of continuing with the FeCrAl study. This composition was combined with Ti(C,N) and WC during 

the stay at Ceratizit. Processing of the samples entailed planetary milling (HM bodies) and SHIP. 

Information about these materials can be found in Ref. [62] (Paper 4 in Appendix). 

Results from the characterisation of Ti(C,N)-Fe16Cr3Al and WC-Fe16Cr3Al samples are listed in 

Table 4.35. It is worth pointing out that different C contents were studied – as explained below 

in C content section – but neither of them achieved full density or a homogeneous microstructure. 

The results show densification is higher for WC composition and, thus, porosity was lower. 

Fracture toughness was higher for this material too, although still lower than an acceptable value 

for these hard materials. Regarding hardness results, a difference of 500 HV was found between 

the studied materials in the benefit of WC sample, where the large scatter observed in both values 

is a consequence of the high porosity present, especially in the case of Ti(C,N) specimen. 

Table 4.35. Summary of the characterisation of Fe16Cr3Al sintered samples. 

Material 

name 

Relative 

density 

[%] 

Porosity 

Magnetic properties Mechanical properties 

Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 

KIc 

[MPa√m] 

Ti(C,N)-

Fe16Cr3Al 
92.6 A08, B08, C08 63 503 911 ± 86 7.9 ± 0.9 

WC-

Fe16Cr3Al 
98.3 A00, B00, C02 92 155 1410 ± 27 9.4 ± 0.3 

 

Figure 4.73 and Figure 4.74 show the micrographs and mappings collected by SEM-EDX of Ti(C,N)-

Fe16Cr3Al and WC-Fe16Cr3Al samples, respectively. 

Element overlay

AlC

Ti

N

Fe

Cr

O
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Figure 4.73. SEM-EDX microstructure and mapping of Ti(C,N)-Fe16Cr3Al material, focusing on a binder 
pool surrounded by alumina formations. 

 

Figure 4.74. SEM-EDX microstructure and mapping of a WC-Fe16Cr3Al sample, focusing on an alumina 
region. 

 

In the case of the Ti(C,N) material, the carbides correspond to the dark grey particles, whereas 

the binder is the bright matrix that embeds them. For WC-FeCrAl sample, the opposite case can 

be observed. Here carbide particles have a brighter colour than the binder dark grey phase. Both 

compositions show the formation of black alumina inclusions, as the mappings confirm. In Ti(C,N)-

Fe16Cr3Al composition, binder pools were surrounded by these alumina formations, more 

dispersed and smaller here than for the WC material. However, these large binder areas point 

out a worse metal-ceramic wettability in the former than in the latter. This behaviour would had 

been studied in the contact angle test if oxidation had not damaged WC substrate, creating the 

crater that could be observed in Figure 4.45. Nevertheless, as commented in the explanation of 

these tests, WC-Fe16Cr3Al gave sign of better wetting than with Ti(C,N), as evidenced by the 

images obtained from the camera adapted to the equipment (Figure 4.44), and final metal trace 

on the WC substrate (Figure 4.45). 

From these facts it could be concluded that, even though a prealloy with a lower quantity of Al 

was employed, the affinity of aluminium for oxygen is such that the formation of Al2O3 could not 

be avoided, leading to heterogeneous microstructures and compromised mechanical properties. 
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Fe15Ni10Cr vs. Fe15Ni 

Fe15NiCr binder was processed by planetary-SS, planetary-HM and attritor-HM. Two sintering 

regimes were used: HV and SHIP. Moreover, it was combined with both Ti(C,N) and WC. With the 

purpose of focusing on the binder/ceramic composition, attritor + SHIP samples with 80 vol. % of 

ceramic phase are analysed. Ti(C,N) samples include no C addition, and WC ones count with 

optimum C content. Part of the investigation about these samples is collected in Refs. [33,62] 

(Papers 6 and 4 in Appendix, respectively). 

Table 4.36 contains the characterisation of the final sintered samples, with optimised 

compositions. Both materials could achieve full density, showing no porosity, with the exception 

of some type A porosity in the Ti(C,N) sample (pores size < 10 µm). Interestingly, WC showed to 

be magnetic, whereas Ti(C,N) did not. Both achieved a similar magnetic saturation value. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, although for cermet and alternative-binder systems the interpretation 

of magnetic properties is still a challenge, this result may confirm the similar C content of the 

samples [23,49]. Regarding mechanical properties, Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr hardness is around 200 HV 

lower than for the WC-based sample, but both attained a competitive combination of hardness-

toughness. It is remarkable that the high fracture toughness value achieved by the Ti(C,N)-based 

material is comparable to the WC one, overcoming one classical problem in the mechanical 

properties of cermet materials [23,24]. In the case of WC-FeNiCr, the mechanical properties 

achieved were equal or even superior to some commercial grades of WC with FeNi binders that 

include Co in their composition and with relatively higher binder content [63]. 

Table 4.36. Summary of the characterisation of Fe15Ni10Cr sintered samples. 

Material name 

Relative 

density 

[%] 

Porosity 

Magnetic properties Mechanical properties 

Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 

KIc 

[MPa√m] 

Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni10Cr 
100.0 A04, B00, C00 NM 8 1163 ± 4 12.1 ± 0.5 

WC-

Fe15Ni10Cr 
100.0 A00, B00, C00 219 10 1393 ± 1 12.9 ± 0.3 

 

Figure 4.75 shows FESEM micrographs for both compositions. For WC, images using both BSE/CBS 

modes, ‘All’ and ‘A+B-C-D’, are shown. As can be seen, they display homogeneous 

microstructures and an excellent dispersion of the carbides in the metallic binder phase. Results 

from image analysis of these micrographs are listed in Table 4.37. They confirm quantitatively 

that observed qualitatively: WC material contains a higher volume of ceramic phase – closer to 

the theoretical value of 80 % – where its carbides have a mean diameter of approximately half of 

that exhibited by Ti(C,N) particles. The higher experimental ceramic content and much lower 

particle size explain the higher macro-hardness exhibited by these samples (Table 4.36). 

Differences between the final sintered structures for Ti(C,N) and WC-base materials could already 

be observed in the contact angle results (section IV.II). On the one hand, contact angle 

experiments on the Ti(C,N) substrate showed a proper wettability scenario – with an angle value 

of 26.0° – and clear metal-ceramic interaction, where solution-reprecipitation phenomena could 

be noted. On the other hand, wettability tests on the WC substrate obtained an even lower angle 
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value – 0.0° – where dissolution of smaller carbide particles could be also appreciated. Thus, even 

though the same volume and mean particle size of ceramic phase was introduced in the powder 

mixtures, dissimilar wettability, dissolutive behaviour and metal-ceramic interaction during LPS 

experienced by these distinct hard phases explain the final different features observed. 

 

 

Figure 4.75. SEM micrographs (x5000) of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr and WC-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered samples. For 
the latter, images in both CBS modes, ‘All’ and ‘A+B-C-D’ are shown. 

 

Table 4.37. Results of image analysis for Ti(C,N)/WC-Fe15Ni10Cr samples. 

Sample name 
Phase quantification [vol. %] Carbide size 

[µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr 77.1 22.9 0.4 1.48 ± 0.81 

WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 81.7 18.3 0.5 0.68 ± 0.43 

 

Presence of these secondary carbides was observed by etching sample surfaces with Murakami 

solution, as can be appreciated in Figure 4.76. To confirm this result, composition of the samples 

was studied by RT-XRD, whose diffractograms are displayed in Figure 4.77. Both materials show 

a major ceramic phase of Ti(C,N) and WC, respectively, and some presence of Cr-based secondary 

carbides of the type M7C3, in accordance with Thermo-Calc® predictions (Figure 4.5) and OM-

Murakami images. In the case of Ti(C,N), the binder shows to be ferritic-austenitic, whereas WC 

evidences the presence of a single austenitic metallic phase. 

10 µm

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr

CBS/AllCBS/All

CBS/A+B-C-D

WC-Fe15Ni10Cr

WC-Fe15Ni10Cr
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Figure 4.76. OM images showing Murakami-etched surfaces of samples Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr and WC-
Fe15Ni10Cr. 

 

Figure 4.77. RT-XRD diffractograms of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr (bottom) and WC-Fe15Ni10Cr (top) sintered 
surfaces. 

One of the main objectives of this investigation was to evaluate corrosion resistance, in particular 

studying the differences between Ti(C,N) and WC hard phases and assessing the role of Cr in this 

regard. With that purpose, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni and WC-Fe15Ni hard materials were processed by 

attritor-HM milling and SHIP. The four types of samples were subjected to corrosion tests. Figure 

4.78 shows the potentiodynamic measurement of Ti(C,N)/WC-Fe15Ni10Cr and Ti(C,N)/WC-

Fe15Ni samples. Moreover, a reference curve for a hardmetal of a similar grade, WC-10Co, is 

included for comparison purposes. It can be observed that the minimum peaks of the curves 

coincide with the open circuit potential (EOCP), as listed in Table 4.38. Surprisingly, the binder with 

the lowest values is Fe15Ni, followed by Co and, finally, Fe15Ni10Cr. This result is related to the 

tendency of a material to corrode: a more negative OCP means it is more prone to corrode, which 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr WC-Fe15Ni10Cr
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entails that TiCN-FeNiCr is the composition with the lowest corrosion tendency. Corrosion current 

density (icorr) or corrosion rate was calculated by Tafel extrapolation of the cathodic branch. 

Interestingly, corrosion rate was higher for the alternative binders than for Co, a result that agrees 

with findings previously reported in the literature [64]. Ti(C,N) exhibits a lower corrosion rate than 

WC for each Fe-based alloy, and WC-Fe15Ni is the composition with the highest corrosion 

velocity. It is also remarkable to note that, among alternative binder materials, Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni10Cr is the one with the lowest corrosion rate. 

The region on the left of this minimum or OCP value is the cathodic zone, whereas the region on 

the right, towards increasing voltage value, corresponds to the anodic one. In the latter region, 

three areas can be identified, which will be described from left to right (from lower to higher 

potential values): 

o Binder influence (yellow). This is the voltage range where the binder corrosion resistance 

can be evaluated. As it can appreciated, Fe15Ni samples have the highest current density, 

followed by Co. In the case of the Fe15Ni10Cr binder, the composition with WC shows a 

slightly higher current density than the materials with Ti(C,N). Differences between Ti(C,N) 

and WC-based samples yield a sign of carbide influence in this area. A hypothesis is the 

solution of ceramic elements in the binder during the liquid phase sintering stage. As 

potential increases, Fe15Ni10Cr materials show a decrease in the current density, which 

gives the idea that passivation takes place in this binder. 

o Passivation (green). This region shows the stable passive response of the Fe15Ni10Cr binder 

for this range of potential, as opposed to the behaviour of Co, which continues to increase 

its current density with respect to the previous area. Fe15Ni samples also show current 

density decrease, but this is observed at higher potentials than for Fe15Ni10Cr. This 

reduction almost coincides with the increase in current density experienced at the next 

region – ceramic influence –, so a passivation area cannot be assessed for Fe15Ni binder. 

This result confirms the corrosion resistance improvement when Cr is added in large 

quantities to the alloy composition. Passivation is essentially caused by Cr content. Its high 

affinity to O enables the formation of a dense and thin protective layer of Cr-oxides on the 

surface of the material [65]. As compared to Co, alternative binder compositions showed 

better chemical response to this acidic environment and voltage excitation, being 

Fe15Ni10Cr the most stable metal alloy. 

o Ceramic influence (blue). In this potential range, the response of the ceramic phase to 

voltage increase is recorded, which coincides with the transpassive region. As can be 

appreciated, Ti(C,N) maintains the stable current density trend that began at the passivation 

area, with a very slow and gradual increase. On the other hand, WC-FeNiCr material 

experiences a sharp growth, which demonstrates the superior chemical stability of Ti(C,N) 

with respect to WC. As mentioned before, this ceramic response region starts at lower 

potential for Fe15Ni than for Fe15Ni10Cr, which also suggests some binder influence in the 

ceramic phase as an outcome of LPS process. Regarding the WC-Co reference sample, it 

exhibited a slight decrease-increase in its current density, recording the highest final current 

density out of the three samples. At these parameters, pH 5 and +500 mV, W will react to 

form WO3H2O (Pourbaix diagram). However, it shows no clear corrosion product on the 

surface. This could be the cause of its higher corrosion density as compared to Ti(C,N). 
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Figure 4.78. Potentiodynamic tests for Ti(C,N)/WC-Fe15Ni10Cr and Ti(C,N)/WC-Fe15Ni materials, 
compared to a reference hardmetal. Current density (icorr) was measured as a function of the applied 
potential. Three regions can be spotted in the anodic zone of the diagram: binder influence (yellow), 

passivation (green) and ceramic influence (blue). 

Table 4.38. Open Circuit Potential (EOCP) and corrosion current density (icorr) values. 

Material name EOCP [mV] Corrosion current density, icorr [µA/cm2] 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr -495 -14.47 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni -544 -24.16 

WC-Fe15Ni10Cr -523 -32.00 

WC-Fe15Ni -577 -37.96 

WC-Co -537 -6.86 

 

Samples surfaces were inspected by OM and SEM after corrosion tests. They can be compared to 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr (Figure 4.64) and Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni (Figure 4.68) non-corroded surfaces. 

Micrographs of WC-based compositions are collected in Figure 4.79. 

 

Figure 4.79. SEM micrographs of WC-Fe15Ni10Cr and WC-Fe15Ni materials before corrosion tests. 
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OM images are collected in Figure 4.80. The trace of the cell sealing from the working electrode 

could be appreciated, being able to distinguish some surface where corrosion did not occur. It is 

clear that the major fraction of surface shows influence from the electrolyte. Corrosion effects 

seem to be more evident in the case of the WC samples. 

 

Figure 4.80. OM images of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, WC-Fe15Ni10Cr, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni and WC-Fe15Ni surfaces 
after corrosion tests. 

Figure 4.81 shows SEM images of the sample surfaces after corrosion tests. The micrographs 

show that corrosion dissolved most of the binder, revealing the carbide skeleton. WC images are 

shown in ‘CBS/A+B-C-D’ mode, where porosity or absence of binder phase is appreciated in white, 

and metallic phase in light grey (pointed out by pink arrows). For both hard phases, Fe15Ni10Cr 

samples showed more metal presence after corrosion tests, meaning that addition of Cr results 

in better corrosion resistance – as proven by potentiodynamic results – and structural integrity 

of the hard material. This improved behaviour could also be observed in the transversal cuts of 

the corroded samples, as shown in Figure 4.82. 

The tested materials were transversally cut, ground, polished and inspected by SEM. The 

objective was to measure the penetration depth of the corrosion effect (i.e. binder dissolution 

and carbide skeleton exposure). Five measurements per sample were performed, and the results 

are collected in Table 4.39. As can be appreciated, Fe15Ni binder showed a higher corrosion 

depth for each ceramic phase. When comparing Ti(C,N) and WC, the former shows a less 

pronounced corrosion influence, proving its superior chemical stability. Thus, the material where 

less corrosion effect could be observed was Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, in accordance with EOCP and 

potentiodynamic curves (Table 4.38 and Figure 4.78, respectively). Mass loss data, listed also in 

Table 4.39, agrees with these results, where Cr addition showed to reduce this mass loss in more 

than a 200 wt. % for both ceramic phases. 

Ti(C,N)-
Fe15Ni10Cr

Ti(C,N)-
Fe15Ni

WC-
Fe15Ni10Cr

WC-
Fe15Ni
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Figure 4.81. FESEM micrographs of samples after corrosion tests. Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr/Fe15Ni use x2000 
magnification and ‘CBS/all’ mode. WC-Fe15Ni10Cr/Fe15Ni employ x5000 magnification and ‘CBS/A+B-C-

D’ mode. Pink arrows point out to remaining binder phase (grey colour) in WC-Fe15Ni10Cr sample. 

Table 4.39. Corroded layer and mass loss measurements for Ti(C,N)/WC-Fe15Ni10Cr/Fe15Ni samples. 

Material name Mean corroded layer [µm] Mass loss [wt. %] 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr 2.5 ± 0.3 0.0296 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni 9.1 ± 1.0 0.0715 

WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 3.7 ± 0.6 0.0300 

WC-Fe15Ni 11.2 ± 0.8 0.0727 
 

 

Figure 4.82. FESEM images of transversal surfaces of samples Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, WC-Fe15Ni10Cr, 
Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni and WC-Fe15Ni after corrosion tests. 
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Aiming to study more deeply the effect of corrosion on the composition of the different samples, 

XRD analyses were performed. Figure 4.83 shows the diffractograms of Ti(C,N)/WC-

Fe15Ni10Cr/Fe15Ni sample surfaces after corrosion tests. As can be appreciated, corrosion 

mainly removes the binder phase, decreasing the intensity of the austenitic peaks, as SEM 

micrographs had anticipated (Figure 4.81 and Figure 4.82). In the case of Fe15Ni10Cr binder, 

presence of secondary Cr-carbides remains unaltered. Their higher exposure after corrosion 

translates into a slightly increased intensity of their peaks. However, no trace of oxides or other 

compounds derived from the corrosion test could be observed. As already discerned in FESEM 

micrographs, Cr inclusion translated into more presence of binder phase after corrosion test, and 

this was more evident for Ti(C,N)-based samples. WC-Fe15Ni shows no metal trace, in total 

accordance with what was observed in its microstructure (Figure 4.81). 

 

 

Figure 4.83. RT-XRD diffractograms of samples surfaces after corrosion tests. From bottom to top: 
Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni, WC-Fe15Ni10Cr and WC-Fe15Ni. A detail of sample WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 

diffractogram shows austenitic and M7C3 contributions between 38° and 47°. 

 

As Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr showed to be the material with the highest amount of binder remaining 

after corrosion experiment, EDX and mapping tests were performed to gather more information 

about the composition of this phase. Results are collected in Table 4.40 and Figure 4.84, 

respectively. They mainly reveal removal of Fe and, especially, Ni, leaving Cr content unaltered 

with respect to the cermet theoretical value. 
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Table 4.40. Evaluation of the corrosion effect on Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition (A1-SHIP). EDX analysis 
of each element wt. %. 

Elements Theoretical Corroded 

Fe 21.02 5.02 ± 0.25 

Ni 4.21 0.87 ± 0.18 

Cr 2.80 2.85 ± 0.30 

Ti 56.59 76.89 ± 3.23 

C 7.10 5.05 ± 1.77 

N 8.28 9.33 ± 1.84 

 

 

Figure 4.84. SEM-EDX microstructure and mapping of TiCN-Fe15Ni10Cr corroded material, focusing on a 
binder area remaining after corrosion test. 

Chromium addition led to a better corrosion resistance, but it also induced different 

microstructural features. As it could be appreciated in Ti(C,N) and WC microstructural scenarios, 

Fe15Ni samples showed smaller carbide particles, especially appreciable in Ti(C,N) material. This 

was confirmed by image analysis results, displayed in Table 4.41. As can be seen, elimination of 

Cr did not imply a paramount difference in the experimental volume of ceramic and metallic 

phases with respect to Fe15Ni10Cr samples. Nevertheless, image analysis evidenced the smaller 

carbide size of both Ti(C,N) and WC particles when Cr was not part of the alloy. Difference in 

particle diameter was more significant in the case of Ti(C,N). Reduction in carbide size was already 

observed in Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr samples sintered by HV (Table 4.31), where high Cr volatilisation 

occurred (Table 4.32) and evidenced the proportionality between Cr content and mean carbide 

size. In the present case, samples were processed using the same route – attritor + SHIP – and 

the difference precisely entailed inclusion or absence of Cr. In order to continue the discussion 

started in Sintering technique section, and given the more evident effect of Cr in Ti(C,N) particle 

size, a special focus is made on the materials composed by this hard phase. 

Table 4.41. Image analysis of samples Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni, WC-Fe15Ni10Cr and WC-
Fe15Ni, using 80 vol. % of ceramic phase and processed by attritor + SHIP. 

Sample name 
Phase quantification [vol. %] Carbide size 

[µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr 77.1 22.9 0.4 1.48 ± 0.81 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni 77.6 22.4 0.4 1.00 ± 0.60 

WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 81.7 18.3 0.5 0.68 ± 0.43 

WC-Fe15Ni 79.8 20.2 1.4 0.59 ± 0.38 

C K

N K

Ti KFe K

Ni K

Cr K
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Absence of Cr due to sublimation in HV sintering regime also led to sharper carbide edges (Figure 

4.64), a morphology that can also be noticed in Ti(C,N)-FeNi micrographs (Figure 4.81 and Figure 

4.82). Moreover, it is worth pointing out that 600 diameters more were measured for Fe15Ni 

composition, with a total of 1950 measurements, being the material with the highest number of 

diameters measured. This collection of facts – more numerous carbides of smaller size and 

sharper morphology in Fe15Ni sample – suggest that Cr addition plays a decisive role in the 

solution-reprecipitation phenomena of ceramic particles. As stated before, this element leads to 

a rounder morphology of Ti(C,N) carbides. However, interestingly, its inclusion also led to larger 

particles, contrarily to the effect of grain-growth inhibition reported for its secondary carbides – 

more commonly Cr3C2 – in cermet [54,55] and hardmetal [66] microstructures. The reason behind 

this dissimilar behaviour may be explained by the following hypotheses: different nature of 

secondary carbide – in this study, M7C3 carbides precipitate –, the fact that Cr dissolved in the 

binder is concentrated at the metal-ceramic boundary region, or the influence of alloying 

elements – Fe, Ni, Cr – and C content in carbide growth [59,67]. As can be appreciated in the 

mapping analysis of SHIP 20FeNi sample (Figure 4.69), Cr elimination led to the disappearance of 

the interphase between the binder and Ti(C,N) carbides. This effect which could also be spotted 

in HV 20FeNiCr sample, where a similar phenomenon was also observed at its carbide edges 

(Figure 4.67). In consonance with the findings reported in Refs. [24,59,60], the lower theoretical 

Fe/Ni ratio of Fe15Ni10Cr binder (5) as compared to the one of Fe15Ni alloy (5.67) correlates with 

the influence of Ni in carbide coarsening as its relative content is increased, as well as the 

diminished grain-growth-inhibition effect reported for Fe as its relative content decreases [59]. 

Additionally, Ti(C,N) particles in Fe15Ni10Cr are surrounded by Phase 2 and 3 in Figure 4.66, with 

a lower content of Fe than the binder phase in Fe15Ni material (Phase 2 in Figure 4.69). 

Furthermore, Phase 2 and 3 in SHIP 20FeNiCr sample also contained a high relative content of Cr. 

As stated before, this suggests a similar role of Cr to Ni in terms of carbide coarsening and 

rounding effect [59]. 

Moreover, there seems to be a higher quantity of elements from the ceramic phase dissolved in 

the binder phase of Fe15Ni sample. Increased presence of Ti in the mainly austenitic metallic 

phase may give rise to more nucleation sites. This translates into precipitation of more numerous 

and smaller carbide particles, evidenced by the higher number of diameters measured with a 

lower mean value than for FeNiCr specimen. Following the idea of presence of elements from the 

ceramic phase in the binder, Thermo-Calc® simulations of Ti dissolution – its content in mass 

percent – in FeNiCr and FeNi binders were conducted, and they are collected in Figure 4.85. These 

diagrams were inspired by the presentation of R. de Oro at the Euro PM2020 Virtual Congress 

and Exhibition. In the plots, theoretical no C addition (NCAtheoretical) compositions are indicated 

with discontinuous green lines. They coincide with the ones in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7 for 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15NiC10Cr and Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni compositions, respectively, including 80 vol. % of 

ceramic phase. These materials contained 7.10 and 7.08 wt. % of theoretical C contents, 

respectively. As a reminder, this is the nominal C content in the cermet assuming that Ti(C,N) 

contains its theoretical C content and that metallic powders include no C contamination. 

However, in reality Ti(C,N) and Fe raw powders contained a slightly higher content of C (measured 

by LECO), which was taken into account to calculate the real C contents of these compositions 

(NCAreal), pointed out by discontinuous dark blue lines. This real C content was 7.61 wt. % in both 

cases. As can be seen, the binders show a different pattern of Ti inclusion in their austenitic crystal 
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structure with respect to C mass percent. In particular, at 7.61 wt. % (NCAreal), there exists a higher 

inclusion of Ti in the Fe15Ni binder than in Fe15Ni10Cr (Figure 4.66). This is in consonance with 

mapping results (Figure 4.69), where the higher content of Ti in the binder phase could provide 

more numerous sites of carbide nucleation. As a reminder, the same content of Ti(C,N) is used in 

both materials (80 vol. %), which also results in very similar experimental ceramic content (77-78 

vol. %). Nevertheless, FeNiCr ceramic particles had a larger mean carbide size (Table 4.41). In the 

light of these facts, it is speculated that the higher the ceramic nucleation sites, the smaller the 

carbide reprecipitated particles [68]. However, the fact that a higher quantity of Ti dissolved in 

the binder resulted in more sites of carbide nucleation and lower mean particle size is believed 

to be directly correlated with C and N contents, as SHIP/HV samples for Fe15Ni did not show this 

trend. As evidenced in Figure 4.70, HV sample had slightly higher Ti but lower C and N contents 

than SHIP specimen (Figure 4.69), and resulted in lower mean carbide size. It is worth mentioning 

that for samples HV 20FeNiCr and HV Fe15Ni, no paramount differences were observed in the 

solution-reprecipitation of their carbides, as evidenced in image analyses (Table 4.31 and Table 

4.33) and EDX mappings (Figure 4.69 and Figure 4.70). This result is attributed to the volatilisation 

of metallic elements during this sintering regime, as stated and examined in Sintering technique 

section. 

 

Figure 4.85. Dissolution of Ti in (a) FeNiCr and (b) FeNi austenitic phases. Theoretical and real no C 
additions – NCAtheoretical and NCAreal – are indicated by discontinuous green and blue lines, respectively. 

As a summary, it has been demonstrated that differences in the chemical composition of a phase 

drive distinct dissolution scenarios, which directly influenced in the reprecipitation of carbide 

particles. Moreover, variation in the ceramic and binder phases composition evidenced to affect 

mechanical and chemical – in terms of corrosion – properties for the studied hard materials. Al 

addition led to formation of aluminium-oxide inclusions, leading to heterogenous microstructures 

and porous materials. On the other hand, Cr addition improved to a great extent the corrosion 

resistance of the specimens, a field where Ti(C,N) showed superior chemical stability than WC. 

  

(a) Dissolution of Ti in FeNiCr (b) Dissolution of Ti in FeNi
NCAtheoretical NCAtheoreticalNCAreal NCAreal
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• Ceramic/binder content 

Continuing with composition influence, the effect of carbide-ceramic volumetric ratio was also 

assessed. This parameter was studied with Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni composition, employing both tumbling 

ball milling and colloidal powder processing, as well as uniaxial and CIP as pressing techniques. In 

order to centre the study in the influence of the ceramic/binder ratio, colloidal samples pressed 

uniaxially will be analysed. C content and HV sintering cycle were fixed to 0.5 wt. % and Cycle 1 

(C1), respectively. Ceramic content of each sample type was 70 and 80 vol. %, respectively. Thus, 

they were labelled as ‘70TiCN’ and ‘80TiCN’. These materials were published in Ref. [15] (Paper 1 

in Appendix). 

Green and sintered samples densities are listed in Table 4.42. The samples with higher binder 

content reached higher green densities, as could be expected. However, sintered density is 

similar for both materials. From these results, it can be stated that 80TiCN samples have a lower 

total porosity but a slightly higher closed porosity than 70TiCN ones. 

Table 4.42. Green and sintered relative densities of samples 70TiCN and 80TiCN 

Material Green relative density [%] 
Sintered relative density [%] 

Geometric Pycnometric 

70TiCN 67.5 ± 0.6 94.9 ± 0.5 98.9 ± 0.2 

80TiCN 65.9 ± 0.2 96.0 ± 0.9 98.0 ± 0.1 

 

Figure 4.86 and Table 4.43 show the samples microstructures and their characterisation by image 

analysis, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.86. SEM micrographs of samples 70TiCN and 80TiCN. 

Table 4.43. Image analysis of specimens 70TiCN and 80TiCN. 

Material 

Phase quantification Mean 

carbide 

diameter 

[µm] 

C* 
Mean free 

path [µm] 
Porosity [%] Binder vol. 

[%] 

Binder vol. 

loss [%] 

70TiCN 24.2 ± 1.2 5.8 ± 1.2 1.96 ± 0.29 0.34 1.27 ± 0.19 1.67 ± 0.44 

80TiCN 16.7 ± 1.4 3.3 ± 1.4 1.89 ± 0.32 0.41 0.80 ± 0.14 16.97 ± 1.69 

* C=Contiguity. 

 

10 µm

70TiCN 80TiCN

10 µm
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Data is consistent with expected findings. The binder loss is related to the sintering temperature-

pressure and the metallic elements vapor pressures, as discussed in previous studies [14,17]. As 

the ceramic volume of the cermet is increased, the mean free path of the material decreases and 

the contiguity rises. Moreover, the porosity of the material 80TiCN increases, which is in 

accordance with values of density measured with pycnometer (Table 4.42). Nevertheless, the 

difference in the porosity measured by image analysis is significant. As the dimensional and 

pycnometer densities of the sintered samples do not show this large difference, it seems that, 

during the grinding and polishing stages, Ti(C,N) particles of the sample with less binder content 

experienced some detachment. This phenomenon may mean that more binder content can help 

to maintain the composite microstructure when the samples are subjected to these abrasion-like 

operations. Optimisation of the surface preparation method overcame this carbide breakage and 

helped to maintain the ceramic phase integrity, leading to clearer microstructures, as it can be 

observed in Figure 4.87. 

 

Figure 4.87. SEM micrographs of 70TiCN and 80TiCN samples with optimised surface preparation 
method. 

Investigation about this wear-like behaviour was continued by the performance of nanoscratch 

tests, as performed for COL and CPM samples (Figure 4.88). As a reminder, labels indicate: (A) 

ductile binder deformation, (B) detachment, and (C) no-detachment occurring at the ceramic-

metal interface have been pointed out. As expected, more ductile binder deformation was 

observed in 70TiCN sample, translating into less carbide breakage. These results are collected in 

Ref. [17] (Paper 2 in Appendix). 

Following with the characterisation of mechanical properties, micro-hardness tests were 

performed, whose results are listed in Table 4.44. 

Table 4.44. Microhardness (HV2) values for 70TiCN and 80TiCN compositions. 

Sample HV2 

70TiCN 1062 ± 38 

80TiCN 1333 ± 27 

10 µm

70TiCN 80TiCN
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As can be seen, the higher hardness measured in sample 80TiCN is in accordance with its higher 

amount of ceramic phase. Hardness results were completed with the performance of composite 

Berkovich and intrinsic hardness tests, accomplished by massive nanoindentations, as presented 

before in the Powder preparation section for COL/CPM materials. Further work on these 

compositions and tests can be found in Refs. [15,17,29,69]. Composite hardness results (Figure 

4.89) showed the same trend – asymptotic values – as HV2 micro-hardness, where 80TiCN 

composition achieved around 5 GPa more than 70TiCN. 

 

 

Figure 4.88. FESEM images of the nanoscratch tests performed on samples 70TiCN and 80TiCN. A, B and 
C labels point out binder ductile deformation, detachment and no-detachment at the ceramic-metal 

boundary, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.89. Composite Berkovich tests, performed with nanoindentation equipment at high indentation 
depth (h~2000 nm), for 70TiCN and 80TiCN compositions. 
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Regarding massive nanoindentation tests, histograms and associated hardness for each phase are 

shown in Figure 4.90 and Table 4.45, respectively. Once more, intrinsic composite hardness 

coincides with Berkovich composite hardness, demonstrating consonance between the two 

nanoindentation systems. As observed before (Table 4.19), Ti(C,N) maintains a constant hardness 

independently of the binder content too. Superior hardness values were registered by 80TiCN 

composition. This may be rationalised on the basis of two hypotheses. First, carbide constraining 

effects are more pronounced for a higher ceramic content [29,38]. Second, it is believed that the 

binder phase from these samples may have acquired a higher quantity of C during LPS by 

dissolution of the more abundant carbides, hence, hardening the binder by solid-solution 

phenomena [14]. 

 

Figure 4.90. Massive nanoindentation histograms for 70TiCN and 80TiCN compositions. 

 

Table 4.45. Intrinsic and composite hardness results for 70TiCN and 80TiCN samples processed by COL 
route and C1. Colours in of the intrinsic hardness columns match the de-convoluted Gaussian curves of 

Figure 4.90. 

Material 
Intrinsic hardness [GPa] 

Binder Composite Ti(C,N) 

70TiCN 

80TiCN 

9.5 ± 0.1 

12.4 ± 0.1 

16.5 ± 0.1 

19.5 ± 0.1 

27 ± 2.0 

27 ± 2.0 

 

Last, composition of the samples was studied by means of EDX and RT-XRD test. EDX results are 

collected in Table 4.46. A remarkable finding was the Fe/Ni wt. % ratio: being the theoretical value 

5.67, this value is 3.31 for sample 70TiCN and 5.02 for 80TiCN. This means that the latter material, 

besides experiencing less metal loss, maintains a closer proportion of the binder elements than 

the material 70TiCN. XRD diffractograms for these two types of samples are shown in Figure 4.91. 

Three phases could be found, one corresponding to Ti(C,N) and two more related to the metallic 

matrix: austenite (solid solution of Fe and Ni) and ferrite (corresponding to Fe). The higher 

amount of austenite is found in the 70/30-0.5C material, which may be related to the lower value 

of the Fe/Ni ratio commented before. It means that there is more Ni present, an austenite 

stabiliser. Sample 80/20-0.5C shows a higher amount of ferrite, in accordance with the Fe/Ni 

higher ratio obtained by EDX. 
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Table 4.46. EDX analysis of the elements wt. % and at. % for samples 70TiCN and 80TiCN. 

Element 
70TiCN 80TiCN 

Wt. % At. % Wt. % At. % 

Ti 

C 

N 

Fe 

Ni 

64.68 ± 2.06 

6.48 ± 0.44 

6.26 ± 1.18 

17.34 ± 1.89 

5.24 ± 0.33 

49.36 ± 1.87 

19.72 ± 1.29 

16.30 ± 2.71 

11.36 ± 1.40 

3.26 ± 0.26 

66.80 ± 1.33 

6.00 ± 0.19 

6.61 ± 1.12 

17.16 ± 0.82 

3.42 ± 0.39 

51.08 ± 1.97 

18.29 ± 0.45 

17.23 ± 2.52 

11.26 ± 0.73 

2.13 ± 0.24 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Fe/Ni ratio (theor.: 5.67) 3.31 - 5.02 - 

C/N ratio (theor.: 1) - 1.21 - 1.06 

Ti/(C+N) ratio (theor.: 1) - 1.37 - 1.44 

 

 

Figure 4.91. XRD diffractograms for 70TiCN (bottom) and 80TiCN (top) samples. 

 

Thus, the sample with a higher binder content (70TiCN), proved to accommodate wear in a more 

ductile manner. On the other hand, increasing of the ceramic content resulted in improved 

composite hardness. This hardness enhancement was also observed at the binder and metal-

ceramic boundary regions in massive nanoindentation tests. Moreover, 80TiCN specimen also 

evidenced a lower metal loss and a more stable relative content of alloying elements. 
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• C content 

Variation of C addition was extensively investigated throughout this thesis in different 

compositions. Both Ti(C,N) and WC were included in this study, as well as Fe16Cr3Al, Fe15Ni, 

Fe15Ni10Cr binders. As different compositions and manufacturing methods led to distinct 

conclusions, this section will be divided according to each studied material, presenting a summary 

of the most relevant results for each one. 

 

WC-Fe16Cr3Al 

First, results based on the use of the Fe16Cr3Al prealloy will be explained. In its combination with 

80 vol. % of WC, C content was varied to study if there existed an optimum value. Samples were 

processed by planetary-HM milling and SHIP. Figure 4.92 shows the simulated phase diagram for 

WC-Fe16Cr3Al composition. Interestingly, in this theoretical and real nominal C content coincided 

(𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙), as the two powders used for processing – WC and prealloy 

Fe16Cr3Al – contained no extra C. Five extra C additions were manufactured, PA1-PA5, indicated 

by discontinuous red lines. 

 

Figure 4.92. Phase diagram simulation of WC-Fe16Cr3Al composition, using 80 vol. % of ceramic phase 
and TCFE9 database. NCAtheoretical composition coincided with NCAreal, marked with a discontinuous green 
line. Compositions processed by planetary-HM milling (PA1-PA5), with real C contents, are indicated by 

discontinuous red lines. 

Table 4.47 collects the data gathered from sintered samples characterisation. As it can be 

observed, all of them showed presence of C-type porosity – especially appreciable in the case of 

samples PA3-PA5 –, even though none of them were predicted to belong to the graphitic region, 

as can be appreciated in the phase diagram (Figure 4.92). This suggests that C is not interacting 

as expected with the binder phase. Hypothesis is that this element is not completely being 

included in the metal crystal structure and alloying by solid solution. Thus, the graphite-

precipitation line would be surpassed sooner than expected. This phenomenon was more evident 
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for samples PA3-PA5. Subsequently, none of the specimens achieved full density. It is worth 

mentioning that a higher C content was tried – 5.95 wt. % – but high porosity of type C08 was 

discerned and no further characterisation was performed for this sample. Moreover, presence of 

another black phase was spotted in all samples. As explained in the Ceramic and binder phase 

section and confirmed by EDX-mapping analysis (Figure 4.74), it corresponded to aluminium 

oxide. Regarding magnetic characterisation, both coercivity and magnetic saturation slightly 

decreased as C content was increased. Mechanical properties evidenced high hardness values 

but related to low toughness in all cases, the latter believed to be caused by agglomerates of 

aluminium oxide. 

Table 4.47. Summary of the characterisation of WC-Fe16Cr3Al sintered samples (PA1-PA5), using 
different C additions. 

Material 

name 

Relative 

density [%] 
Porosity 

Magnetic 

properties 
Mechanical properties 

Hc 

[Oe] 

M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 

KIc 

[MPa√m] 

PA1 98.7 A00, B00, C00/02* 117 178 1454 ± 13 8.7 ± 0.2 

PA2 98.9 A00, B00, C00/02* 113 166 1475 ± 6 8.8 ± 0.3 

PA3 98.3 A00, B00, C02* 92 155 1410 ± 27 9.4 ± 0.3 

PA4 98.5 A00, B00, C02* 91 153 1415 ± 32 9.3 ± 0.2 

PA5 98.1 A00, B00, C02* 95 131 1411 ± 13 9.4 ± 0.8 

* Black phase corresponding to aluminium oxide was also spotted in all samples. 

 

Figure 4.93 and Figure 4.94 collected OM images before and after applying Murakami etchant, 

respectively. As can be appreciated, unetched sintered surfaces clearly evidenced the presence 

of alumina agglomerates even at low magnification. Samples PA1 and PA2 were predicted to 

contain some eta-phase at 1000 °C, according to the phase diagram of Figure 4.92. Presence of 

this phase was revealed after etching, where some grey clouds are seen. Interestingly, secondary 

carbides (M7C3) tended to concentrate around aluminium oxide agglomerates. This behaviour 

could have already been guessed when observing the mapping results (Figure 4.74), but it 

became more evident after etching and observing the surface by OM. The number or volume of 

this M7C3 carbides was proportional to C addition. 

 

Thus, even though different C additions were tested for WC-Fe16Cr3Al composition, none of 

them could accomplish the goal of obtaining homogeneous microstructures linked to a good 

combination of mechanical properties. It is worth commenting that, in the case of Ti(C,N), only 

one C percent at an optimum content – avoiding graphite precipitation – was tested. As 

wettability and microstructure homogeneity proved to be even worse than for WC, no further 

tests were carried out. 
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Figure 4.93. OM images of PA1-PA5 sintered samples surfaces. 
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Figure 4.94. OM images of etched PA1-PA5 sample surfaces using Murakami solution. Different features 
such as presence of η-phase, aluminium oxide inclusions and M7C3 carbides are indicated. 

 

 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni 

Attempting to study the effect of C addition, samples with the same ratio ceramic/metal volume 

– 80/20 vol. % – were chosen. They were processed by colloidal route and sintered with the same 

HV cycle (C1). Within this context, 0.5C 80TiCN and 1.0C 80TiCN samples are compared. Table 

4.48 shows the values of green and sintered density, where no significant differences are found 

linked to C content. This means that the differences in total and closed porosity are negligible for 

the sintered samples. 
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Table 4.48. Green and sintered relative densities of 80/20-0.5C and 80/20-1.0C samples. 

Material Green relative density [%] 
Sintered relative density [%] 

Dimensions Pycnometer 

0.5C 80TiCN 65.9 ± 0.2 96.1 ± 0.9 98.0 ± 0.1 

1.0C 80TiCN 65.7 ± 0.1 95.5 ± 0.5 97.9 ± 0.1 

 

SEM images of the samples microstructure and its analysis are collected in Figure 4.95 and Table 

4.49, respectively. It is interesting to point out that no differences were found regarding mean 

free path and contiguity. However, it can be appreciated that the addition of extra carbon 

resulted in less porosity measured by image analysis. Previous studies have demonstrated that 

the addition of C decreases the liquidus temperature, enhancing the liquid phase sintering [70]. 

Nevertheless, such density improvement was not observed in the results of Table 4.48. Thus, the 

high porosity measured by image analysis in Table 4.49 seems to be related to the adhesion 

between the ceramic and metallic phases of the composite, manifested during grinding and 

polishing stages. In this way, C addition shows to improve this relationship, leading to less 

abrasion of the Ti(C,N) particles during operations of surface preparation. Furtherly, no significant 

differences were found in the binder loss. Regarding carbide mean grain size, sample with 1.0 wt. 

% of C addition obtained a higher value, although the difference between samples values lies in 

their standard deviation range. 

 

Figure 4.95. SEM micrographs of samples 0.5C and 1.0C 80TiCN. 

Table 4.49. Microstructural parameters for specimens 0.5C and 1.0C 80TiCN. 

Material 
Phase quantification [vol. %] Mean grain 

size [µm] 
C 

Mean free 

path [µm] 
Porosity [%] 

Binder Binder loss 

0.5C 

80TiCN 
16.68 ± 1.40 3.32 ± 1.40 1.89 ± 0.32 0.41 0.80 ± 0.14 16.97 ± 1.69 

1.0C 

80TiCN 
15.48 ± 0.99 4.52 ± 0.99 1.94 ± 0.30 0.41 0.82 ± 0.13 8.85 ± 1.47 

 

Once more, optimisation of sample preparation method led to cleaner microstructures, as Figure 

4.96 shows, where carbide integrity was maintained. Nevertheless, as mentioned previously, 

surface preparation method used in Figure 4.95 is still shown, as well as the porosity it led to 

(Table 4.49), as it evidenced the wear resistance of each hard material. 

10 µm

0.5C 80TiCN

10 µm

1.0C 80TiCN
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Figure 4.96. SEM micrographs of samples 0.5C and 1.0C 80TiCN with optimised surface preparation 
method. 

 

From the EDX analysis displayed in Table 4.50, it could be stated that the Fe/Ni ratio for sample 

1.0C 80TiCN is slightly higher than for the sample with less carbon content (0.5C 80TiCN): 5.25 

and 5.02, respectively, with respect to the theoretical 5.67. This means that the relative content 

of elements is more stable in the material containing more added carbon. 

 

Table 4.50. EDX analysis of the elements wt. % and at. % for samples 0.5C and 1.0C 80TiCN. 

Element 
0.5C 80TiCN 1.0C 80TiCN 

Wt. % At. % Wt. % At. % 

Ti 

C 

N 

Fe 

Ni 

66.80 ± 1.33 

6.00 ± 0.19 

6.61 ± 1.12 

17.16 ± 0.82 

3.42 ± 0.39 

51.08 ± 1.97 

18.29 ± 0.45 

17.23 ± 2.52 

11.26 ± 0.73 

2.13 ± 0.24 

66.91 ± 1.81 

5.64 ± 0.15 

5.77 ± 0.72 

18.21 ± 1.41 

3.47 ± 0.54 

52.45 ± 1.79 

17.63 ± 0.27 

15.45 ± 1.65 

12.25 ± 1.05 

2.22 ± 0.35 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Fe/Ni ratio (theor.: 5.67) 5.02 - 5.25 - 

C/N ratio (theor.: 1) - 1.06 - 1.14 

Ti/(C+N) ratio (theor.: 1) - 1.44 - 1.59 

 

Moreover, this material shows a higher amount of austenite in the XRD diffractograms (Figure 

4.97) which is attributed to the higher C content. As demonstrated in previous investigations, the 

addition of C decreases the transformation temperature of ferrite into austenite [43]. 

10 µm

0.5C 80TiCN 1.0C 80TiCN
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Figure 4.97. XRD patterns for samples 0.5C 80TiCN (bottom) and 1.0C 80TiCN (top). 

Microhardness data (HV2) are listed in Table 4.51. It is interesting to note that, for cycle C1, 

carbon addition results in a decrease of the hardness of 150 HV. A first hypothesis suggested that, 

as the higher volume fraction corresponds to the ceramic phase, it is reasonable to suppose that 

this difference may be due to a change in the hardness of Ti(C,N), whose stoichiometry may be 

modified as a result of adding extra C. Other hypotheses are that this extra C can be entering in 

solid solution with the metallic phase and modifying its mechanical properties, or that it some of 

it may be precipitating as free-C, as the most intense peaks of the graphite pattern coincide with 

the ones of austenite and hindering their correct identification. Massive nanoindentation tests 

performed on these samples with optimum surface preparation methodology and analysed in 

Ref. [69], labelled as ‘20FeNi’ and ‘20FeNi+C’ respectively, may shed some light here. From such 

tests, it could be confirmed that addition of C resulted in an increase of the binder and composite 

hardness, related to a reduction of porosity – as addition C improves LPS behaviour – and 

hardening of the binder phase by solid solution. Moreover, it could be stated that Ti(C,N) intrinsic 

hardness did not vary with C content. Thus, microhardness results of Table 4.51 are believed to 

be related to the carbide breakage observed in the samples without optimum surface preparation 

– as they were performed on these surfaces –, as Figure 4.95 shows. 

Table 4.51. Microhardness (HV2) values for 0.5C and 1.0C 80TiCN compositions. 

Sample HV2 

0.5C 80TiCN 1333 ± 27 

1.0C 80TiCN 1183 ± 29 
 

Overall, C addition in Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni samples processed by COL + HV evidenced improved 

mechanical response to abrasion, maintenance of binder composition with respect to theoretical 

relative contents. 
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Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr 

In this section, the influence of C content is explained for the various manufacturing routes 

explored for this composition, using 80 vol. % of ceramic phase. 

 

• Planetary-SS + HV: 

These samples were used in XRD: RT and HT section – in the Validation part of this chapter – 

where they were devoted to phase diagram validation. As presented before, five C contents were 

used, from 0 to 2 wt. % with respect to the binder content. Table 4.52 lists the data gathered 

from the physical characterisation of the samples: relative densities, magnetic and mechanical 

properties. 

Regarding density values, it is worth noting that green density is greatly improved for 1.5C and 

2.0C compositions. This can be explained by the lubricant effect of C addition, which enhances 

compaction stage. When sintered, though, improvement in densification is already observed for 

1.0C, where the similar values obtained geometrically and by Archimedes’ method for these 

sample suggests the existence of lower open porosity. With respect to the mechanical properties, 

KIc results, measured by Palmqvist method, showed the greatest variation among the different 

compositions. Here, higher values are measured for higher C contents (1.0C, 1.5C and 2.0C), being 

1.5C the material with the highest fracture toughness. Improvement of cermet toughness values 

by C addition has been already appointed by Chicardi et al. [71], and Lengauer and Scagnetto [23]. 

Changes in fracture toughness correlate well with “inverse” variations in hardness. 

Table 4.52. Physical characterisation of green and sintered samples of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition, 
manufactured by planetary-SS + HV. 

Sample 

name 

Green 

relative 

density, 

geom. [%] 

Sintered relative 

density [%] 

Magnetic 

properties 
Mechanical properties 

Geom. Archim. Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 

KIc 

[MPa√m] 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

0.0C 

64.8 ± 1.1 93.8 ± 1.1 95.4 55 357 1259 ± 7 7.9 ± 0.2 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

0.5C 

65.0 ± 0.4 94.6 ± 0.7 95.4 55 360 1258 ± 8 7.3 ± 0.3 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

1.0C 

64.6 ± 0.1 97.1 ± 0.4 97.4 70 480 1278 ± 15 8.5 ± 0.4 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

1.5C 

68.1 ± 0.4 98.0 ± 0.4 97.2 57 490 1197 ± 14 9.9 ± 0.6 

TiCN-

FeNiCr-

2.0C 

67.9 ± 0.5 97.0 ± 0.4 97.4 56 467 1212 ± 10 8.9 ± 0.5 
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Magnetic results are difficult to interpret for cermet systems [23,49], as the study and control of 

these properties have traditionally been implemented for cemented carbides. It can be noted 

that coercivity values tend to be constant, achieving a maximum at 1.0C composition. This 

measurement has been traditionally employed for WC grain size control in WC-Co grades [49], 

and will be related to Ti(C,N) measured diameters presented below. Regarding magnetic 

saturation, it is worth pointing out that it is usually expressed in literature as a relative value with 

respect to cobalt’s M-sat [72,73]. Nevertheless, for this Co-free binder, it was expressed in 

absolute values [74]. Within this context, a trend similar to that found for density and fracture 

toughness is observed: higher values are measured for higher C content compositions (1.0C, 1.5C 

and 2.0C). This is in agreement with findings reported for cemented carbides [49], where 

increasing C additions led to a lower dissolution of carbide elements in the binder, yielding then 

higher values of M-sat. 

An in-depth understanding of the differences among compositions can be assessed by studying 

their microstructures. Figure 4.98 collects SEM images of microstructures for each composition 

studied. As can be seen, at 0.0 wt. % of extra C addition there seems to be more clustering of 

carbides, particularly in regions where the binder has not been able to disperse and embed them. 

As C content is increased, this scenario is reverted, yielding relevant improvements in terms of 

microstructural homogenisation. The beneficial effect of C addition on the wettability of the 

binder on the ceramic phase during the sintering stage has already been reported by Zheng et al. 

[75]. Increasing C content also lowers the solidus temperature (see Figure 4.5 for this 

composition), a fact that enhances densification during sintering [17,43,70]. 

 

Figure 4.98. SEM micrographs (x5000) for the five studied compositions of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr (planetary-
SS + HV). 

Although variations can already be discerned in Figure 4.98, a more extensive characterisation 

was performed to assess the existing differences quantitatively. As commented in Ref. [1], some 

micro-cavities could be spotted inside the carbide particles. This porosity is believed to be created 

during carbide-carbide sintering stage, or as a consequence of nitrogen elimination [18,24,26]. 

The reason for this is thought to be linked to insufficient energy during the milling step, as 

explained in the Powder preparation section. Micro-porosity inside Ti(C,N) particles was solved 

by adjusting the milling bodies materials and conditions (attritor-HM). 

10 µm
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Phase quantification, performed with ImageJ software, enabled the obtention of microstructure 

maps, as shown in Figure 4.99. In these images, Ti(C,N) particles remain in dark grey, binder phase 

is coloured in green, and carbide porosity in blue. 

 

 

Figure 4.99. Phase quantification analysis performed with the software ImageJ on SEM micrographs 
(x5000). Grey areas correspond to Ti(C,N) carbides; binder phase was coloured in green and carbide 

porosity, in blue. 

 

Results are depicted in Figure 4.100. As can be appreciated, as C content is increased, binder 

volume rises too, with a decrease in the ceramic content and the porosity. This experimental fact 

may be related to the influence of C in the solution-reprecipitation phenomena of the ceramic 

particles and the solubility of the alloying elements in the binder during the sintering stage. 

Moreover, during the heating step, the presence of C aids degassing of oxygen absorbed in the 

powder mixtures, which improves metal-ceramic wettability and binder dispersion among the 

carbides, as commented before. These phenomena have been previously reported for core-rim 

structured cermets [3,75]. For complete solid solution cermets (CSCs), with no core-rim structure, 

these findings were also confirmed recently [17,71]. Zheng et al. [75] reported that a binder phase 

more saturated in C, exhibits a decrease in the lattice parameter of both binder and carbide 

phases. The high-temperature reaction taking place during the sintering stage, 𝑇𝑖𝐶 → 𝑁𝑖(𝑇𝑖) +

𝑁𝑖(𝐶), is progressively reverted for higher C additions. Thus, the hypothesis is that there is a 

decreased dissolution of ceramic elements in the metallic phase induced less Ti(C,N) nucleation 

sites. This phenomenon directly reflected in a higher binder volume fraction when C content was 

increased, progressively approaching the theoretical metallic volume. These results match and 

explain the binder measurements obtained in this investigation for CSCs cermets. Nevertheless, 

in our case, the situation is reverted at 2 wt. % of C, possibly due to precipitation of some free C 

[75]. 

10 µm
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Figure 4.100. Phase quantification in Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered samples (planetary-SS + HV), performed 
by image analysis with the software ImageJ. 

As it may be seen in Table 4.53, C content may show slight variations in the carbide mean size, 

although this assertion is difficult to be confirmed because of the large scatter in the particle 

diameters. This variation was also observed in Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni samples using 0.5 and 1 wt. % C. It 

is believed that solution-reprecipitation phenomena stated before may be also responsible for 

this slight variation in carbide size with C addition. Moreover, as commented previously, coercivity 

is used in the hardmetal industry for estimation of carbide grain size, being inversely proportional 

to the latter. This assertion is in good consonance with sample 1.0C, which has the highest 

coercivity value and lowest mean diameter, as well as the similar values in Hc and mean carbide 

diameters obtained for the rest of the samples. 

Table 4.53. Carbide diameters for each type of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr (planetary-SS + HV) sintered sample. 

Sample name Carbide diameter [µm] 

TiCN-FeNiCr-0.0C 1.57 ± 0.87 

TiCN-FeNiCr-0.5C 1.53 ± 0.90 

TiCN-FeNiCr-1.0C 1.50 ± 0.84 

TiCN-FeNiCr-1.5C 1.55 ± 0.87 

TiCN-FeNiCr-2.0C 1.56 ± 0.87 

 

Overall, it could be stated that C addition directly affected the solution-reprecipitation of Ti(C,N) 

by decreasing the dissolution of the carbide in the binder. This phenomenon translated into an 

increase in the final binder volume of the sintered materials. Increasing the C content also implied 

a better homogenisation in the microstructure and properties of the materials up to a limit (2.0C), 

where the graphite region is reached and that improvement is reversed. Moreover, results of 

magnetic properties indicate that M-sat values are proportional to C addition, and that there is 

good consonance between Hc and mean carbide diameter. 
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• Attritor-HM + SHIP: 

Samples containing 80 vol. % of Ti(C,N) hard phase and combined with Fe15Ni10Cr binder were 

processed by attritor milling and sinter-HIP. Information about this investigation can be found in 

Refs. [33,62] (Papers 6 and 4 in Appendix, respectively). 

Simulation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr phase diagram is plotted in Figure 4.101. NCAtheoretical 

composition is indicated by a green discontinuous line, coinciding with the blue discontinuous 

line of Figure 4.5 for this composition. Three types of specimens, with different C contents, were 

produced, indicated by blue discontinuous lines. NCAreal was processed first by planetary milling 

(P1) and then by attritor (A1), both using HM balls and vessel. For this composition, no extra C 

was added, but the real C content of the used raw materials was considered. As can be 

appreciated, there is a large difference – 0.5 wt. % C, approximately – with respect to NCAtheoretical. 

Subsequent compositions included extra C addition and were processed by attritor milling (A2 

and A3), also considering their real C contents. As can be appreciated, the three experimental C 

contents led to simple microstructures at 1000 °C, as cemented carbide microstructures are 

considered to ‘freeze’ around this value [5–7]. At this temperature range, the materials are 

predicted to present an austenitic-Ti(C,N) structure, with some precipitation of M7C3 secondary 

carbide. No graphite precipitation occurs above 800 °C, evidencing that the three samples belong 

to the workable C range for this composition. 

 

Figure 4.101. Phase diagram simulation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition, using 80 vol. % of ceramic 
phase and TCFE9 database. NCAtheoretical composition is marked with a discontinuous green line. 

Compositions processed by attritor milling (A1, A2 and A3), with real C contents, are indicated by 
discontinuous blue lines. A1 coincided with NCAreal. 

Table 4.54 collects the results of density, porosity, magnetic and mechanical properties of the 

sintered samples. SHIP was used as the sintering regime, noted in each sample name. The three 

compositions resulted to be fully dense, only showing a small trace of type-A porosity (pores size 

< 10 µm). As can be seen, samples were non-magnetic and had a very low value of M-sat. 

Differences in the latter among the three samples were not relevant, as opposed to previous 

findings reported for cemented carbides, where increasing C addition led to rising M-sat value 
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[49]. The effect of C addition was not appreciated in the macro-hardness either. Nano-indentation 

tests, collected below, will shed more light into the intrinsic hardness of each phase. Perhaps the 

most noticeable difference among the three compositions is that discerned in terms of fracture 

toughness. Although the three samples attained high values, A3, with the highest C content, 

shows the lowest fracture toughness result with respect to A1/A2. A hypothesis could be graphite 

formation that decreases this value [76], as this composition shows precipitation of free C below 

800 °C (see Figure 4.101). Nevertheless, as stated before, microstructural evolution stops around 

1000 °C during the cooling stage [5–7], temperature at which no graphite is predicted to be 

present. Moreover, it could not be appreciated by OM, so no C-type porosity was spotted. Thus, 

it is believed that the higher concentration of M7C3 carbides may explain this lower toughness. 

This was evidenced by Murakami etching and RT-XRD, whose results are presented below. 

Table 4.54. Summary of the characterisation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered samples, with different C 
contents, processed by attritor-HM milling and SHIP. 

Material 

name 

Relative 

density [%] 
Porosity 

Magnetic properties Mechanical properties 

Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 

KIc 

[MPa√m] 

A1-SHIP 100.0 A04, B00, C00 NM 8 1163 ± 4 12.1 ± 0.5 

A2-SHIP 100.0 A04, B00, C00 NM 7 1160 ± 4 12.4 ± 0.5 

A3-SHIP 100.0 A04, B00, C00 NM 6 1159 ± 5 11.5 ± 0.2 

 

Figure 4.102 collects SEM micrographs of the three compositions, where totally homogeneous 

and non-porous materials can be appreciated. Table 4.55 summarises the results for image 

analysis of these microstructures. As can be seen, increasing C content does not translate into 

notable differences regarding the real phase ratio or carbide size. Numerical changes in these 

parameters among compositions lie within the standard deviation range. Interestingly, 

experimental binder content almost coincided with theoretical value of 20 vol. %, slightly 

exceeding it. Regarding the results of mean free path, there is a difference between A1 and A2/A3 

compositions, showing the former a higher value. As mean carbide sizes were virtually identical, 

this result suggests a slightly different particle rearrangement, believed to be influenced by higher 

precipitation of secondary carbides [77], as explained below. 

 

Figure 4.102. SEM micrographs (BSE, x5000) of samples A1, A2 and A3-SHIP. 

A1-SHIP

10 µm

A2-SHIP A3-SHIP
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Table 4.55. Results of image analysis for Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr attritor-HM + SHIP samples. 

Sample name 
Phase quantification [vol. %] Carbide size 

[µm] 

Mean free 

path, λ [µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

A1-SHIP 77.1 22.9 0.4 1.48 ± 0.81 0.61 ± 0.49 

A2-SHIP 78.8 21.2 0.6 1.47 ± 0.75 0.54 ± 0.47 

A3-SHIP 78.8 21.2 0.6 1.47 ± 0.76 0.57 ± 0.48 

 

Murakami etching revealed that there existed some precipitation of secondary carbides in these 

materials, as Figure 4.103 shows. XRD tests confirmed the presence of M7C3 carbides, particularly 

Cr carbides, as well as an austenitic-ferritic binder phase. This is in consonance with Thermo-Calc® 

predictions (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.101). As XRD diffractograms show in Figure 4.104, the higher 

the C addition, the higher quantity of secondary carbides that precipitate, which can also be noted 

in the OM images (Figure 4.103). Their possible influence can be the maintenance of a constant 

particle size of Ti(C,N) (Table 4.55). The latter effect is a known contribution of secondary carbides 

in hard materials: inhibition of grain growth [56,66,67,72,78,79]. Nevertheless, increasing the 

amount of secondary carbides can compromise fracture toughness [77]. As previous 

investigations have demonstrated, addition of secondary carbides may improve microstructural 

and mechanical properties up to a certain limit, where high inclusions have shown to reverse this 

enhancement. The reason behind this phenomenon is the reduction of binder continuity and the 

increase of carbide-carbide interfaces. These are weakest phase interactions across which cracks 

propagate, as shown in HV30 indentation imprint of Figure 4.56 [11,77,80]. The fact that samples 

A2 and A3 contain a higher content of secondary carbides supports the hypothesis of differences 

in the particle rearrangement after LPS [77], leading to dissimilar mean free paths. However, their 

effect on mechanical properties is not observed for compositions A1 and A2, but it may explain 

the lower fracture toughness attained in material A3, with the highest C content (Table 4.54). An 

additional hypothesis involves the possible existence of some martensitic phase – whose most 

intense peak can be easily hindered by austenitic-ferritic signals. This phase may be more intense 

at higher C contents and could explain the lower fracture toughness of sample A3. Regardless of 

the hypotheses, no variation was observed in the hardness results of the three compositions. 

 

 

Figure 4.103. OM images of cermet surfaces after Murakami etching of specimens A1, A2 and A3-SHIP. 

A1-SHIP A2-SHIP A3-SHIP
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Figure 4.104. RT-XRD analysis performed at RT of A1, A2 and A3-SHIP samples (from bottom to top). 

EDX analyses were also performed to collect more information about the composition of the 

samples. Elements wt. % and proportion of binder elements are indicated in Table 4.56. No 

remarkable differences were spotted among the three samples, evidencing no remarkable effects 

on composition with C addition. All of them maintained a composition close to the theoretical 

one. An almost negligible contamination of W was measured, slightly higher for sample A3 but 

still below 1 wt. %. 

Table 4.56. EDX analysis of the elements wt. % for samples A1, A2 and A3-SHIP. 

Element A1-SHIP [wt. %] A2-SHIP [wt. %] A3-SHIP [wt. %] 

Ti 

C 

N 

Fe 

Ni 

Cr 

W 

52.42 ± 0.70 

12.56 ± 0.18 

12.66 ± 0.28 

16.92 ± 0.24 

3.16 ± 0.06 

2.20 ± 0.32 

0.08 ± 0.06 

53.95 ± 0.27 

13.03 ± 0.07 

11.97 ± 0.39 

16.18 ± 0.59 

2.33 ± 0.08 

2.49 ± 0.25 

0.06 ± 0.02 

51.87 ± 1.02 

12.92 ± 0.18 

12.49 ± 0.50 

16.68 ± 1.10 

3.20 ± 0.28 

2.03 ± 0.30 

0.81 ± 0.08 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 

xFe-yNi-zCr 

(theor.: 75Fe-15Ni-10Cr) 
76Fe-14Ni-10Cr 77Fe-11Ni-12Cr 76Fe-15Ni-9Cr 

 

Intrinsic hardness of the samples was extracted by the performance of massive nanoindentation 

tests. Figure 4.105 shows a FESEM micrograph of the nanoindentation grid (a) of specimen A2-

SHIP, shown as an example of image overlay and construction of hardness maps. An area of 100 
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µm2 is shown to assure a fair resolution and correct visualisation. Image (b) corresponds to the 

hardness cartography map. Meanwhile, an overlay of the micrograph and the cartography map 

can be appreciated in Figure 4.105c. Hardness cartography maps of samples A1, A2 and A3-SHIP 

are displayed in Figure 4.106. 

 

Figure 4.105. (a) FESEM micrograph, (b) hardness cartography map, (c) combined image showing the 
hardness map overlaid on the electron micrograph are displayed for A2-SHIP composition (100x100 

indentations). 

 

Figure 4.106. Hardness cartography maps for samples A1, A2 and A3-SHIP. 

By increasing the magnification of micrograph in Figure 4.105a, three types of imprints can be 

found – as shown in Figure 4.107 for sample A2-SHIP– depending on their location: confined 

inside the binder region (blue circle), at the ceramic/metal boundary region (green circle), and 

confined in Ti(C,N) ceramic particles (red circle). 

 

Figure 4.107. Detail of sample A2-SHIP imprints. Three types could be spotted: imprints that fell inside the 
binder region (blue circle), at the ceramic/metal boundary area (green circle) and inside Ti(C,N) particles 

(red circle). 
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The performance of massive nanoindentation tests, with 22,500 imprints, enabled the obtention 

of hardness histograms for each sample, as Figure 4.108 shows for the three materials. A constant 

bin size of 0.75 GPa was selected. Through deconvolution of the Cumulative Distribution Function 

(CDF), the data could be adjusted to Gaussian-distribution curves. They correspond to the binder 

(blue), composite or ceramic/metal boundary region (green), and Ti(C,N) (red) phases. The 

colours have been selected to match the type of imprint of each peak (Figure 4.107). 

Table 4.57 summarises the obtained intrinsic hardness results for the three studied materials. 

Ti(C,N) phase showed a constant hardness of 29.5 MPa. Binder and composite hardness values 

showed to improve the ones collected in a previous investigation by the authors [17], where 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets were tested. Here, C difference among the samples does not seem to 

correlate with paramount differences in the hardness values, as opposed to what previous studies 

could confirm [17,69]. Nevertheless, sample A2-SHIP seems to have a stronger binder and 

ceramic/metal boundary. The hypothesis is that the higher C content of this sample, with respect 

to A1, may be strengthening the binder by solid solution. The subtle decrease in these properties 

for sample A3 may be related to the more pronounced formation of M7C3 carbides with respect 

to material A2, as Figure 4.103 and Figure 4.104 confirm for this material. Another hypothesis is 

the formation of some free C for this last composition, as the phase diagram in Figure 4.101 

indicates below 800 °C. 

 

Figure 4.108. Hardness histogram of A1/A2/A3-SHIP samples, determined from 22,500 indentations 
performed at a maximum applied load of 10 mN. 
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Table 4.57. Intrinsic hardness results for Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr samples processed by attritor-HM and SHIP: A1, 
A2 and A3-SHIP. Colours of column labels match the de-convoluted Gaussian curves of hardness 

histograms (Figure 4.108) and imprint type (Figure 4.107). 

Material 
Intrinsic hardness [GPa] 

Binder Composite Ti(C,N) 

A1-SHIP 14.9 ± 1.0 23.1 ± 1.0 29.5 ± 0.5 

A2-SHIP 15.9 ± 0.5 25.0 ± 0.5 29.5 ± 0.5 

A3-SHIP 15.1 ± 1.0 23.1 ± 1.0 29.5 ± 0.5 

 

In summary, C variation in Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr attritor + SHIP samples showed no significant 

differences regarding image analysis parameters: phase quantification, carbide diameter and 

mean free paths. Physical and mechanical properties remained also virtually constant, as 

confirmed by massive nanoindentation tests. 

 

• Attritor-HM + HV: 

As mentioned in the Sintering technique section, attritor-milled samples were also sintered in HV 

to assess the effect of the sintering regime. The three C contents of samples A1, A2 and A3 were 

processed in HV, and dissimilar results as what observed in SHIP were observed. These results 

were also analysed in Ref. [33] (Paper 6 in Appendix). Table 4.58 collects characterisation results 

of the sintered samples, regarding their density, porosity, magnetic and mechanical properties. 

As can be appreciated, fully dense samples were attained, with almost no trace of porosity. 

Nonetheless, some micro- and macro-pores could be spotted in sample A3. This is in consonance 

to the microstructure scenario evidenced, collected in micrographs given in Figure 4.109, where 

homogeneous microstructures are observed, and presence of porosity caused by carbide 

breakage can be seen in specimen A3. Interestingly, these samples showed to be magnetic as 

opposed to SHIP samples, as revealed by coercivity values, which showed to be very similar for 

the three C contents. On the other hand, a difference of one order of magnitude was observed 

in M-sat results between samples A1/A2 and A3, which may indicate a change in the crystal 

structure of the binder. XRD analyses shown below will shed more light on this topic. M-sat values 

of HV specimens greatly differed from the low value obtained for SHIP ones. This difference may 

mean that more C is dissolved in the binder of SHIP ones [49]. 

Table 4.58. Summary of the characterisation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered samples, with different C 
contents, processed by attritor-HM milling and HV. 

Material 

name 

Relative 

density 

[%] 

Porosity 

Magnetic properties Mechanical properties 

Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 KIc [MPa√m] 

A1-HV 100 A00, B00, C00 123 169 1250 ± 6 10.3 ± 0.2 

A2-HV 100 A00, B00, C00 126 168 1260 ± 5 10.3 ± 0.2 

A3-HV 100 A02, B00, C00* 127 65 1242 ± 7 11.5 ± 0.4 

*Some macro-pores, 10-75 µm, were also spotted. 
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Figure 4.109. SEM micrographs (BSE, x5000) of samples A1-HV, A2-HV and A3-HV. Red arrows point to 
porosity and carbide breakage in the latter specimen. 

Regarding mechanical properties, high-vacuum samples exhibited higher hardness (around 100 

HV) than the SHIP ones. This may be related to the presence of a higher volume of ceramic phase 

in these specimens, as image analysis displayed (Table 4.59). The fact that HV samples show more 

binder elimination – 7-8 vol. % with respect to SHIP samples – is an effect that has been reported 

in previous investigations for this type of sintering regime, due to the vaporisation of metallic 

elements [14,17]. This lower binder volume is held to be also responsible for the lower KIc values 

obtained in these HV samples. Interestingly, composition A3 showed a higher value than samples 

A1/A2. Nevertheless, this result is speculated to be an overestimation, as the present porosity 

may be impeding crack propagation emanating from the corners of the indentation imprints. 

Table 4.59. Results of image analysis for Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr attritor-HM + HV samples. 

Sample name 
Phase quantification [vol. %] Carbide size 

[µm] Ceramic Binder Error 

A1-HV 85.0 15.0 1.4 1.28 ± 0.70 

A2-HV 85.7 14.3 2.0 1.22 ± 0.71 

A3-HV 85.3 14.7 0.4 1.23 ± 0.70 

 

Moreover, measurement of carbide diameter points out that HV carbides seem to have a lower 

size than SHIP ones. However, it is difficult to confirm this difference because of the large scatter 

in the measurements. Nonetheless, the fact that smaller ceramic particles are obtained for HV 

samples is believed to be in line with their lower experimental metallic content, as there is less 

room for solution-reprecipitation and carbide growth phenomena. Additionally, they also 

evidence slight variation with C addition, an effect that was not observed in SHIP samples. It may 

be speculated that the effects exerted by C content are more notable with Cr lack, as observed 

for Fe15Ni samples and Fe15Ni10Cr ones sintered by HV. As evidenced in Table 4.32, HV resulted 

in the elimination of 1.45 wt. % of Cr with respect to SHIP for sample A1. It is believed that the 

high affinity of Cr and C, preferentially results in the precipitation of secondary carbides. Thus, 

the influence of C in some variation of the mean carbide size is more appreciable when Cr content 

is low or inexistent. 

Aiming to study more deeply the composition of the samples, XRD tests were performed at RT, 

and the corresponding results are collected in Figure 4.110. As can be seen, the phases obtained 

differ from those found in SHIPed samples (Figure 4.104). For HV, neither ferrite nor secondary 

carbides were discerned. Vaporisation of binder elements during sintering – and derived carbide 

constraining effects – led to some transformation of austenite into martensite. A detail of sample 

A1-HV A2-HV A3-HV

10 µm
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A1-HV diffractogram showing the unfolding of the metallic peak at 44 ° – where these two metallic 

phases can be spotted – is shown in Figure 4.65. This phenomenon would contribute to the higher 

hardness values obtained in these samples with respect to SHIPed ones. Another notable fact is 

the higher binder intensity spotted in A1/A3-HV samples as compared to SHIP ones, which does 

not correlate with their lower metallic content. The dissimilar intensity observed for the binder 

peaks may be in consonance with the large scatter of phase quantification results and could also 

be related to texture [51,52] or binder constraining effects. Moreover, presence of free-C could 

be measured in sample A3. This is in agreement with the higher porosity (Table 4.58) and worse 

microstructural scenario obtained for this sample (Figure 4.109), as well as with Thermo-Calc® 

prediction for this composition below 800 °C (Figure 4.101). The fact that there exists less 

experimental binder content in HV samples – as measured by image analysis in sintered 

specimens – may explain that excess of C cannot completely dissolve by solid solution in their 

binder phase. The excess of relative ceramic content may advance the graphitic limit to lower C 

contents and lead to the anticipated precipitation of free-C, as seen in the diffractograms. This 

sooner graphite precipitation when augmenting the relative ceramic volume was observed in 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni phase diagram simulation (Figure 4.7). Presence of free-C or the more intense 

austenitic peak coincide with the lower magnetic saturation measured in specimen A3 (Table 

4.58). 

 

Figure 4.110. XRD analysis performed at RT of A1, A2 and A3-HV samples (from bottom to top). 

EDX area analyses were carried out on the three samples and are shown in Table 4.60. No 

remarkable differences could be spotted with respect to C addition among the materials. As 

commented in the Sintering technique section, HV led to elimination of Cr – regardless of the C 

content –, favouring a higher relative content of Ni, as can be appreciated in these composition 

analyses. This is in consonance with the stabilised austenite and the negligible presence of 

secondary carbides discerned in the XRD diffractograms (Figure 4.110). 
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Table 4.60. Ratios from EDX analysis of the elements wt. % and at. % for A1, A2 and A3-HV samples. 

Element A1-HV [wt. %] A2-HV [wt. %] A3-HV [wt. %] 

Ti 

C 

N 

Fe 

Ni 

Cr 

W 

57.43 ± 0.74 

13.86 ± 0.20 

12.45 ± 0.24 

11.93 ± 0.67 

2.79 ± 0.09 

0.75 ± 0.09 

0.78 ± 0.10 

58.28 ± 0.63 

13.50 ± 0.46 

11.81 ± 0.35 

11.89 ± 0.49 

2.87 ± 0.20 

0.80 ± 0.06 

0.85 ± 0.30 

57.20 ± 0.54 

14.13 ± 0.18 

12.48 ± 0.20 

11.38 ± 0.25 

3.12 ± 0.12 

0.72 ± 0.07 

0.98 ± 0.20 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 

xFe-yNi-zCr 

(theor.: 75Fe-15Ni-10Cr) 
77Fe-18Ni-5Cr 76Fe-19Ni-5Cr 75Fe-20Ni-5Cr 

 

Overall, in the case of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition, both A1 (7.61 wt. % C) and A2 (7.7 wt. % 

C) showed to achieve a good combination of mechanical properties. Sample A3 (7.8 wt. % C), on 

the other hand, obtained a compromised fracture toughness for SHIP sintering and presence of 

free-C and carbide breakage when sintered in HV. 

 

 

WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 

Fe15Ni10Cr binder was also combined with WC hard phase. In this case, C adjustment was 

performed by planetary-HM milling and SHIP. Once the optimum C content was defined, 

production of the final hard material entailed attritor-HM, as explained in the Powder preparation 

section. In doing so, a total of nine sample types, varying their C addition, were manufactured. 

They ranged from 0 wt. % C addition, where η-phase (M6C carbide) could be spotted, to a high-C 

addition that led to the precipitation of graphite or free-C. The intention was to study the 

complete C-range of this composition, assuring the selection of the optimum C content. Figure 

4.111 shows the phase-diagram simulation of WC-Fe15Ni10Cr material, using 80 vol. % of hard 

phase and TCFE9 database. 

Processed compositions (P) are indicated by vertical discontinuous lines. The first specimen, P1, 

coincided with NCAreal, as no extra C was included in it. As can be appreciated, NCAreal also 

exceeded the NCAtheoretical value, although this difference was lower than in Ti(C,N) case (Figure 

4.101). Colours of samples P1-P9 vertical lines coincided with the ones of the cells in Table 4.61, 

where the samples C content is also specified. As it can be observed, orange indicated 

precipitation of M6C (P1-P3), grey stood for presence of free-C (P9), and blue was used for 

describing those compositions with no preliminary sign of undesirable phases (P4-P8). 
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Figure 4.111. Phase diagram simulation of WC-Fe15Ni10Cr composition, using 80 vol. % of ceramic phase 
and TCFE9 database. NCAtheoretical composition is marked with a discontinuous green line. Compositions 
processed by planetary-HM milling (P1-P9), with real C contents, are indicated by discontinuous blue 

lines, whose colours match the characteristics. P1 coincided with NCAreal. 

 

Table 4.61. Summary of the characteristics of WC-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered samples, with different C 
contents, processed by planetary-HM milling and SHIP. C content and trace of undesirable phases are 

indicated: M6C (orange), graphite (grey) and no precipitation of undesirable phases (blue). Colours of the 
cells coincide with each C content line in Figure 4.111. 

Material name C content [wt. %] Trace of M6C/graphite 

P1 5.50 M6C 

P2 5.55 M6C 

P3 5.60 M6C 

P4 5.65 - 

P5 5.70 - 

P6 5.75 - 

P7 5.80 - 

P8 5.85 - 

P9 5.91 Graphite 

 

As an example, Figure 4.112 shows OM images of eta-phase precipitation in sample P1 and free-

C presence in specimen P9. In the latter, the characteristic flower-type porosity induced by this 

graphitic presence can be appreciated [81], pointed out by arrows and at a higher magnification 

than P1 OM image for a better visualisation. 
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Figure 4.112. OM images, at different magnifications, showing presence of η-phase in sample P1 and of 
free-C in specimen P9. 

 

Thus, samples P1-P3 and P9 where discarded, as these two undesirable phases compromise the 

mechanical properties of the hard material [82]. Then, special focus was made on samples P4-P8, 

with more promising compositions. They were characterised in terms of their density, porosity 

magnetic and mechanical properties, and the gathered results are listed in Table 4.62. Their OM 

micrographs, before and after Murakami etching, are collected in Figure 4.113 and Figure 4.114, 

respectively. 

 

Table 4.62. Summary of the characterisation of WC-Fe15Ni10Cr sintered samples for the C contents with 
no trace of η-phase or graphite. 

Material 

name 

Relative 

density [%] 
Porosity 

Magnetic properties Mechanical properties 

Hc [Oe] 
M-sat 

[Gcm3/g] 
HV30 

KIc 

[MPa√m] 

P4 100.2 A00, B00, C00 228 39 1457 ± 3 12.4 ± 0.2 

P5 100.2 A00, B00, C00 293 15 1414 ± 3 13.0 ± 0.5 

P6 100.2 A00, B00, C00 295 15 1431 ± 7 12.5 ± 0.4 

P7 100.0 A00, B00, C00 243 10 1398 ± 9 12.8 ± 0.4 

P8 99.7 A00, B00, C00 174 10 1379 ± 10 12.6 ± 0.5 

 

All samples proved to be non-porous and attained a satisfactory hardness-toughness 

combination. Interestingly, samples P4, P5 and P6 achieved a density that exceeded the 

theoretical value. Moreover, their magnetic saturation values were the highest out of the five 

compositions, especially for sample P4. As magnetic saturation gives sign of the C and W dissolved 

in the binder phase [7,83,84], these changes in its value as well as the density excess and hardness 

increase may be indicating some presence of η-phase [83]. This theory is reinforced by the 

presence of large and numerous binder pools, as the OM images show (Figure 4.113). Binder 

pools can be present in these materials due to the short milling time employed in this type of 

milling (30 min), as observed in Ti(C,N) samples (Powder preparation section). Nevertheless, in 

the case of WC-based compositions, presence and dissolution of eta-phase can also leave trace 

P9P1
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of these metallic pools. These phenomena are more evident in the case of sample P4, as this 

sample lies in the range influenced by the ‘roofing’ effect of 𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 +  𝑀6𝐶 +  𝑊𝐶 region [85]. 

Moreover, it showed almost no trace of secondary carbides (Figure 4.114), confirming the fact 

that M7C3 region has not been achieved. For the rest of the samples, as C content was increased, 

a higher quantity of these secondary carbides could be gradually observed. 

 

 

Figure 4.113. OM images for P4-P8 WC-Fe15Ni10Cr samples. 

P4 P5

P7

P8

P6
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Figure 4.114. OM images after applying Murakami etchant of P4-P8 WC-Fe15Ni10Cr sample surfaces. 

 

Meanwhile, sample P8 achieved a density slightly lower, which could be related to some porosity 

observed at large magnifications. These pores are believed to be related to some free-C presence, 

as this composition lied very close to the graphitic area. Moreover, a sharp decrease in coercivity 

value was observed for this sample. This measurement is known to be inversely proportional to 

the carbide grain size [7,84], which could explain the slight decrease in hardness, as well as the 

micro-porosity presence. Thus, in order to be conservative and account for decarburisation if 

other sintering conditions are used – such as HV – composition P7, with 5.80 wt. % of C, was 

selected as the optimum C content. It showed full density, with no porosity in its microstructure, 

and an optimum combination of magnetic and mechanical properties. It is worth mentioning that 

its magnetic saturation value coincided with values reported in literature for WC-SS materials 

[64]. 

P4 P5

P7

P8
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215 5. Summary, conclusions and future work 

The present chapter summarises the main achievements obtained from the work performed in 

this thesis, collected in Chapter 4. Seeking for the reader convenience, this summary is divided 

into the three methodology steps: design, validation and processing. From these results, 

conclusions are extracted and presented hereinafter, organised in the sections of the thesis 

objectives presented in Chapter 2. Moreover, future work is proposed as a continuation of the 

detailed outcomes. Figure 5.1 displays a sketch of the content in this chapter. 

 

Figure 5.1. Sketch of the content and information organisation in Chapter 5. 
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5.1. Summary 
 

For convenience of the reader, and to easily link this summary with the results of Chapter 4, it 

will be divided into three sections: design, validation and processing. 

 

5.1.1. Design 

The design stage entailed the configuration of feasible Ti(C,N) and WC-based compositions, 

separately combining these ceramic phases with alternative binders. This was achieved by phase 

diagram simulations using the software Thermo-Calc®. Databases TCFE7 and TCFE9 were 

employed. Feasibility of their usage and simulation method followed were confirmed by 

reproducing hardmetal phase diagrams collected in literature. A preliminary selection of the 

elements composing the alloy phase was performed, choosing Fe as the balance, and Ni, Cr, Al 

and Mo as suitable candidates. Three criteria were applied for the selection of binder and hard 

material compositions: (i) inclusion of elements that conferred corrosion resistance, (ii) 

solidus/liquidus temperatures below 1500 °C – a limit imposed by industrial sintering cycles –, 

and (iii) a final simple microstructure, closely conformed by two phases (ceramic-metal), with the 

least number of phases present at room temperature. Binary and pseudo-binary phase diagrams 

of Fe with one or more elements were simulated. At this stage, Mo was discarded from further 

investigation, as it could be confirmed that precipitation of fragilizing phases started at small 

additions of this element. Subsequently, simulation of suitable combinations as a function of C 

content – an element that conforms both ceramic phases used in this investigation – were carried 

out. Once feasible binder configurations were selected, they were combined with 80 vol. % of 

Ti(C,N) and WC hard phases.  

Final selected alternative binders were Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al. Both of them fulfilled the 

required criteria when combined with carbide phases, obtaining simple microstructures in their 

optimum C windows at 1000 °C, temperature range at which hardmetals phases are known to 

‘freeze’. Nominal C contents were taken into account, assuming that raw materials contained no 

C contamination and that carbide powders included their theoretical C content. For Ti(C,N) 

samples, FeNiCr showed a simple austenitic-Ti(C,N) structure, with some precipitation of M7C3 

carbide at higher C contents. FeCrAl binder was predicted to be composed by ferrite and 

austenite phases, with a slight percentage of AlN existence (< 2 vol. %). In the case of WC, nominal 

compositions confirmed precipitation of eta-phase. Thus, C addition must be considered to avoid 

it and achieve the optimum C window. At this safe range where eta and graphitic regions are 

avoided, simple compositions of austenite – in the case of FeNiCr – and ferrite – for FeCrAl – were 

obtained, with a slight inclusion of M7C3 carbides. 

Complementary simulation studies were included in this block and are summarised hereinafter. 

They did not belong to the design process per se but contributed to evidence different outcomes 

of this investigation. As Fe15Cr10Al alloy led to formation of large aluminium-oxide areas in its 

final hard materials, a prealloy powder including less Al content was used as substitute: 

Fe16Cr3Al. Combination of this binder with each carbide phase showed less precipitation of AlN 

– in the case of Ti(C,N) – and lower solidus/liquidus temperatures than with Fe15Cr10Al. Ti(C,N)-
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Fe15Ni composition was simulated using 70 and 80 vol. % of hard phase, a material used as 

reference baseline in this project [1]. Incrementing the ceramic volume led to a decrease in 

solidus and liquidus temperatures, related to C inclusion from carbide dissolution during LPS. 

Simulation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition was also performed with cemented carbides 

database (CC), proving no paramount differences with respect to the iron databases used in this 

research. Last, a change in pressure to emulate high-vacuum sintering conditions confirmed the 

de-nitridation of Ti(C,N) at 10-5 mbar, confirming findings reported in previous investigations. 

 

5.1.2. Validation 

The second stage of the methodology process sought to validate simulation results. This was 

performed by implementing DTA-TG-MS, XRD at RT and HT, and contact angle techniques. 

DTA-TG-MS analyses were devoted to the analysis of both binder and hard materials, seeking to 

validate predicted solidus and liquidus temperatures. The study of metallic alloys was done on 

green and sintered bulks of Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al compositions, with and without C 

addition. Onset liquidus temperature – measured on the most intense endothermic peak of the 

heat flow curve – was linked to Tsolidus, as they both indicate the start of liquid phase presence in 

the material. Similarly, maximum temperature of the same endothermic peak and Tliquidus were 

correlated, as both correspond to complete binder transformation into liquid. Experimental 

results showed that C addition promoted an earlier liquidus temperature formation, as predicted 

by Thermo-Calc®. Sintered alloys showed less mass gain than green metallic compacts. This was 

attributed to the oxide reduction of raw powders when sintered. FeCrAl exhibited a higher mass 

increment than FeNiCr, evidencing a higher tendency to oxidation. Experimental temperatures 

slightly exceeded those determined from simulation, a difference that became more pronounced 

when C was added. With respect to hard material analysis, again, both mixture powders and 

sintered bulks were tested, this time of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition. Once more, C addition 

led to a reduction of solidus and liquidus temperatures values, matching with higher outgassing 

intensities, especially noticeable for the highest C contents. This is attributed to enhanced oxygen 

reduction of raw materials as C addition is increased. Experimental solidus/liquidus temperatures 

exceeded simulation results. Nevertheless, good consistency between predicted and 

experimental melting ranges could be confirmed. 

XRD technique was implemented to assess the correlation between simulated and experimental 

phases present in Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr samples, sintered in high vacuum. They were heated from 

RT up to 1200 °C, scanning their surfaces every 200 °C. Moreover, five different C contents were 

tested, to cover a wide range of the phase diagram. Overall, very good correlation between 

theoretical and experimental findings was found. Nevertheless, no secondary carbides – M7C3 – 

were found on the samples, opposed to Thermo-Calc® predictions. Sintering the powder mixtures 

of this composition with a different technique – SHIP – proved the existence of M7C3 carbides by 

XRD testing at RT, maintaining a composition closer to theoretical and completely matching 

phases predictions. Thus, it is believed that the non-precipitation of these secondary carbides 

when sintering in high-vacuum may be related to vaporisation of binder elements during low-

pressure sintering. Experimental results also evidenced an increase in 𝛼 + 𝛾 → 𝛾 transformation 

temperature for higher C contents. 
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Last, wettability or contact angle tests were performed as a model of the metal-ceramic 

interaction at high temperature. Sintered binder bulks were placed on top of Ti(C,N) or WC 

substrates, collecting the evolution of the metal phase as temperature was elevated. Those 

samples where interaction or droplet formation occurred – with adherence between the metal 

and the ceramic – were transversally cut and characterised. Conclusions for each analysed metal 

alloy are stated hereinafter: 

 

• Fe15Ni10Cr 

This alloy was tested on both Ti(C,N) and WC substrates, with and without C addition. For Ti(C,N)-

Fe15Ni10Cr system, using no extra C, a metallic droplet was formed and a final angle value of 

26.0 ° was measured. This result evidenced good wetting behaviour, accompanied by dissolution 

of Ti(C,N) particles, penetration of the binder into the ceramic substrate – measuring a layer of 

336 ± 16 μm –, and carbide reprecipitation at the metal drop region. These reprecipitated 

carbides corresponded to TiC and M23C6/M7C3. Mapping analysis revealed an interphase 

formation between carbide particles and binder phase, with inclusion of elements from both 

materials, preferentially metallic.  

C inclusion in the binder phase – 1 wt. % – led to an improvement of the wettability scenario. 

Contact angle value was reduced to 20.5 ° and metal diffusion layer was extended up to 636 ± 7 

μm, 100 % wider than without C addition. 

Testing of this binder with WC substrate resulted in complete melting and spreading of the metal 

on the ceramic surface, estimating a final 0.0 ° contact angle. Interface characterisation revealed 

precipitation of eta-phase in the metal region at the top part of the substrate. In this zone, no 3D 

carbide influence still occurred, where the lack of C – diffused from the dissolution of carbide 

particles – promotes the precipitation of this fragilising phase. 

 

• Fe15Cr10Al 

This composition was tested on Ti(C,N) and WC substrates, and no C addition was employed. With 

this binder, neither droplet nor adhesion between the metal bulk and either substrate occurred. 

The metal experienced some fusion or morphology change, leaving a slight trace of its presence 

of the ceramic substrates, but no further effects were reported. Thus, this binder gave sign of 

oxidation that hindered an accurate wettability assessment. 

 

• Fe16Cr3Al 

The outcome obtained from Fe15Cr10Al binder boosted the aim for an alternative FeCrAl alloy. 

Thus, with the purpose of avoiding oxidation, a prealloy powder with composition Fe16Cr3Al was 

employed – it is worth to remind that Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al used elemental powders. 

Evaluation of its wetting behaviour on a Ti(C,N) substrate revealed that, although no droplet 

effectively formed, higher fusion resulted in the attachment of the metal bulk to the ceramic 

substrate. Evaluation of its transversal cut by SEM, EDX and mapping analyses discovered a layer 
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of Al oxide surrounding the metal bulk and at the boundary region of the ceramic substrate. This 

confirms the inability to form a droplet due to oxidation, this also being the reason of lack of 

interaction in Fe15Cr10Al test. Carbide reprecipitation in the metal region and binder diffusion 

into the substrate were observed, indicating a good ceramic-metallic interaction shaded by 

aluminium affinity to oxygen.  

In the case of Fe16Cr3Al-WC system, neither droplet nor attachment of the metal occurred. 

Nevertheless, there was more evident trace of binder interaction or wettability on the surface of 

the ceramic substrate than with Ti(C,N). This suggested a better wetting behaviour with WC 

phase. 

 

5.1.3. Processing 

The third and last stage was devoted to the processing of the final hard materials. The main 

purpose was to prove the methodology effectiveness and attaining final hard materials with 

optimum characteristics, i.e. homogeneous microstructures and a good combination of 

mechanical properties. Results were organised in terms of the influencing parameters, which 

could be divided into two broad categories: processing route and composition. Conclusions will 

be divided into the same sections of each category in Chapter 4, seeking for the readers 

convenience and correlation with the Results and discussion chapter. 

 

• Influence of the processing route 

All the steps involved in a powder metallurgy route were modified to some extent, from powder 

preparation, continuing with variation in the pressing technique, and up to modification in the 

sintering cycle and regime. 

 

o Powder preparation 

Five different procedures were tested for preparation of powder mixtures, organised into two 

comparison groups. On the one hand, colloidal (COL) and tumbling ball milling (CPM) were 

contrasted by employing Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni composition. On the other hand, planetary (SS/HM) and 

attritor (HM) millings comparison was performed with Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr material. 

From COL vs. CPM study it could be concluded that, during the latter route, powder mixtures lost 

C during milling, due to reaction with oxygen and adhesion to milling balls/vessel. Although C loss 

was also experienced during the sintering stage for both processing routes, it was more evident 

for CPM one. This higher total C deficiency of the CPM route translated into poorer densification, 

as well as diminished mechanical properties, as evidenced from results of nanoindentation and 

nanoscratch tests. Moreover, although using the same composition, XRD tests revealed different 

binder phases of sintered samples after each procedure: COL showed the presence of an 

austenitic-ferritic structure, whereas CPM binder registered only a ferritic phase.  

The effects exerted by milling and vessel/balls materials in planetary (SS/HM) vs. attritor (HM) 

were assessed by means of DTA-TG-MS tests to mixture powders. Results showed differences 
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among them, especially regarding their liquidus temperatures and CO/N2 degassing behaviour. 

As a proof of concept, samples were SHIPed to correlate their results with their final 

microstructures. Milling using SS bodies led to the highest degassing and liquidus temperature, 

giving explanation to the micro-cavities observed inside carbide particles for its sintered 

specimens. HM bodies showed to solve this issue. However, the short milling time (30 min) used 

in planetary-HM processing led to the presence of some binder pools. This problem was 

overcome by attritor-HM milling during 10 h, where metal dispersion was optimised. 

Overall, it could be concluded that initial powder composition, regarding C addition, must be 

tailored for each processing route, to account for the effects exerted by powder processing. 

Moreover, it has also been demonstrated that a correct selection of milling materials and 

parameters is essential for attaining an optimum final microstructure. 

 

o Pressing technique 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni tumbler-milled powders were pressed using uniaxial (UNI) and CIP methods to 

gather the differences between them. UNI samples were compacted into disks, whereas CIP 

green specimens did not result in a regular shape but in powder bulks. The latter achieved more 

heterogeneous and porous microstructures than for uniaxial pressing. Image analysis results 

revealed that no outstanding differences existed between the samples regarding ceramic/binder 

content and carbide size. In the light of these results, neither further characterisation nor 

production of samples with CIP technique was performed. 

 

o Sintering cycle 

This parameter entailed the assessment of the effect impinged by a modification in the heating 

cycle. Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets were processed by colloidal route, uniaxial pressing and high 

vacuum sintering. Regarding the last stage, the influence of adding a step at 1000 °C for 30 min 

was investigated. Both cycles used a dwell at 800 °C for 30 min and at 1450 °C for 2 h. The 

inclusion of a dwell step at 1000 °C resulted in higher metal loss and consequent increase in the 

microhardness value, but also a higher Fe/Ni ratio, closer to the theoretical value. 

 

o Sintering technique 

With the purpose of comparing the two sintering regimes employed in this investigation – high 

vacuum and SHIP –, Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr and Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni compositions were examined. 

Samples were processed by attritor-HM milling and uniaxial pressing. For Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr, fully 

dense specimens were obtained. HV samples evidenced higher binder elimination – close to 8 

vol. % – and, consequently, increased hardness. SHIP led to non-magnetic specimens, opposed to 

HV sintering. Carbide measurement revealed a lower mean diameter for HV material – with 

sharper edges –, where Cr content was reduced from 2.20 to 0.75 wt. %, as confirmed by EDX. 

This lack of Cr resulted in the non-precipitation of secondary carbides (M7C3). Moreover, SHIPed 

Ti(C,N) particles showed an interphase composed by two Cr-rich phases at their binder boundary 

region, verified by mapping analysis. Such interphase could not be spotted using the same 
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parameters for HV sample. These facts manifest the decisive role that Cr content plays in solution-

reprecipitation of carbide particles. Final composition of the samples is strongly driven by the 

sintering technique employed, where the over-pressure of SHIP showed to maintain experimental 

data closer to theoretical or nominal contents. Similar findings were reported for Fe15Ni 

composition, where sintering by SHIP also resulted in lower binder elimination and more 

closeness to theoretical cermet composition. Nevertheless, contrarily to FeNiCr, SHIP also led to 

smaller carbides, evidencing the key role that the sintering regime also plays in carbide 

reprecipitation phenomena, believed to be related to modification of the binder composition. 

The aim of this finding is not to undermine the role of high-vacuum sintering, but rather to 

account for the effects exerted by the type of furnace to tailor the initial compositions. 

 

• Influence of the composition 

Sample composition was varied in terms of the nature of binder and ceramic phases, their relative 

contents, and the addition of extra C. 

 

o Binder and ceramic phase nature 

In this section, comparison among Fe15Cr10Al/Fe16Cr3Al/Fe15Ni10Cr/Fe15Ni binder phases and 

Ti(C,N)/WC hard phases was performed. To organise these numerous variables, information was 

divided regarding binder comparison. 

Fe15Cr10Al – using elemental powders – was compared to Fe16Cr3Al – the prealloy composition. 

First, the designed Fe15Cr10Al binder was combined with Ti(C,N). SEM and EDX-mapping studies 

revealed porous microstructures with Al-oxide inclusions which, as observed in the contact angles 

for this binder, were affecting the wettability. This hard material processing was a proof of 

concept of what HT wettability tests had revealed; thus, this alloy was substituted by Fe16Cr3Al. 

The new alloy was processed with Ti(C,N) and WC hard phases. Although densification and 

microstructures were greatly improved with respect to Fe15CrAl binder, regions of Al-oxide 

formations could still be spotted. In the case of Ti(C,N), they were surrounding large binder pools, 

which yields a sign of worse wettability than for WC, a behaviour that was already advanced by 

contact angle analyses. None of the samples achieved full density and both resulted in 

compromised mechanical properties, especially regarding Ti(C,N). 

On the contrary, Fe15Ni10Cr led to fully dense samples with homogeneous microstructures and 

a competitive combination of mechanical properties. Both materials were processed by SHIP and 

showed some presence of M7C3 carbides. Combination of FeNiCr with WC resulted in a magnetic 

material, opposed to Ti(C,N). Hardness of Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr was around 200 HV lower than for the 

WC-based sample, a difference believed to be related to the lower experimental ceramic content 

of Ti(C,N) specimen. It is remarkable to note the high fracture toughness value achieved by the 

Ti(C,N)-based material, comparable to the WC one. In the case of WC-FeNiCr, the mechanical 

properties achieved were equal or even superior to some commercial grades of WC with 

alternative binders that include Co in their composition and have higher binder content. 
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Fe15Ni-based materials were processed using the same parameters and equipment to assess the 

effect of Cr addition. Evaluation of corrosion resistance revealed the improvement of Cr inclusion, 

attaining a wide passivation region and resulting in less binder elimination. The latter was 

evaluated by surface inspection and measurement of corroded layer with a transversal cut of the 

sample. Ti(C,N) demonstrated an enhanced chemical stability with respect to WC. Moreover, 

alternative binders were compared to a cemented carbide of a similar grade, where the former 

registered upgraded corrosion resistance. Cr inclusion showed to promote carbide grain growth 

in both Ti(C,N) and WC-based materials, being more evident for Ti(C,N). Focusing on this ceramic 

phase, this effect was already observed in SHIP vs. HV samples. Total elimination of Cr led to the 

smallest carbides out of the three materials. No interphase at the metal-ceramic boundary region 

was observed by mapping analysis. Thermo-Calc® simulation demonstrated differences of Ti 

inclusion in austenite – the majoritarian binder phase – for Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Ni compositions. 

Considering the real C content of each composition – i.e. considering C contamination of the raw 

materials –, there is a higher inclusion of Ti in the FeNi than in FeNiCr. This correlated with 

mapping results, where the higher content of Ti in the binder phase – in consonance with higher 

C and N contents – is believed to give rise to more numerous sites of carbide nucleation. Given 

that they resulted in the same experimental ceramic volume, it is believed that the higher the 

ceramic nucleation sites, the smaller the carbide reprecipitated particles. This collection of facts 

confirmed the paramount effect of Cr content in relation with carbide reprecipitation. 

 

o Ceramic/binder content 

Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets were processed using 70 and 80 vol. % of hard phase to assess the effect 

of ceramic/binder relative content. Samples were manufactured by colloidal processing, uniaxial 

pressing and high-vacuum sintering. For the same percentage of C addition – 0.5 wt. % – and 

same sintering cycle (C1), increasing the ceramic content of the cermet resulted in a rise of the 

composite hardness as well as intrinsic hardness of the binder phase and metal-ceramic boundary 

region. Nevertheless, a higher binder content showed to avoid carbide breakage during wear, as 

evidenced by sample preparation stages and nanoscratch tests, protecting the ceramic phase and 

with a more ductile response to damage from 70TiCN material. Last, variation of ceramic/binder 

content also resulted in differences of samples composition. Sample containing 80 vol. % of 

Ti(C,N) experienced less metal loss, yielding a closer proportion of the binder elements to 

theoretical content.  

 

o C content 

Variation of C content has been extensively investigated in this research, in particular with 

Fe16Cr3Al, Fe15Ni, Fe15Ni10Cr binders and both carbide phases – Ti(C,N) and WC. 

For WC-Fe16CrAl, several C additions in its optimum C window were tested. Nevertheless, none 

of them achieved full density or avoided the precipitation of Al oxides, translated into a 

compromised toughness. Murakami etching revealed concentration of M7C3 carbides around 

these agglomerates. Presence of free C was also spotted, more evident at higher C additions. In 

the case of Ti(C,N), only one percent of C – at an optimum content that avoided graphite 
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precipitation – was tested. Wettability and microstructure homogeneity proved to be even worse 

than for WC, and no further testing was carried out. 

For Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni composition, two C additions were tested: 0.5 and 1 wt. %, with respect to the 

binder phase mass. No outstanding differences were found regarding densification. Nevertheless, 

C addition led to a slightly higher carbide size, improved mechanical integrity of the carbides when 

subjected to abrasion. Composition analyses showed that 1C specimen experienced higher metal 

loss but contained a more stable relative content of elements. 

C content testing in Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr specimens was done by different processing routes: 

planetary-SS + HV, attritor-HM + SHIP and attritor-HM + HV. For planetary-SS + HV, five C 

additions were examined, from 0 to 2 wt. %. Green and sintered densities were greatly improved 

by C addition, results that were accompanied by enhanced mechanical properties. Coercivity 

values indicated an inverse proportion to mean carbide size. On the other hand, magnetic 

saturation values were proportional to C content. As confirmed in previous studies, increasing C 

addition and M-sat resulted in lower dissolution of carbide elements in the binder. Image analysis 

revealed that, as C content is increased, experimental binder volume rises too, with a decrease 

in ceramic content and porosity inside Ti(C,N) particles. These phenomena give sign of the 

influence of C in the solution-reprecipitation of carbide particles and the solubility of alloying 

elements in the binder during sintering. Additionally, presence of C aids degassing of oxygen 

absorbed in the powder mixtures during the heating step, which improves metal-ceramic 

wettability, binder dispersion and porosity elimination. For attritor-HM + SHIP, three C contents 

were tested. C addition showed a slight improvement in intrinsic binder and ceramic-metal 

hardness. Nevertheless, this situation was reverted at the highest C content, coinciding with a 

decrease in fracture toughness. As no C-type porosity was spotted, it is believed that the higher 

concentration of M7C3 carbides may explain such behaviour. No differences regarding mean 

carbide size were found among the samples. The same powders were sintered in HV – attritor-

HM + HV route – and, in this case, slight differences in the mean diameter of Ti(C,N) particles 

could be measured. It may be speculated that the effects exerted by C content on carbide 

reprecipitation are more notable with Cr lack, as HV samples showed binder elements 

volatilisation and high Cr elimination. Moreover, the highest C addition sintered with HV showed 

some carbide breakage and presence of free-C, as evidenced by XRD. This result can be explained 

by the advance of the graphite precipitation limit as binder sublimation occurs and ceramic 

relative volume increases. 

Last, WC-Fe15Ni10Cr C content was varied in a wide range, from eta-phase up to free-C 

precipitation. Optimum C composition counted with full density, no porosity was observed in its 

microstructure, and it showed an optimum combination of magnetic and mechanical properties. 

In summary, it can be concluded that effectiveness of the proposed three-step methodology has 

been proved. Design stage enabled the configuration of composition candidates by phase 

diagram simulation. In the validation step, DTA-TG-MS tests confirmed solidus/liquidus 

temperatures and contact angle tests forecasted metal-ceramic interaction. Finally, processing of 

the final hard materials demonstrated what advanced previously. Moreover, influence of 

processing route and composition was also studied. Fe15Ni10Cr binder, combined with Ti(C,N) 

and WC, yielded the best results and compromise among microstructure, mechanical properties 

and corrosion resistance.  
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5.2. Conclusions 
 

In conclusion, the main achievements of this thesis project can be comprised in the following 

points, linked to the objectives presented in Chapter 2. 

 

5.2.1. Advanced and deeper characterisation of Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni cermets 

The first steps of this thesis were devoted to the further study and deepening into the 

characterisation of this composition, emanating from previous work [1]: 

• In the present investigation, the composition of such cermets was varied in terms of their 

ceramic content – 70 and 80 vol. % – and C addition – 0.5 and 1.0 wt. %. Modifications of 

the ceramic and C contents had a direct effect on the mechanical properties and 

composition of cermet materials. Increasing the ceramic vol. % and C addition both 

resulted in improved micro-hardness, as well as intrinsic hardness of the binder and 

metal-ceramic boundary region. Furthermore, they maintained a proportion of metallic 

elements closer to theoretical values. On the other hand, it could be observed that a 

higher binder content favoured a more ductile response to wear. 

 

• Moreover, the effect of the processing route was assessed by manufacturing the cited 

compositions following colloidal (COL) and conventional PM (CPM) approaches. CPM 

route led to C elimination during milling. Moreover, both procedures experienced C loss 

during sintering, but this removal was more evident for CPM route. C shortage and 

inefficient milling in the CPM route led to lower densification and variation in the binder 

crystallographic phase, evolving from an austenitic-ferritic combination (COL) to an 

almost exclusively ferritic binder (CPM). These facts impelled a diminished binder 

hardness and sliding contact response. 

 

5.2.2. Development of novel compositions: The three-step methodology 

The main research line of this thesis was the implementation of a flexible and systematic 

methodology with which to design and effectively produce alternative hard materials. 

Conclusions are divided into the three steps of the proposed methodology. 

• Design: CALPHAD approach and Thermo-Calc® software, together with the appliance of 

an accurate simulation method, enabled the design of two feasible alloy compositions: 

Fe15Ni10Cr and Fe15Cr10Al. Their combination with 80 vol. % of Ti(C,N) and WC hard 

phases, separately, met the targeted criteria: simple microstructures and solidus-liquidus 

temperatures below 1500 °C. 

 

• Validation: Assessment of the simulation effectiveness was performed by DTA-TG, RT and 

HT XRD and contact angle tests. 
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o Results of DTA-TG tests carried out to validate simulated solidus-liquidus 

temperatures showed good consistency with experimental results. 

o XRD analyses revealed that predicted phases had an excellent correlation with 

experimental results from RT up to 1200 °C. No precedents were found in 

literature where this approach – study of the phases present at high temperature 

– was used for validation of thermodynamic simulation in hard materials. 

o High-temperature wetting experiments served to explain metal-ceramic 

interaction and relation during sintering. They evidenced the optimum behaviour 

of Fe15Ni10Cr composition with both Ti(C,N) and WC, unlike Fe15Cr10Al alloy. 

The latter composition was substituted by a pre-alloyed one – Fe16Cr3Al –, which 

improved metal-ceramic interaction but led to no droplet formation. Moreover, 

addition of C to the binder phase demonstrated to improve wettability, as proven 

by FeNiCr alloy on Ti(C,N) substrate. 

 

• Processing: FeNiCr and FeCrAl-based hard materials were processed following different 

routes (planetary-SS, planetary-HM and attritor-HM), where milling, pressing and 

sintering stages were modified to assess the effect exerted by each of them. 

o It could be stated that an effective milling step was primordial in the obtention 

of dense and homogeneous samples, more precisely in terms of vessel/balls 

materials and milling time. In this project, optimised materials were attained by 

using a combination of HM vessel/balls and a milling time of 10 h (attritor-HM). 

o Evaluation of the sintering regime also confirmed the importance of knowing and 

accounting for the effects it exerts on composition from the design stage. In this 

regard, it could be stated that SHIP attained materials with element contents and 

metal-ceramic volumes virtually identical to the theoretical ones. On the other 

hand, HV led to some volatilization of binder elements. 

o It could be confirmed that FeCrAl led to the formation of aluminium oxide regions 

which translated into porous and heterogeneous microstructures, contrarily to 

FeNiCr, as advanced and in consonance with validation tests. 

o FeNiCr-Ti(C,N) and FeNiCr-WC optimised microstructures enabled the obtention 

of a competitive combination of mechanical properties (hardness-toughness), 

comparable or even superior to those exhibited by WC-based commercial grades 

containing Co and a higher binder fraction [2]. 

o Comparison of the employed hard phases showed that Ti(C,N) led to slightly 

coarser particles than WC, which translated into lower hardness. On the other 

hand, Ti(C,N) proved to be more chemically stable than WC, as revealed by 

corrosion tests in acidic media. 

o The role of Cr addition was evidenced in the improvement of corrosion resistance 

and promotion of carbide grain growth in both Ti(C,N) and WC-materials, the 

latter phenomenon being more significant in Ti(C,N). Focusing on this ceramic 

phase, Cr addition also induced an apparent rounding effect to its particles. 

Moreover, it also led to enhanced intrinsic hardness with respect to materials 

using the same composition, but excluding Cr. 
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5.3. Future work 
 

This section collects ideas of future experiments and analyses derived from the outcome of this 

thesis, proposed to be a continuation of its investigation line. They are as follows: 

 

• Study of alternative ways of introducing Al in the hard material with the aim of avoiding 

oxide formation. TiAl3 is proposed as starting strategy, given its efficient role for this 

purpose [3]. 

 

• Inclusion of Cr in the alternative binder alloy compositions has reported great 

improvements, especially regarding corrosion resistance. In SHIP samples saturation of 

Cr content in the binder was achieved, resulting in precipitation of secondary carbides – 

M7C3. Presence of this carbides did not impede the materials to either achieve 

competitive mechanical properties or set an improved corrosion resistance – with 

respect to materials that lacked this element in their composition. Nevertheless, further 

investigation variating the Cr content is suggested to study more deeply the role and 

effects of these secondary carbides in mechanical and chemical properties of the hard 

materials. 

 

• Assessment of the effect in Ti(C,N) grain growth when sintered with Fe, Ni, Cr and Al, 

respectively. This study would follow the methodology proposed by Roulon et al. with 

WC and Fe/Ni/Co binders [4]. In this regard, further WC-Cr and WC-Al experiments may 

complete this carbide-metallic element investigation with respect to coarsening 

phenomena. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analyses are also projected as a 

way of completing mapping-EDX tests conducted by SEM in this thesis. This technique 

would also be useful for deepening in the study of the interphase and binder segregation 

at the metal-ceramic boundary region, as well as solution-reprecipitation phenomena of 

the carbide phase [5]. Performance of mapping and EDX analyses on hard material 

lamellas entail a more accurate approach in the assessment of the elements included in 

each phase. For example, to study the dissolution of ceramic elements in the binder or 

the possible inclusion of metallic elements in the carbide phase. Further characterisation 

techniques recommended for composition analysis are Electron Backscatter Diffraction 

Analysis (EBSD) – available at the Department of Materials Science and Engineering of 

UPC. 

 

• Subsequent mechanical characterisation is suggested for WC and Ti(C,N) compositions. 

Micro-mechanical testing is proposed; in particular, subjecting the samples to tension 

and compression tests. They stand as cost-effective tool – in terms of material waste – 

that allow obtaining supplementary information about materials properties. The 

equipment necessary for conducting them has been recently purchased by GTP group 

and is available at the Department of Materials Science and Engineering of UC3M. In this 
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regard, a mechanical property that would be advisable to study is the Tensile Rupture 

Strength (TRS). 

 

• Performance of RT and HT bending tests with Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr composition, as 

performed with Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni composition in Refs. [6], [7] and also described in Refs. 

[8], [9]. The aim is to evaluate the contribution of Cr to flexural strength and fracture 

toughness. Regarding the latter property, comparison of the value obtained at RT with 

this technique and that reported by Palmqvist method is suggested as an interesting 

approach to validate the results obtained following different procedures. 

 

• Performance of massive nanoindentation tests in WC-based materials, as carried out with 

Ti(C,N) samples throughout the whole investigation. The aim is to assess intrinsic 

hardness of each phase – ceramic, binder and boundary region – and compare it with the 

results obtained for cermet compositions. 

 

• With the purpose of deeper analysis of the behaviour of resultant samples in service 

conditions, tribology and tribocorrosion tests are proposed, where the latter simulate a 

closer working environment [10]. 

 

• Evaluation of the effect impinged by thermal treatments. These tests are specially 

interesting in alternative hard materials where Fe is involved, as they have evidenced to 

enhance the hardness of final specimens [13], [14]. 

 

• As to corrosion analysis, testing of these compositions by means of potentiodynamic 

measurements with additional electrolytes is encouraged. One of the proposed solutions 

entails Dilute Harrison Solution (DHS), which has reported to emulate aeronautical 

conditions [11]. It is worth reminding that Ti(C,N)-FeNiCr composition has reported the 

best corrosion resistance in an acidic environment, a material that is three-times lighter 

than hardmetals. Given the aim for weight reduction in aircrafts – and the fact that tools 

need to be carried on board for emergency purposes – it comes to the author’s attention 

the opportunity of studying a possible replacement of this equipment – or part of it – by 

lighter cermet devices if meeting the necessary criteria. Another proposed electrolyte is 

3.5 wt. % NaCl solution, to simulate sea water. This research is already in progress and 

preliminary outcomes will be presented in Euro PM2021 Virtual Congress and Exhibition. 

 

• Regarding aeronautical environments, the low weight and high-temperature bearing of 

these Ti(C,N)-based hard materials may contemplate them as feasible candidates for jet 

or turbofan engine materials, where ceramic-metal composites are already employed – 

for example, as Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBCs) [12]. A deep study of the creep resistance 

required for such application must be carried out in order to tailor the correct 

composition. 

 

• Performance of DTA-TG oxidation studies to Ti(C,N)-Fe15Ni10Cr and WC-Fe15Ni10Cr 

compositions. 
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• As it could be observed, a small quantity of W inclusion could be measured by EDX in the 

case of cermet compositions milled by planetary/attritor-HM. Although its content was 

negligible, in order to avoid contamination during the milling step from the balls and 

vessel materials, it is proposed to adjust the ceramic phase of the milling media to the 

carbide phase being milled. This implies the manufacture of Ti(C,N)-based vessel and 

balls, and study their influence in the contamination of the samples and milling 

parameters. 
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